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Abstract
3

In this research we have endeavoured to fit some 
pieces in the jig-saw puzzle of Gujarat during the years 
of confusion between the decline of the Maitrakas and 
rise of the Caulukyas.

In the first Chapter we have given a Chronological 
Table of the whole period, and we have given cross references 
to the pages in the Chapters.

The Second Chapter opens with the Maitrakas where we 
give an account of the slow decline of this dynasty, the 
rivalry between the Gurjara Pratiharas, the Ra§traku£as 
and the Western Calukyas.

In the Third Chapter we have given the history of 
the Saindhava dynasty which ruled the North-Western tip of 
Saura^tra. They have been neglected hitherto, but they 
emerge to be a very successful dynasty.

The Fourth Chapter gives the history of the Capa 
or the Capotkata dynasty of Gujarat.

In the Fifth Chapter we have given an account of the 
Paramara dynasty of Malwa, as well as short sketches of 
their various branches.
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The Sixth and the final Chapter deals with the rise 
of the Caulukya dynasty. We have included 5 maps and a 
detailed genealogical table.

It will be noticed that we have not included in 
detail the origin of the Gurjaras as a whole. We feel that 
this subject is very complex and we would not have been 
able to do it full justice *
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Chapter I

The Sources

In the preparation for this research we have studied 
numerous sources of various types* They can be grouped under 
three headings; Epigraphic,Literary and Bardic. As far 
as numismatics are concerned, they are non-existent for the 
period of our study* Later, after ca* 1000 A.D. the 
Caulukyas and the Cahamahas issued an extensive range of 
coinage,

In the course of our work we have referred to or read 
over i6o inscriptions. They are not confined to the 
period 750 -1000 A.D. but refer to the period beyond both 
dates. This vast number includes,

inscriptions issued by the Maitraka dynasty
3^ by the main line of the Caulukya dynasty, ULSLby the 
Gujarat branch of the Rastrakutas, as well as those of the

v &Imperial line, 2<§b of the Paramara branches, ^  of the 
Vaghela dynasty which succeeded the Caulukyas, 10 of the 
Gurjara dynasty of Broach, J7 of the Gurjara-Praliharas of 
Kanauj and other branches: 8 inscriptions issued by the 
Saindhava dynasty ruling at Okha Ma^ujala, 6 plates of the 
Kalacuri Kings, 16 issued by the Candellas, 2 plates issued 
by the Garulakas, one grant issued by the Capa King 
Dharaijivaraha of Wadhvan; as well as the inscriptions of 
Cahamahas which pass the number of JO.



Every dynasty under study has issued inscriptions 
with the notable exception of the Capas and the 
Cu<Jasamas of Junagadh. The latter did issue some grants 
later, but there is not one grant or other inscription of 
the Capas available as yet. The Capa King Dhara$ivarlha did 
issue a grant as a feudatory of the Gurjara Pratiharas of 
Kanauj, but he does not seem to have been related to the 
main branch in any way. This failure of the Capas to issue 
grants is a very puzzling problem indeed. They do not seem 
to have followed the pattern of a typical Hindu kingdom 
wherein the Prasasti writers were only too eager to write 
about their patrons. That they did not issue any grants 
donating religious offerings, or villages to temples is even 
more surprising, They are mentioned in the inscriptions 
wherever Agnikula myth is described. They are also referred 
to in the plates of the Saendhavas and the Navasari plates of 
the Western Calukyan King Pulakesin II. They are vividly 
portrayed by the bardic chroniclers, although they do not 
give any details as far as their religion is concerned. That 
they were not a dynasty produced by the mere phantasy of the 
chroniclers is attested by their mention in the various 
contemporary epigraphic records. As with other dynasties 
of non-hindu origin they might be expected to have issued 
inscriptions if, as implied by the legend of their Agnikula 
origin, they had been recently accepted by the Hindu religion 
The other dynasties went out of their way to show their
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origin and trace their ancestry to the various incarnations of 
Vi§$u or to the Sun or Moon, There must have been a 
specific reason or purpose in the Capas failing to issue 
inscriptions; but it is impossible to show precisely their 
reasons. The language of the inscriptions in almost every 
case is Sanskrit and the lipi used is Devanagarl. There is 
present the tendency of eulogizing the ruler which we find in 
all periods. The plates of the Saindhavas are a typical 
example of good poetic language. The dates used in these 
inscriptions from Gujarat almost always in the Vikrama 
Samvat, with the notable exception of the Kalacuri as well as 
those of the Gurjaras of Broach, In some cases there are 
irregularities in the usages of the Eras which we will 
mention while discussing inscriptions concerned,^* It is not 
necessary to stress how important the epigraphic sources are 
in the reconstruction of a period that is shrouded with the 
clouds of bardic legends and vast literary compositions.
When compared with these the inscriptions, however panegyri
cal, give much reliable factual information.

The literary sources for this period are mainly Jaina, 
which are numerous but unfortunately not very reliable. They 
are either collections of stories describing the merits of 
Jainism, or they eulogize profusely the reigning monarch. One

1, The inscriptions will be referred to and the references 
given in the respective footnotes.
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should not rely too much on the historical information given 
by the chroniclers, unless it can be corroborated by reliable 
sources, such as inscriptions, These sources were not 
written as history but as!dharma kathas* or religious 
stories. Whatever historical or other information they gave 
is incidental# In the case of 1CaritasT or biographies of a 
particular ruler, such as TKumarapalacaritaT or 
TNavasahasahkacaritaT the poet was writing about his patron, 
the ruler of that particular Kingdom, therefore, one has to 
expect exaggeration. Nevertheless, these chronicles are of 
tremendous importance to the student of the history, 
political, social or economic of Gujarat from the 10th to 
the 15th century,

1We have followed the plan of Dr. A.K. Majumdar. who 
gives good concise information about the chronicles. He has
divided them under six headings. General history which

_, 2includes the Dvyasvayakavya by Hemacandra, and the3Prabandhacintamani by Merutuhga.

Under the heading
Biographies of Kumarapala and Hemacandra there are nine 
chronicles:

1, The Caulukyas of Gujarat. Chapter XVII.
2, Finished writing in 1304 A.D.
3, His dates are ca, 1089-1173 A.D.
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1. Prakrt Dvyasraya by Hemacandra (also known as
Kumarapalacarita.

2* Mahavxracarita by Hemacandra.
3. Kumarapalapratibodha by Samaprabha, written in

about 1185 A.D.
Moharaiapara,jaya by Yasahpafta written between

ca. 1173-1176.
5• Hema-suri - .Prabandha in the Prabhavakacarita

by Prabhacandra, completed in
ca, 1178 A.D.

6. Kumarapalabhupalacarita by Jayasirhha Suri, completed
in 1366 A.D.

7# Kumarapalaprabandha by Jina ma^d^na3 completed in
H 36 A.D,

8. KumarapSlacarita by Caritrasundara.
9. Hema - Suri - Prabandha in Prabandhakosa by

Rajasekhara, completed in 1349 A.D,

The third section consists of works on Vastupala and 
Tejapala, the two brothers who were able ministers in the 
times of the Vaghela ruler Vxradhavala. They are:-

1. Kxrtikaumudx by Somesvara written in about 1253 A.D.
2. Hammxra - mada - mardana by Jayasimha Suri written

between 1220-30 A.D.
3. Vasantavilasa by Balacandra Suri,
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4. SukrtakirtikallolinI by Vdayaprabha written between

1220-30 A.D.
5* Sukrtasankirtana by Arisimha, completed in

ca. 1229 A.D.
6. Vastupala - Te.iahpala Prabandha in the Prabandhako sa

by Rajasekhara, completed in
ca. 1349 A.D.

7* Vastupalacarita by Har§a Ga$i,

The unclassified works of this period are:-

1. Surathotsava by Somesvara (canto XII).
2. Mudrita Kumuda Candra by Yasaljcandra.

- - 13* Rathamala by
24* Jagaduearita by Sarvahanda.

5. Prologue of Dutangada by Subhafa.
6. Karnsundari by Bilha$a, ca. 1066-1094 A.D.

Miscellaneous works include the Lekhapaddhati. which is a 
collection of documents. Then there are several genealogical 
lists of Kings, especially the Caulukyas, of which the most

1, Nothing known of the Author. Narrative down to the reign 
of Bhxma II, it is most likely that it was written during 
that time. (1179-1242 A.D.).

2. Pate not known. Buhler suggests the 2nd half of the 14th 
or the beginning of the 15th century, C.O.G. p. 420.
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important is Vicarasreni by Merutunga which is also known 
as Theravali, This work seems to have been completed in or 
after 1315 A.D* for it records an incident of that year.

These are the Chronicles mainly of the Caulukya 
dynasty, that is they were written for the purpose of 
eulogizing that dynasty. At the same time they also give 
incidental information about other contemporary Gujarat 
dynasties,

The Paramara dynasty was glorified by Padmagupta, also
known as Parimala in his biography of Jayasimha Siddharaja,

1which he called the Navasahasankacarita,
These chroniclers, as we see from their dates, were 

not always contemporaries of the Kings whom they describe. 
Kings such as Vanaraja, the Capa ruler of the late 8th 
century, or King Mularaja, the founder of the Caulukya 
dynasty, were probably too occupied with warfare to worry 
about patronizing court poets, It was left to the poets who 
worked for their successors to write about them and glorify 
them. This resulted in the chroniclers’ writing about the 
ancestors of their patrons without any significant factual 
knowledge. Oral tradition seems to have been their only 
source. Therefore, in all these chronicles we do not get 
much information about the early rulers of a dynasty, except

1. Padmagupta was contemporary of the Paramata Kings 
Munja and his son Siddharaja. H.P.D. p.l.



In the Dvyasrayakavya where Hemacandra devotes three
cantos to Mularaja I’s wax' with Graharipu, most probably a
Cu(jasama ruler of Junagadh, and Lak§a of Kacch. Even then we
do not get any historical details about the Caulukyas, the
reason in Hemacandrars case being that he was first and
foremost a grammarian. He chose words and characters to
illustrate a grammatical point. To illustrate this we may
take the following example:- Hemacandra makes the ambassador
of Bhima boast in the court of Lak^mikanja of a large number
of BhimaTs allies who had the names Yanti, Ranti, Ganti,

1Hanti, Manti, Vanti and Tanti; these names were undoubtedly
used to illustrate the rule that the vowel Ti T should not be

2long in certain cases. There is no corroborative evidence 
to show that Bhima II had allies bearing the names mentioned 
above. There are many other examples which go to show that 
Hemacandra’s main purpose was to illustrate grammatical 
rules, but we will not go into any further details. 
Hemancandra’s works are very useful as far as social customs 
are concerned, but his historical information is written to 
illustrate grammatical aphorisms, and therefore is not very 
reliable. This is indeed a great misfortune for the students 
of history of Gujarat. Hemacandra, being a contemporary of 
the Caulukyas could have supplied the details as nobody else

1. DV, Sarga. IX, versew36.
2, Siddha Hema ^abdanusasana. IV. ii, 59# (na tikidirghasca).
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could have done. However, he was not concerned about history 
but grammar and Jainistic propaganda.

Most of the historical details in the Dvvasravakavva
are supplied by the commentator Abhayatilaka Gani. Without
his commentary Hemacandrafs work would have been impossible
to understand. According to Majumdar this commentary was

1completed in 1256 A.D. at Palhanpur.
The other major work which can qualify as !historyf is 

Merutuhga*s Prabandha cintamani. This work gives the 
details of the general history of Gujarat A.D. The
author says that he went through the works of his predecessors 
and relied on oral traditions as well* He gives genealogical 
tables of the Kings of the Capa and Caulukya dynasties. But 
Merutuhga seems to have been much puzzled by the Chronology, 
and his dates are wrong by a few months or years* We shall 
notice the discrepancies in the appropriate chapter. Never
theless, it is evident that Merutuhga thought that dates of 
the accession of a king were important. His dates are much 
more reliable in Vicarasreni wherein he just gives a 

chronological and genealogical table. In the Prabandhacin- 
tamapi he gives many interesting anecdotes about various 
rulers, which add much colour to the picture he presents. He 
finished writing Prabandhacintama$i in 1304 A.D. but he 
ended his narrative on Gujarat with Kumarapalas death in

1* C.O.G. page. 410.
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1173 A.D* and does not give any information on the period 
thereafter. One fact of major importance is that he gives 
the history of the Caulukyas and the Paramaras, side by side, 
probably realizing that he could not write the history of the 
Caulukyas without taking into account the part that the 
Paramaras were playing in Malwa, the neighbouring Kingdom, 
There are various Mss, of the Prabandhacintamani which give 
different dates of the kings. This much complicates the 
process of establishing exact dates.

Of the other chroniclers the important is Jayasimha 
Suri who composed the Kumarapalabhupalacarita* He gives in 
his first canto a completely different version of Caulukya 
Mularaja ITs origin, which will be discussed later. The rest 
of the chroniclers give incidental historical information, 
and it will be best to discuss them in the appropriate 
context, Mention may be made here of a work by Arisimha 
called the Sukrtasankirtana which was completed in ca, 1229 
A.D. The first canto describes the history of the Capas and 
second of the Caulukyas. These cantos are of great 
importance because with the Vicarasreni, they give, what 
seems to be, the most accurate chronology and genealogy of the 
period, and especially of the Capa dynasty.
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In his biography of Hemacandra Dr* Buhler explains 
the value of Jaina Prabandha or Garita literature. He says 
that the motives with which they were written are to edify 
the congregations, to convince them of the magnificence and 
the might of the Jaina faith, and to supply the monks with 
material for their sermons, or when the subject is purely 
of worldly interest, to provide the public with pleasant 
entertainment. As the authors start out with such a point 
before them, they make their works collections of interesting 
stories rather than actual biographies or exact accounts of 
the past events. They move always by leaps and bounds and 
leave many important points in darkness. Other circumstances 
which make it more difficult to ascertain their historic 
value are the uncertainty of their original sources which for 
the major part consist of the oral tradition of a school of 
monks or bards. Every author like Merutuhga, probably gave 
his own interpretation of a certain fact. Merutuhga says 
that "Even if the tales which the wise tell according to 
their understanding necessarily become different in character, 
clever people should, however, not criticize this work 
(P .B .0 .) maliciously as it rests on good tradition” . In the 
previous verse he9 Merutuhga, says that "the old tales do not 
delight the hearts of the shrewd so much, for they have heard

1. P.B.C. Introduction. Verse 7*
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the same very often,” And he confesses that he writes to 
entertain his readers.

These confessions and the fact that, besides obvious 
absurdities, a large number of anachronisms, ommissions and 
other errors occur in all parts of the Prabandhas which can 
be controlled by the accounts of authentic sources, make it 
essential to take the greatest precaution when using them.
But the accounts therein should not be rejected completely, 
since they do contain much that is well corroborated by 
inscriptions and other sources. The persons appearing in 
all the Prabandhas seem all historical. However often a 
character is placed too early or too late, in no case one can 
say that a particular person was the creation of author’s 
imagination.

We agree with what Buhler says about the Prabandha 
literature and therefers have quoted freely from these 
sources. Many discrepancies can be enumerated, but they will 
be discussed in their proper context.

Next, we come to the Ratuamala, which has been trans
lated by A.K.Forbes. It was composed by K^^haji, and is said
to have been originally consisted of 10& cantos, out of
which only eight have survived. A.K.Forbes, in writing his 
Ras Mala relied to a great deal on this work, as well as on
the oral traditions current in the 19th century.
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The Muslim historians have left a great number of 
historical records of Gujarat. But they are mainly concerned 
with the later period. For our period those which give 
Information are the geographers, the merchant Sulaiman, Abu 
Zaid, Ibn Khurdadba, A1 Masudi, A1 Idrisi, A1 Kazwini and 
Rashidu-d~Din who quotes from A1 Biruni. The latter in his 
vast observations about the India of his times, also gives 
invaluable information. Much knowledge of this period is 
gathered from the Arab histories of Sind. They are Mujmalu-I- 
Tawarikh whose author!s name is not known. The author says 
of the portion with which we are concerned that he .borrowed 
from an older work and adds: ”1 have here introduced the 
[account of the] origin of the Kings and I have copied it

1because it is not to be found anywhere else ~ but God knows.” 
A1 Biladuri also gives information about Arab raids in Sindh 
and Gujarat, The Chach Nama gives incidental references to 
Gujarat while describing the Arab conquest of Sindh. The 
Tarikh-1-MT Asumi is also quite informative about the period 
under study. On the whole the Arab historians are more 
reliable in the information they give than the Jaina Chronic
lers, although in both types of sources corroborative evidence 
of inscriptions is necessary for any certainty as to dates 
and other details.

1, I.P. 100-101.
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Next we come to the secondary works* Main w'orks under
this heading are Col. J . Tod * s Annals and Antiquities of
Rajasthan and A.K*Forbes! Ras Mala* Although these two works
are referred to as secondary works, they are, in a manner of
speaking, primary sources. The reason for this is that both
Tod and Forbes collected Bardic legends and oral traditions 
and put them

/on paper. At this point, it would not be inappropriate to
say a little about them.

Col, J* TodTs volumes on the traditions and legends of
nRajasthan contain a mine of information* Tod was very much

interested in the legends and spared no effort in collecting
them. As he himself says ??for a period of ten years I was
employed, with the aid of a learned Jain, in ransacking every
work which could contribute, any facts or incidents to the
history of Rajputs or diffuse any light upon their manner or

3character.*T According to the Editor of the Annals, Tod
put undue confidence in the epics and ballads composed by the
poet Chand and other tribal bards. It is believed that more 
than one of these poems have disappeared since his times, and 
these materials have been only in part edited and translated, 
It is well known that in the society of Rajputs there is 
much rivalry, both personal and tribal. Thus the bards had a

1. 1782-1835*2. Tod, Vol.I. page lxii,
3. William Crooke.
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great incentive to colour their history considerably, and 
this they appear to have done regularly* We cannot, however, 
look on them as conscious frauds, for their purposes and 
ideas were not those of contemporary historians, and they 
probably believed in their own stories. They seem to have 
been very muddled about the dates and names of their charact
ers and places, In fact, Bardic literature is often useful, 
not as an historical source but as an indication of the 
habits and beliefs current in the age of the writer.

A.K.Forbes3 founder and for a short time President of 
1the Gujarati Sabha, accomplished for Gujarat what Tod did 

for Rajasthan, He compiled various legends and traditions of 
Gujarat in the form of a book called the Ras-Mala* He under
took considerable research, meeting Indian scholars and 
obtaining their assistance. He met the contemporary ruling 
princes of the Vaghela, Jhala and Guhilot clans. Thus he had 
excellent opportunities of collecting verbal material from 
first hand sources. In his own words *?my researches, pursued, 
as they necessarily were, in the hour of relaxation from 
tolerably heavy official duties, were not confined to the 
Jaina and Bardic Chroniclers; I availed myself also of every 
opportunity of observing Hindoo popular customs, more espec
ially such as were alluded in the writings and traditions 
which 1 collected; I procured copies of inscriptions on

1. 1821-1864* He was elected the President in 1864 but died 
five months later*
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temples, wells and tombstones, and I examined every remnant

1of Hindoo architecture which I found myself able to visit."
As history Ras Mala has its defects. The author was 

no archaeologist, and had little or nothing to say about the 
early history of Gujarat* When dealing with the material 
provided by Tod and Forbes one has to exercise great caution. 
As far as historical information is concerned, the tales and 
traditions should not be disregarded, but though their 
stories do seem to have originated from fact, unless there is 
corroborative evidence, preferably epigraphic, one should 
not believe them completely*

In reviewing the secondary works, we found the section 
on the Early History of Gu.iarat by Indraji and Jackson in the 
Bombay Gazetteer most helpful. Although it was published in 
1896 and since then the knowledge of the period has been 
greatly helped by new discoveries of sources; the Chapters 
in the B*G. are of the greatest importance. It is the only 
work where every dynasty of Gujarat about which the authors 
knew at that time has been accounted for.

It is very unfortunate that after the Bombay Gazetteer 
there is a lack of a comprehensive history of this particular 
period, of Gujarat history. There are books such as 
K .M.Manshi • s "Glory that was Gur.iaradesa" and various 
attempts to write continuous history of this period in

1, R .M, I . xxi--xxii,
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Gujarati. But they do not appear to add any new information, 
mainly relying on legendary sources0 They are more or less 
fBirdTs eye view" histories of Gujarat. On the other hand 
there are various very scholarly monographs of dynasties of 
Gujarat. Before mentioning them, however, we should 
acknowledge here the two very valuable and informative 
volumes by H.C.Ray which are called the "Dynastic History of 
Northern India" . In these two very helpful volumes Dr* Ray 
has given separate monographs of various Gujarati ruling 
families.

The separate monographs on the dynasties under 
discussion are; A .3.Altekar*s "The Rastrakutas and their 
Times." published in 1934, in which there is a section on 
the Gujarat Rastrakutas, On the Paramaras D.C* Ganguly 
wrote "The History of the Paramara Dynasty" published in 1933 * 
In the last decade two interesting monographs have been 
published. "The Caulukyas of Gu.iarat" of Dr. A.K.Majumdar was 
published in 1956 and in 1957 "The History of the Gur.jara- 
Pratiharas" by Dr. B.N.Puri was published. We consulted a 
thesis entitled "The History of the Western Calukyas" by 
G* Raychaudhari which has not yet been published. A volume 
entitled "The Qrip;in of the Calukyas" by R .S .Satyasraya was 
published in 1937. Dr. K.J, VirjiTs volume on"The Ancient 
History of Saurastra" was published in 1952. And in i960 
M. R. Majumdar edited a very valuable and interest

ing volume for detailed reference called "Historical and
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Cultural Chronology of Gujarat from Earliest Times to 
942 A ,D

Apart from these monographs there is very little 
secondary material as far as history of Gujarat is concerned. 
There is a volume on ’’The Dynasties of the Kanarese Districts1* 
which is a part of the Bombay Gazetteer. Much important 
knowledge on the Southern dynasties and their relationship 
with the Northern Kings was gathered from this work.

We have consulted almost every historical Journal and 
referred to every article that had even a slight bearing on 
our subject. We have given a list of all the important 
articles consulted, in the Bibliography.

There is a good deal of material for the archaeology 
and architecture of Gujarat; the most recent one being 
H ,D .Sankalia1 s ’’The Archaeology of Gujarat*1. published in 
1941* In the last century and the early years of this 
century keen interest was taken in this subject by James 
Burgess who wrote seven volumes on it; the list of which is 
given in the Bibliography, In recent years archaeological 
work is beirg carried out in Gujarat and Saurashtra and with 
new epigraphic and numismatic discoveries the historians’ 
task will become much easier.

Thus, we have surveyed the various sources at our 
disposal. In our attempt to write the history of Gujarat in 
the period between the fall of the Maitrakas and the rise of
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the Caulukyas, approximately 250 years, we have considered 
either fully or in their relevant parts the sources mentioned 
above. It has been difficult but at the same time very 
interesting to reconstruct the history of those 250 years.
All the problems are by no means solved, but we have made an 
attempt to synchronize the various events that appear to 
have taken place: and to portray the ambitions of the 
dynasties which were endeavouring to become masters of 
Gujarat.



Chapter It 27
Chronology.

6<3o 15. g^o-gUU^<3l X  Wu2 t^ouVvo.Rc^ Ki vû pyyv. .6*>
ca. 600 Dadda I of the Gurjara dynasty founded a new

Kingdom at Nandipuri in Gujarat. (P.c47° )
606-12.Known dates of Maitraka 8lladitya I.
610. Gurjara King Jayabha^a I, alias Vitaraga

succeeded his father Dadda I.$73
608. Vadner Grant of Kalacuri Buddharaja. $77
616-7 > The word ^Saurasipra** is found used in the

ValabhT grants for the first time. The usual
word for the whole country is *Surastra? being

1used only twice.
V*->icU ^  j\. ̂ oiiWaJca. 62.
Gurjara King Dadda II, alias Prasantaraga
succeeded Jayabhata,I, _©>WojO C_ps. c* t KaguV5 Q.fr\sx iji. ** r̂ |cU+voJ<i3̂  . 63,
Gurjara King Dadda II gave protection to the
Valabhi ruler Dhruvabhata I, alias Baladitya
against Emperor Har§a of Kanauj.$74~oG sa<cOvt\<a s 67 3
Capa King Vyaghramukha. Tatron of Brahmagupta.fo. io?.w
The Gurjara King Dadda II, Prasantaraga issued
a grant from N a n d i p u r i 277* 
i Ŵ t\IOĵ e)YLA. y*. .̂ JUrtrtg Qi VajLO-bki* 6'3>-

1. IBU. Ill* Pt.I. p.78. fn. 4. El. XVII. 109.
2. Navasari Plates of Jayabha$a III. 706 A.D. C.I.I. IV. 85, 

line 4*
3. Author of Brahmasphutasiddhahta.
4. The Kaira Plates. C.I.I. IV. Nos. 16,17.

C L ") d a ^ U o tiL o  ^ .v ^ O L A a i J i^ c w e A  £

•Hu! H<£oVTfa.Ur^

ca. 620

eav
625.

&u- n-628.
629.
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62i. King Dadda II issued another set of plates from

Nandipuri, $T?.
634. Kings of Lata, Malva and Gurjara succumbed to

Pulakesin II1 of the southern Calukyan dynasty. =5 yi
ca* 636, TUsman Ibn Isi Saqafi, Governor of Bahrain and

!Uman, under the Khalifah Umar, appointed his
brother Hakim to Bahrain, and proceeding
himself to fUman sent an expedition to pillage
the coasts of India. About the same time
Hakim sent a force against Broach, and despatched
his brother Mughirak Abu-l-Ssi to Dibal where he
defeated the enemy. The Chachnama represents

2him as being slain.
- i - t+iUJjjvv cttmba. t© t'lvwal. %o cia.hi

640» Maitraka King Dhruvasena Il^eeme^^te—pewer-.
642. Gurjara King Dadda II issued two grants of land3from Nandipuri. 8-7 7. ^  ’Ujlh faJMLoATGLo 
646-650 Known dates of Maitraka Dharesena IV.
64#. Maitraka ruler Dharasena IV issued two land

4rgrants from the victorious camp at Broach, *2.77.
651-56. Maitraka Dhruvasena III came to throne.
64-6.ca* Gurjara King Dadda II was succeeded by his son

Jayabhata II at about this time. 371?*

1. IA, VIII. 242. Aihole Prasasti of Calukyan Pulakesin II,
2. HIED. I. 415-16.
3. Sahkhetja Plates. C.I.I. IV. Nos, 19-20.
4. IA. XV. 335. IA, VII, 73.
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ca* 650 > Mahesvaradaman founded the Cahamana power in

south Gu jar at 1 -
654* The Sendraka Nikumbhalla-sakti son of Sditya-sakt

was reigning in the neighbourhood of Bagumra
2(southern Gujarat).

After the overthrow of the Kalacuris
Pulakesin II divided their extensive kingdom
amongst his relatives and trusted chiefs.
Southern Gujarat extending from the Kim in the
North to the Damatjganga in the South was
placed in the charge of a Sendraka chief. The
Sendrakas ruled over this country for three
generations. .

G I t  o i  y a A @ -b k T .6 6 ,
ca* 670 * The Cahamana ruler Mahesvaradaman was succeeded

_  ^  3by his son Bhimadaman. ■
662-6S4. Maitraka ruler ^iladitya III. 

ca* 670. The Gurjara ruler Jayabha^a II was succeeded
by his son Dadda III, alias *Bahusahaya. * £Tj\

676. Gurjara King Dadda III issued a grant from
Broach.
Grant of 3iladitya III (Maitraka)

1. MG. 306, 310.
2. Bagumra Plates. IA. XVIII. 265 ff.
3. Hansot Plates of Bhaa£:rvaddha II. El. XII. 197 ff.
4. C.I.I. IV. nos. 21-24v



According to a we3tern Calukyan record Dharas-
raya-Jayasimha,^ a son of Pulakesin II
defeated and exterminated the whole army of
Vajjada of the Ra$traku£a records, in the
country between Mahi and Narmada* Vajjada was
probably the Valabhl King 3iladitya III who

2had occupied this Gurjara territory,
634. Catsu Inscription of Guhilot King Dhanika.

ca* 690. The Cahamana King Bharty>f̂ a<J<Jha I succeeded
his father Bhimadaman. 2*/).
The Gurjara King Dadda III was succeeded by 
his son Jayabha^a III.

$ ■ CtXpCLO 6(. H"7-
ca, 696. Birth of Capa King Vanaraja according to FBC.6'Ĉ . Pj i 0 ̂ V<3inr̂ iĵ ec QuCCa rz) * w<3 to (2 ftl,
ca. 710* The Cahamana Bha^t^vad«j^a T ™as succeeded by

his son Haradaman.
1 £>M<Fo. Na.vaj>GLru PJLaW ^  g a ^ a b k a h ^  Th. .

Gurjara King Jayabhata III was succeeded by
his son Ahirola. $-0 .,

ca* 715. Birth of Capa King Vanaraja according to the
Vic. 125•

ca* 725. Calukyas temporarily occupy Khe^aka in
Gujarat.

1. Nasik Plates of Dharasraya Jayasimha. C.I.I. IV. no.23 
lines 9-10.

2. Classical Age* 149*
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ca*

ca*

ca.

724. Junaid ibn? Abdu-r-Rahman of A1 Marri, who had 
succeeded TAmru in the command of the Indian 
frontier under TUmarf governor of TIraq? and 
was confirmed by the Khalifah Hasim, sent
expeditions against Broach, Ujjain and other

1 2 places, and attacked Kacch from Sindh.
730. The Cahamana ruler Dhrubhata succeeded his

father Haradaman*
The Gurjara ruler Ahirola was succeeded by 
his son Jayabhata IV. 9^3*

733 * Accession of the Ra$trakuta Dantidurga.
733. The Gurjara King Jayabhata IV inflicted a

defeat on the Tajikas (Arabs) who had caused
immense suffering to numerous people, in the

* 1city of the lord of Valabhi. But there is 
no mention of this event In the Valabhi 
records.

734. King Pu$ye$a, alias Pu§yadeva of the
Saindhava family, son of Ahivarman who claimed
descent from Jayadratha founded a kingdom at

2Bhutambilika-Ghumli- in Western Saura§£ra.
He is identified with Pu§ye$a, mentioned in a

- 3clay seal which was found in ValabHi.

1. C.I.I. IV. no. 24. line.
2. El. XXVI. 185 ff.
3. IA. XII.
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736, Gurjara King Jayabhata IV issued two sets of
—  lKavl plates o

ca* 736. The only period during the interval from
720-735 when the Arabs followed a vigorous
policy was that of the Governorship of Junaid.

2A1 Biladuri tells us that after defeating 
Jaishiya and storming Kiraj, Junaid sent his 
officers against Masrad, MaQtJal Dahanaj and 
Barus. He also sent forces against Ujjain, 
Maliba and Baharimad and conquered Bailaiman 
and Jurz. During one of these raids, his 
forces must have attacked Valabhi. Jayabhata 
IV, realizing the common danger, seems to 
have gone to help the King of Valabhi and 
defeated the Arabs. Now Junaid was appointed 
Governor of Sindh by Umar and confirmed by 
Khalif Hasham (724-743 A.D.). As he was 
succeeded in about 726 A.D. by Tamim, the raid 
of Valabhi can be placed in ca. 725 A.D. The 
contemporary King of Valabhi who was thus saved 
by Jayabhata IV was probably ^iladitya V who 
was ruling in 722-23 A.D. But the Arabs were

1. C.I.I. IV. No-.
2. HIED. I. 126. 
3* c.i.i. Tm,. \v $
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Z2S-

m :•

m -

not completely vanquished. Before long they 
overran the kingdom of Jayabhata himself 
alongside others, and pressed forward as far 
as Navasari, at which point their advance was 
checked by Avanijanasraya Pulakesin who 
inflicted a crushing defeat on them, sometime 
before 739-40 A.D. the date of the Navasari 
Plates,-1* ifl.
Dhiniki grant of Jaikadeva, the Saindhava

2ruler, issued from Ghumli, %°i.
The Navasari grant of Avanijanasraya
Pulakesivallabha of the Western Calukyan Branch
of Gujarat. The Tajikas or Arabs, having
overrun Sindh, Kacch, Saura§tra, Cavotaka,
the Maurya and Gurjara Kingdoms, seem to have
invaded the Navasari district and to have been
defeated by Pulakesin.72>-
<ST\ctcUX- jtuJbAyj Gd \|<xtetbV\jC. 6s*
The Capa dynasty is said to have been
established in Gujarat by Vanaraja, son of
Jayasekhara of Pancasara in 746 according to
the PBC. Vanaraja established the city of
Ai^ahillapura. <2 ©. ,

1. C.I.I. IV. No.30.2 . IA, XII. 151 ff • and which has been shown to be a 
forgery. For further details see Chapter A?f>. (;ij p.
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75ff. Ra^’fcraku’fa King Govindaraja son of Dhruvaraja
and grandson of Kakkaraja I assumed power in
South Gujarat shortly after Dantidurga’s
conquest of Lata. "73*

750, The Cahamana King Dhrubha^a "was succeeded by
his son Bhart^va(J(Jha II .3*?!*

ca. 752. Dantidurgk1* overthrows Calukya emperor
Klrtiva$man Ilf

25Jt* The Ra$traku£a King Dantidurga, son of
Indraraja, led an expedition across the Reva

T1(Narmada) and Mahx and conquered Lata and 
2Malava, He subjugated Kings of Gurjara and of 

other Kingdoms and celebrated the Hiraijyagarbha 
ceremony, when he weighed himself against gold 
and distributed the same among the Brahma$as.^ 
This appears to be the earliest extension of 
the Ra^trakuta power over South Gujarat

—  Tl_ca# 21k* About this time the Ra^fraku'ta King Dantiva$man 
II, who had succeeded his father Indraraja, 
overthrew the Western Calukya Kiriiva$man II. 
and became paramount in the Deccan. He is 
said to have conquered KaficI, Kosala, Kalinga,

1. Samangadh Plates of 754 A.D. IA. XI. iii.
2. Elura Cave Inscription. BAS. 10. 92 ff.
3. Sanjan Plates. El. XVIII. 243 ff*
4. AR, 33 fn. l  a a,.
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Sri 3aila, Lata and Tanka. He was followed 
by his uncle Ky^araja I, the son of Kakkaraja 
I, who is recorded to have defeated a King 
named Rahappa.

ca* 754* Pu^yadeva was succeeded by his son K3pfijaraja I
in the Saindhava Kingdom.

756. The Ra$traku1pa King Kakkaraja II, son of
Govindaraja succeeded his father in South
Gujarat. He probably attempted in vain to

- (1)usurp the power of Kp$$araja,'the uncle and
■AWsuccessor of Dantidurga.**•

756. King Bhart^va<J(Jha II of the Cahamana family, a
feudatory of the Gurjara-Pratihara Nagabha£a 
issued a grant from Broach.
The power of this Cahamana dynasty cannot be 
traced further.

757 * The Antroli-Charoli plates^ of Kakkaraja 11^)
the Ra$ptaku$a King of Gujarat. This grant 
says that Kakkaraja II of the first Gujarat 
branch of the Ra$£raku£a and whose immediate 
predecessor was Govindaraja, who had married 
a daughter of Nagavarman, [his grandfather

1. AR. 41 f f ^  <$**%>vdol OMi>(<3cj biawuiv
2. Hansot Plate of Cahamana Bhart^vatjcjha. El. XII. 197 
3* El. III. 54.
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ca

ca

1.
2.
3.
4.
5*6.

being Dhruvaraja and great-grandfather 
Kakkaraja I]*

J>), 760 „ The Ra§trakuta King K^ija r, with the birutjas
Vallabha, ^ubhatunga and Akalavar^a, uncle and 
successor of Dantidurga, is stated in various
grants to have reduced the Calukyas and

- 1conquered Rahappa*
( W b  'bvWGtpicnrv ^ VO- • 6^ . lo*

, 760 * The Pratihara King Devasalcti with whom begins
the dynasty of the Pratiharas of Kanauj, lived
about this time*.

*16 5. VouyviO i yu j {Vw_a Wi JLuj 0̂  ib  V lS ll
776. Saurastra was again invaded by the Tajjikas

(Arabs) this time with great force, so that
2the township of Barda easily fell to them.

The Mleccha armies under Hammira invaded and 
destroyed Valabhi, and in consequence, the
Hindu and the Jaina statuary had to be removed

« - - 3from 3rimala (Bhinmal) * The exact date of the
sack of Valabhi is still undetermined. In the 
Jaina authorities it is variously stated to 
have taken place in V.S. 375. (319 A.D.)^ in 
V.S. 475 (419 A.D.)5 and in 845 V.S. (789 A.D.)

IA. XII. 228: B.G. I. 390. 4* cĉ f><e.kp
HIED. II. p.245. 1 H  3ciM*.e4u^~
Vividhatirthakalpa by Jinaprabhasuri.
Puratanaprabandha sangraha. Jinavijayaji.
PEG.
op.cit. fn. 2*
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ca.

ca.

The last date is closer to the truth, but is 
by no means certain. This event seems to have 
brought the Maitraka dynasty to an end*

22i- Accession of the Pratihara Vatsaraja.
778. Under orders from Khalifa Malidi, the

successor of Khalifa Mansur, the Governor of 
Sindh, AbdTul Malik attacked Gujarat again, and 
conquered Barbut near Broach. This was, 
however, followed by an epidemic in the Arab 
army which compelled them to retire.'*'

779* The Saindhava King Agguka succeeded his
father K£§$araja.

779« The Ra$$rakuta King Indraraja of the Gujarat
branch appointed his younger brother as a 
Provincial Governor.

780. Accession of the Ra§tr&ktit& Dhruva.
780. The Gurjara-Pratihara King Vatsaraja conquered

Anarta and Saura§£ra and became the suzerain 
of most of the Kingdoms of Northern India. It 
was during his reign that Uddyotana Suri wrote 
his Kuvalayamala at Jhalar and Jinasena wrote 
the Harivanisa Furana at Wa<jhwan.

1. Sir William Muir, the Caliphate. Its Rise, Decline and 
Fall, Edinburgh 192A. p'.471.
S.S. Nadwi. op.cit. p. 5. fn. 2. (p.16).
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7&3-&4. A passage from Jinasena!s Harivanisa informs 
us that it was completed in 3aka Sanlvat 705 
(expired) that is A.D. 7&3-4 when the following 
Kings were ruling in various parts, determined 
with reference to Vardhamanapura (Wa<Jhwan 
in Jhalavad Division of Saurastra); in the 
North Indrayudha (tentatively identified with 
Indraraja, the brother of the Rastraku^a King 
Dhruva, whom he had left in charge of 
La£esvara ma$<Jala, with presumably Gujarat 
and other Ra$£rakuta possessions in the North 
In the South 3rxvallabha, in the East Vatsaraja, 
King of Avanti, and in the West Varaha or 
Jayavaraha in the territory of the Sauras i.e. 
the Southern part of the Saura$t;ra peninsula . 

783, Karkaraja II, the Ra$$raku-ta King of South 
Gujarat, extended his sway over Central and 
North Gujarat and shifted his capital to
Khetaka (modern Kaira) as implied by references

—  -  - 2in the Hilol Plates of Mahasamanta Candraditya,
This must have been facilitated by the sudden

T 3fall of the Maitraka power at Valabhi.

1, IDL. X. p.37. fn. 2. For alternative identification as 
King of Kanauj see

2, Buddhiprakash_ XCIX̂ . 294 ff*
3, Rise of the Ra§traku1pa rule in Gujarat, H.G.Shastri 

XVIIth session. IHC. 1954.
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Mahasamanta Candradityas who ruled over 
Harsapura (Harsol) Vi§aya under the supremacy 
of Paramarajadhiraja Kakka II, issued a grant 
of land which was situated at Hilohila (Hilol

x 1in Ahmedabad Dist.).
789- According to a Jaina tradition, Hammira, a

ruler of Gajjana (Gazni) destroyed the city of 
Valabhi in V.S. 845*^ The tradition seems, 
however, to have arisen from Mahmud!s Gujarat 
expedition, thrown back over 220 years too early. 

ca* 794. The Ra§traku$a. King Govinda 111 *( Prabhutavar§a
I, Jagattunga I, Vallabhanarendra son and 
successor of Dhruva) attacked the Gurjara King; 
[and sometime before 812 A.D. conquered the 
province of La^a (central and southern 
Gujarat), which he made over to his brother 
Indra who founded there the second branch of 
the Ra^'traku^a dynasty of Gujarat. Malava
next submitted to him, and advancing to the
Vindhyas, he received the submission of a King 
Maras arva. ] "̂ 7/f.

1. Hilol Plates. Buddhi Prakash, XCIX. 294 ff.
2. Vividhatirthakalpa XVII. p.29.
3. Radhanpur Copper plate of 794 A.D. IA. VI. 59 ff.
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794. The Rastrakuta King Govindaraja III (&)
(Jagattuhga I) -was reigning in succession to 
his father Dhruvaraja. He defeated a league of 
twelve prince, reduced the Gurjaras and also the 
provinces of Lata (Central and Southern 
Gujarat) and .Malava. 

ca* 794* The Saindhava King Ra$aka succeeded his father
Agguka I , ̂ I-

$00. Kalla, describes as a great King (Mahamahapati)
2founded a Calukya dynasty in Sauras^ra.

_ V4)ca* ^QO. The Ra§tra^uta King Govindaraja III, successor
of Dhruvaraja, vanquished King Dharmapala
of Gautja, as well as King Nagabhata II of
Malava who had conquered Turu^ka, Snarta,

3Malava etc. He passed the rainy season at 
^ribhavana (Sarbhaij near Smod) and entrusted the 
territory of Lata to his younger brother, 
Indtaraja, who became the founder of the 
7Gujarat Branch7 of the Ra^tra^ t as 

ca. GOO. The Gujarat Branch of the Ra§tra^atas
commences with Indra II the younger brother of 
Govinda III, who put Indra in complete charge of

1. El. XXVI. p.192.
2. El. IX. 2 ff.
3. AR. 64 ff*
4. ibid. 6G ff.
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Southern Gujarat, [The Surat Plates describe
this event in the words Latiyam ma£<Jalam yas
Tapana iva nija~svami~dattain raraksa.

c&* IIHl.- Upendra-raja (K^^araja), with whom begins the
pedigree of the Paramaras of Malava, lived at
about this time. He was followed by his son
Vairisimha I, his son Siyaka, his son
Vakpatiraja I, his son Vairisimha II (Vajrata)

1and his son Siyaka etc. .
IP0ca. fei, tJejja Ra^traku-ta was reigning in Central India.

His elder brother defeated Kangta^a armies and
_ 2became King of Lata. 

ca~ %&!*>' Access* ©n &L £. •ĉ *
806. Yogaraja, the Capa King of Aijhilvad is said to

have succeeded his father Vanaraja,  ̂i&S.
About this time the Ra$traku$a Govindaraja III
acquired Lata from the made his

■* kbrother Indraraja its viceroy,
5807. Bagumra Copper Plate Inscription of Dhruvaraja 

of the second Gujarat Rastrakuta line. 6
808. Radhanpur Copper Plate of Rastrakuta Govinda IIIif

1. fLl ,i - ZVL . 0 &£ui p iJU'L OtQ^oooti
2.PaVkark fitl&a i'rt̂ oxipltoK /I j). £>( iX £ 4%
3 » PBC•
4. (\a. 69.5. IA. xii. 170. AR-n
6. El. VI. 239.
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ca* About this time the Gur jara-Pratihara power
suffered a severe blow from the Ra§‘f raku^as.
The Pratihara King Nagabha^a II was defeated by

*1 _Govinda III * Their rivals, the Palas took
advantage of this, to establish their

&supremacy in Northern India,
808. During the stay of the Ra^'fraku'fa King

Govinda^at ^ribhavana (modern Sarbhan in 
Broach Dist.,) when he was welcomed by King
Marasarva, his son Amoghavar§a was b o m  in the

3monsoon of 80S A.D.
-  -  £ca, 811. The Ra§traku$a King Indraraja was succeeded by

his son Karkaraja Suvar$avar§a, who was 
u,tribWtory to Govindaraja III, of the main

line. This power was shared by his brother
JLLGovindaraja Prabhutavar^a. ***- ■

812-813♦ The Ra^traku^a viceroy Karkaraja Suvar$avar§a 
of La^a issued from SiddhasamI the grant of 
Vatapadraka grama situated within the TAnkotta* 
ka Eighty-four1. Vatapadraka is modem Baroda 
and Ankotta^a village of Skot^a lying to its 
west.^ Karkkaraja Suvar^iavar^a was ruling in

%■* *3! Sanjan Plates El. XVIII, p. 246.3-*.W.7*.
4. Baroda Through the Ages, B. Subbarad. Univ. of Baroda 1952. 

Baroda Plates IA. XII. 156 ffD
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*3 ’'A V Qo\J QjXJ-p CV_ 0j>QlO ĜOr Avhud QWcoV&>v£ CX_y ^OLtf-ĉ j-uĉ ,

V ' - ^ L e ^ v t H .  U ^ W d U  a j iU '2 - 0  ^ - t A ~

c>v̂ > . ̂ <2̂ s v̂ ofô cijU.'̂ vv ̂  ob'îvtGucco&tJ'a ,
8l2~$17 as Rastrakuta Viceroy of Gujarat in
succession to his father Indraraja, KarkarajaTs

/fbrother Govindaraja was co-viceroy in 813-817* 
Govinda Ill^the Ra§£rakuta, attacked the 
Gurjara King and sometime before 812 A.D. 
conquered the province of Lata, which he made 
over to his brother; and founded there another 
branch of the Ra^'traku'fas. _̂___ <_

^  V i  . A c c e S s i  0 Y V  j V v v v o q W o L V ^ ^ O -  t  -  O K i h {  * V u D c v  i j t ^  -*■•

ca* &L4* K^§$araja, the successor to his father Ra$aka
of the Saindhava dynasty, came to the throne
at about this time.

815* The Gurjara -Pratihara King Nagabhata succeeded
-  \his father Vatsaraja in Bhinmal. Later he 

conquered Cakrayudha of Kanauj and established 
himself in his capital. [He was succeeded by 
his son Ramabhadra and he in turn by his son 
Bhojadeva I,]
Guvaka I of the ^akambharl branch of the
Cahamanas was reigning at about this time as

-  2a feudatory of the Gurjara-Pratihara Nagabhata.
8l6. The Dabhoi Plates of the Ra§£raku$a King

3Prabhutavar§ a Govindara j a .

1 . £  Gvlot_ W S o u  ? W o n  £ . t£i■ \ .
2 # H<bv?a ^nacn\f)WOY\ o^ ^tv\/a4<-£__ X- <${\ Y t | | .66 H
3.
A- usW/w VCc^at\<jX Ui Wv (Xq W

Aa\jo c^Jkaa/ Qsv~> q  ,*5.



817. The Ra§traku£a King Karkaraja of Lata issued a
grant from Khetaka his capital.^

ca* ^^0. The Capa King Vikramaditya was ruling at
Vardhamana in about 820 A.D. His son was
A<J<Jaka, his son Pulakesin, his son

2Dhruvabhata and Dhara$ivaraha. The relation
ship between this Capa dynasty and that
ruling at Anahilwad is not known.

a, St*
3

821. Surat Plates of Karka Suva^tavarsa, &< ruler of
the Gujarat branch of the Rastraku^as.

822. Accession of Capa Ratnaditya according to PBC *
ca. 824. Kr§$araja TI of the Saindhava dynasty was

succeeded by his son, who was a minor.^
5824. The Brahma^apallx Plates of Karka Suvaruavarsa.

825 * Accession of Capa Yogaraja according to Vic.
827. The Kavx Plates of Ra^traku-fa King Prabhutavar^a

Govindaraja. c o - , sa<l 4-3- 
cA . . 3>ĥ ixtv tjLce —

832. Ghumli Plate of Mahasamanta Jaxka I of the
Saindhava family, issued during the reign of

7his nephew Agguka II.
 (Vcceoo'tcfft Cj' bio.Ukla-ix RgLv̂ abi\a3î >(. c\£-

1. Navasari Plates of Karkaraja 817 A.D̂ * JBBRAS. XX. 131 ff.
2. The Ha<J<jala Tlates of Capa Dhara$ivaraha.
3. Surat Plates XXI, 133^(Wqka^vu>a 1 Vê bvaS) ^  l
4. El. XXVI. 193.
5. El. XXII. 27.60 IA. V. 144. ff.
7. El. XXVI. 197 ff.
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834. Jaika I, the step uncle of Agguka II, completed
his plans of usurping the throne of his
nephew, who was a minor. In a later grant
which is undated, he mentions himself as the
ruling king, and omits all reference to his
elder brother and his son in the genealogy,

1This grant was issued from Ghumli,
835. Accession of Capa Ratnaditya according to the

Vic.
835. Dhruvaraja If, younger brother of Karkaraja

and Govindaraja, was ruling as Ra§*traku$a
viceroy in Gujarat, in succession to the
latter. He was a^ter succeeded by his son
Akala-var§a 3ubhatuhga. 74

835. Baroda Plates of Dhruvaraja II, issued from3near Khejaka.
837. Bauka, a descendant of Haricandra the

Gurjara Pratihara, was ruling over Gurjaratra
or Gurjara-bhumi from Maijdor near Jodhpur.
This information comes to us from the Jodhpur

4Inscription of Pratihara Bauka.

1. El. XXVI. 203 ff. AS.#. ftojrtcdla <£n-OAd ei D W v a  t7. *>/! -wv. î „ v̂ c©<jyu'^
3. IA. XIV. 196. ^  J4rn).
4. El. IX. 120.
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838. Accession of Capa Vairisimha successor of
Ratnaditya accoj:*ding to the Vic.

€41. ftc£(2ssiow a o<jcoi_cJjo. Cteccŝ ii'Vg ^  V4-.
842> Accession of K^emaraja, the successor of Capa

Ratnaditya. According to the PBC.
843. Ajmer Museum Plate of the Gurjara-Pratihara

King Bhojadeva I in which he is mentioned as
granting a village in De$<javanaka Vi^aya which
it is stated, formed part of theTGurjaratra-
bhumi* . Deg4avanaka is the town of Didwana in
the old Jodhpur State* It follows that the
territory round Jodhpur in Rajasthan was known

1
in the 8th century as the ’land of the Gurjaras*’

-46. The Partabgarh inscription of the Gurjara-
— — 2Pratihara King Mahendrapala II shows that

the Pratiharas had recovered possession of
Malava including Ma$<Ju and Ujjain; however,
their hold over Gujarat and Saura§£ra weakened.
They could not effectively resist the Northern

3incursions of the Rastrakutas.
849* The Kingdom of the Saindhava Jaika I seems to 

have been divided between his two sons, 
Camu$<Jaraja and Agguka.^ io3

1. El. V. 211 ff.
2. Pi ]0\f. 1*2. U
3. DHNI. II. 582-83, 585-87.
4. El* XXVI. 193 ff.
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Accession of the Capa King K^emaraja, successor 
of Vairisimha, according to Vic. 

ca. &50. The Capa ruler Vikramarka was succeeded by his
son Addaka.* <?

i56- Avanivarman I succeeded his father Bahukadhavala .72
ca.&59. Agguka II, the Saindhava, who possibly

continued to rule as his uncle’s feudatory 
for about 25 years, after his supercession in

1ca. 834 A.D. was succeeded by his son Ra$aka.<74. lev.
2

859. In the Gha^iyala inscription of Kakkuka
Gurjaratra is mentioned along with Trava$i ,
Mada, Arya, La$a and Pravara in the ordinary
sense of the "settlement of the Gurjaras.

-  3$61, The Sahjan plates of Amoghavar§a.
867. The Ra§traku£a King Daritivarman, of the

Gujarat Branch himself a Hindu, donated a 
village to a Buddhist Vihara.

Dhruva II of the second Gujarat Ra$trak{rfa
4*■branch claims to have subdued Vallabhay the 

Gurjaras, and a King named Mihira. 14063.

Bagumra Plates of Dhruva II. IS3>-

1. El. XXVI. 193 ff.
2. El. IX. 210.
3 •  c l  ■ Xvl|l • & 3 S
4 . \!aftiaJoivxu "U W  ^ % <’ê -

Aict <̂JL;\\ajiGk V\\\vx,n_a ’
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ca.

The Sandhava King Mahasamanta Ra^aka, son of 
Agguka issued a grant from Ghumli. The 
concluding portion of the first plate contains 
some reference to Queen K§emesvarl, who was
very probably, a daughter of King K^emaraja

- 1of the Capa dynasty.

The Saindhava King Agguka, son of Jalka I,
abdicated the throne in favour of his son
Ra$aka and participated in his coronation
himself. This may probably be due to Aggukafs
fears that his elder brother might resume his

1principality after his death.
870. A<J<Jaka (Capa ruler of Wadhwan) was succeeded

by his son Pulakesi,
Sl\ Sanjan Plates of Amoghavar§a I issued from

his capital of Manyakheta, €6 .7 6 -
873. A fragmentary inscription^ mentions the name 

(Va)raha which reminds one of ?T5divarahan the 
birunda of Bhojadeva, the Pratihara ruler. It 
also mentions the hasty retreat of Kp^araja 
to his country, who may be identified with the 
Ra§traku£a King Akalavar^a K}p§$a II (875-911 A.D.)

1. Ghumli Plates .El. .XXVI, 180 ff.
2, El. XIX. 175.
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a contemporary of Bhoja*
874. The Saindhava King Camu£<Jaraja was succeeded

by his son Agguka III.*̂  1«>L
874-5 * Grant of the Saindhava Mahasamanta Ra$aka

Prince Jaika officiated as the Dutaka of the
edict, which was composed by Vakula, the 

2scribe* Io\ .\o% -
876. Calukya Mahasamanta Avanivarman I was

succeeded by his son Balavarman.

Gwalior inscription of the time of Sdivaraha
3(Pratihara) Bho jadeva *

§77* Gwalior inscription of the time of the
Pratihara Paramesvara Bhojadeva^.

877. Deoli Grant of Ilt.^ This grant
describes him as having put ane end to the 
arrogance of La£a.

880. The Una inscription of the Calukya Mahasamanta
Avanivarman II, feudatory of the Pratihara 
ruler Bhojadeva mentions that Balavarman, 
father of Avanivarman had defeated a certain 
Visadha, and, by slaying Jajjapa and other

1. Ghumli Plates. El. XXVI. 195.
2. ibid. 212.
3. El. I. 156.
4. ibid-, 159*
5. IA. Ill, 41.
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886.

888.

888.

&x %%%

1. El. IX. 6
2. El. XXII.
3. El. XXVI.
4. IA. XIII.
5. IA. XVIII

1
Kings, “freed the earth from the Hu^a race.”
This suggests clearly that the Huijas were
still looked down upon as a barbarous race.l4-
The Ra§trak\Tfa King Dharavar§a Dhruvaraja

2issued a grant from his camp at Khefcaka.
Grant c of Saindhava Mahasamanta

3Agguka III - composed by Jojjha .lol. ioa.
The Bagumra Plates^ were issued by the 
Ra^trakuta King Kpsna Akala-var^a of Ariklesvarar' 
He was a prince of the second Branch of the 
Ra^traku^a dynasty of Gujarat, a successor of 
Dhruva II, and possibly the son of his brother 
Dantivarman. Kp§$a Akalavar§a is the latest 
known ruler of the Gujarat Ra^fraku^as. Between 
886-912 A.D. Gujarat seems to have been 
recovered by the main line of the Ra^trakutpas 
under K^s^a II. His Kapadvanj grant of 912

5represents him as a sovereign of Gujarat. "J5. 
From the Bagumra Plates of Kp§#a we learn 
that the land tax was collected in three 
instalments; one in September, one in November 
and one in March.
6vu0 h V«u2 AH 9

, Bhuvanamidabhagino Huna - Vamsenahlnam V.17.
64.
217.65.
. 90. EI. III. 54.
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Dhruvabhata the elder son of Pulakesi (the«9

Capa ruler of Wadhwan) succeeded his father* 
#90-920 * The dates of the Poet Rajasekhara who 

flourished under the Pratihara rulers 
Mahendrapala (#90-90#) and Mahipila (910-940)*
Una Plate of Calukya Mahasamanta Balavarman,

1 -son of Avanivarman I. These Una grants show
that the whole of this region, upto the
southernmost part of the Saura$£ra peninsula
was included in the empire of Mahendrapala I.
Balavarman the Calukyan feudatory of the
Pratiharas was succeeded by his son Avanivarman
II, He is also known as ¥¥YogaTT. He defeated
Kings Yak^adasa, Dhara$ivaraha and others.
The latter must be identified with Mahasamanta-
dhipati Dhara^ivaraha of Wadhwan*
Another inscription from Una issued by the

2Calukya ruler Avanivarman II. It traces the 
relationship between this Calukyan feudatory 
of Sauras^ra and the Gurjara -Pratihara 
family of Kanauj. The Office of Samanta 
appears to have been hereditary.

1. El. IX* 4*
2. El. IX. 4.
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King Agguka III (Saindhava) was succeeded by
his son Jaika II^

c« 900. The Capa King Dhruvabha'fa was succeeded by his
younger brother Dharaijivaraha*

2204. Morbi Plates of Saindhava King Jaika,
identified with Jaika II, son of Agguka Ill.ioS-

3910. Kapadvanaj Grant of Pracaotja, son of Dhavalappa
of the Brahmavaka family, feudatory ruler of
a part of Gujarat under the Ra§trakuta King
K^i^a II. _
X><iaVU- ^ Vactb/ aJ a.,1!' 1~} _

914 * Ha<J<Jala Plates of the Capa King Dharanivaraha.
He was a vassal of the Pratihara King Mahipala HI./&€>,

ih-Q. PjxoAx IvÂ yLOc S u . c c 9s kop- TT. 153.
5The Bagumra Plates of Indra III. They inform

us that old men vividly remembered when the
Plates were issued the brave feats of the
Ra§£raku£a emperors in the sanguinary wars
with the Gurjaras - Ra$£rakxita King Indra III,
Nityavar§a, succeeded his grandfather, Kjp§$a II,

6 n6his father Jagattunga having died. duaficA&y
(rrom. VtcxQ̂-'WI)1 Capital!.

1. El. XXVI. 195.
2. El* II. 257*
3* El. I. 52.
4. IA. XII. 193*
5. ibid. 265. 3. IA. XII. 224.
6. IA. XII. 224.
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915. Mahasamantadhipati Jaika II of the Jayadratha
 ̂ 1' (Saindhava) Vanisa issued a grant from Ghumli.

SGuu\u]UvL\̂ £X£). 71.
Bagumra Plates of Indra III. ~lb-

The Kar&a Plates of Ra$traKuta King Kairica III
state that Yuvarajadeva gave his daughter in
marriage to Amoghavar§a III* the Ra^lsrakuta
King of Manyakheta, who was an old man when he
ascended the throne after his nephew Govinda IV.
As he was reigning from c. ^35-939 A,D_.

CA H i ̂ . *5 a cc  e ss i om Pguycmm.gLj-i<k VaJjii o  \ w\ h o ,. a  .
Yuvarajadeva might have flourished in 915-945 A,D. 

C A ^ n ^ .  g Ia U  *4 3AT\<<\ , A€cc ^cx< l4 u ^U & jva  K in g .
920. Ratnaditya, Capa King of Anahilwad succeeded

Virasimha, 
ax-<=?SU % VflLtyJati's Y-a.t«3̂.

934-940. The Karhad Plates- of K?|$a III (c.940-956)
seem to show a renewal of Ra§£raltu'fa pressure 
on the northern provinces of the Gurjara- 
Pratiharas in the reign of his father Amoghav- 
ar$a III (934-40). That the RastrakuVas
advanced as far as Citrakuta is confirmed by

_ 4the Ahmedabad Plates of the Paramara Siyaka II
a feudatory of Kps$a III. These struggles
between the Gurjara-Pratiharas and the 

‘iLC,, d W  v\jcAvU/vu. -H N v̂ii ^  ^ a ^ V v c x H

1. El. XXVI, 222 £f.
2. El. IX. 24 ff.
3. £h W  - $ri*
4. El. XIX. 177.
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5 PRa^trakuta^roduced disorder which indirectly 
helped the immediate rise of the Caulukyas in 
Gujarat.

935. Capa King Samantasimha succeeded Ratnaditya.
940-950. Paramara Siyaka II ruled over a considerable 

portion of Sauragtra and the peninsular part 
of modern Gujarat as a vassal of the 
Ragtraku£as between 940-950 A.D. His principal
ity can be said to have included, at one time 
or another, La$a, Khetaka-ma£L$ala, modern 
Malava and Saura§£ra.

942. The ^akambhari Inscription of Caulukya 
Jayasimha Siddharaja gives the definite date 
of MularajaTs accession as V.S. 99^-942 A.D."1*

943. Mularaja I, son of Raji of Kalya^a conquered
Sarasvata ma$dala and f ounded there the 
Caulukya or Solanki dynasty of Asahilvadpat^an 
and reigned till 996 A ,D tb Pg>c.
The direct descendants of Mularaja ruled
Gujarat till 1243 A.D. They were succeeded by
the Vaghelas whose last King Kanja was defeated
and routed by Alpkhan a commander of Alauddin
Khilji in 1298 A.D.

9 4  P CLryVc^b a/ffty 9 H . S e r M ^ ^ v i  ^  P^cduTptxU  Tj,. 1ST'_______

1. IA. LVII. 234.
Vasunandanidhau varge vyatite vikramarkatak: 
Muladevanaresastu Cu<jama$Vr&bhudbhuvi.
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949. The Harasola Plates of Paramara Siyaka II.
950. Siyaka took in battle the wealth of (the

—  -* 2Ra^^ka^a) King Khottiga .

DhanapalaTs allusion in his Paiyalacchi
972 A .D. to the plunder of Manyakheta by the
lord of Malava probably refers to this conflict.
These ravages are also mentioned by Pu^ppadanta
in one of the verses prefixed to the Sandhis
of the Mahapurana completed in 96§_A,D.

9f7 $  'SqoAU ol ( <xcce^ i on  ^  1
973. Taila II Calukya rebels against the Ra§traku£a

King Karkka^S
9#7. Kadi Grant of Caulukya Mularaja I.
226. End of MularajaTs reign.

^  acuOuJfo^
\/cxkpa.t(

u.

1. ei- a* 6
2. El. I. 225 o
3- ̂ CtdÔ  0̂  \J i KvCLYA.̂ idyX \j\ .
4. 8vl-"?^
5 A. vi-



Chapter III
Gujarat at the Decline of the Maitrakas and After

Gujarat as the name of the region under discussion is
comparatively of recent origin. Traditionally the region was
said to consist of three divisions; Xnartta, La^a and
Sura§tra. The area covered by the first two divisions is
not clearly defined. Snartta is said to correspond to
modern Northern Gujarat with the capital at Snandapura or
Snarttapura.̂  According to the sixth century records. But
it is doubtful whether before this period Snarttapura was
the capital, and whether Snartha comprised the whole of
Gujarat as well as Saura§£r& as some Pura$as tell us, or
only the region round about Dwarka.

La$a covered approximately the present Southern
Gujarat, the region between Mahi and Tapti and probably a
little further south. From the Indian sources, the name
Lata can only be traced to the third century A.D. It has

2not been found in the Mbh. or other old Sanskrit works, or 
in the Cave or other inscriptions, probably because the 
whole Western Seaboard South of Narmada as far as Goa.
Ptolemy mentioned Larika which has been identified with
-  3 -Lata. After the Fourth Century Lata is frequently mentioned
in Inscriptions and literature. The earliest mention so

1. Identified with modern Vadnagar, BG. I. £6.^
2. Sorensen:- Index to the Names in the Mahabharata.
3. McCrindle. 3&. ca. 150 A.D.
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1far is in the Mandasor inscription of the time of the 

Gupta Kings Kumaragupta and Buahagupta.
Sumatra in its widest meaning denoted the whole of 

modern Kathiawad, while in the narrower sense, only the 
Southern part of Kathiawad, known as Sarath. The earliest
mention of the word Sura§£ra is to be found in Pacinifs

2 3Ga$apatha. Later it is found in the Mbh. inscriptions
4and in the account of Greek merchants and Geographers.

Of these three divisions only La^a and Sura^ra, often 
called Saura^tra survived in the mediaeval period. Late in 
the Tenth Century the northern part of Gujarat came to be 
called Gur jaramatt<Jala, Gurjaradesa and Gurjararatra.
The present term Gujarat came to be applied to the whole of 
modem Gujarat in the mediaeval period, although much of 
Kathiawad was still known as Sarath. In this study the whole 
of modern Gujarat has been included, that is, the whole 
peninsula of Saura^tra and Kacch. It also includes parts of 
Rajputana since the sway of the Pratiharas, Paramaras and 
Caulukyas extended beyond the boundaries of Gujarat.

The Maitraka Kingdom at the height of its power 
included the whole of Sura^tra on its west. On its east

1. C.I.I. III. 79-88.2. ca. 600-700 B.C. Belvalkar - system of Sanskpt Grammar. 
18. B.G.I. 6.

3. Sorensen* op.cit.
4. Pliny. W.W.Tara. Greeks in Bactria and India.
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iUjjayini was the boundary.^ The Northern boundary may be
2traced to Anandapura or the present Vatjnagar. Broach

appears to have been the Southernmost findspefe of 
3inscriptions. The epigraphic records further say that the

region between the Sahya and the Vindhya was included in
the Maitraka Kingdom.

In the north west Kacchaowas probably a part of the
Valabhi Kingdom because Hiuen-Tsang says that it was a part

v 5of Malwa which was governed from Valabhi.
We know of one feudatory family of the Maitrakas; the

Garulakas, through two Copper Plates which were found
together with the Valabhi inscriptions. In one CP. of
King Varahadasa the name of Dhruvasena is mentioned as the 

6overlord. This King is said to have gained victory over 
Dwaraka, presumably on the Maitraka KingTs behalf. The 
capital of these rulers was Phahkaprasrava$a which was near 
Girinagara. We do not know for certain who was the King of 
Dwaraka defeated by King Varahadasa. He was probably one 
of the Heroles chief who was ruling over this part of 
Saura§£ra in Sixth century A.D. But we have no corrobora
tive evidence to prove this.

1, Gadre.Important Inscription from the Baroda State, p.659.
11 ff W  t ^  *'* -l \ -1 IManjuerimiilakalpa. p.24.

2. Flpet. C.I.I. III. 167 ff.

5. Watters. II. 241.6. Palitana Plates of Samanta Simhaditya. El. XI. 17*
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The trouble came to the Maitrakas in form of various
Maukhari invasions. The first one occurred during the
reign of Guhasena who was probably the first great King of

1this dynasty. From the Jaunpur Stone Inscription we
learn that the Maukhari King fsvaravarman had reached the
Raivataka mountain, a region included in the Maitraka

2territory. From the Copper Plates of Guhasena we learn
that whis strength was manifested by clapping [his] hands
on the temples of the rutting elephants of [his] enemies”
and that ”the heads of [his] enemies were made to bow down
by his prowess,” And Guhasena assumed the title of
Maharaja while his predecessors were known, as Mahasamantas.
The dates of Guhasena were ca. 553-569 A.D. The successor
of Guhasena was Dharasena II who ruled from 569-5^9 A.D.^

* 5In his first two grants he is called Samanta ' which shows 
that he was not free from invasions. It appears that the 
Maukhari King Isanavarman, successor of Isvaravarman did 
not let an opportunity go of harassing the Maitraka ruler.

1. C.I.I. III. 229 ff.
2. IA, VII. 66 ff.
3. Last known date of Dharasena I is 549* Gadre.op.cit, and 

the reign of his 3rd brother and successor Dharapatta 
was of short duration. First known date of Guhasena is 
559, IA. VII. 66 ff.

4. and 5* First known date 571. IA. VII. 301. last known 
5^9, IA. VII. 71. Alina PIS of Dharasena II.
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Dharasena II issued his next grant from a camp at
1Bhadrapat$aijaka which shows that the Maukharis had not

abandoned their ambitions. However, in the next inscription 
2of 573 of Dharasena II we read that he calls himself a

Maharaja. But in the records of the years 588 and 5^9 he
is known as Mahasamanta and it may be that Dharasena II
submitted to Isanavarman. It is during this period that we

3have the Palitana Plates of the Garulaka ruler Simhaditya.
It is quite possible that they tried to break away from the
overlordship of the Maitrakas, because although these
Plates were found with those of the Maitrakas: there is
no reference to the Maitrakas a3 overlords as we have in
their other Plates.

Dharasena II was succeeded by his son diladitya I,
A* 5whose dates are ca. 590-615 , also known as Dharmaditya. He

6identified with the King of Malwa mentioned by Hiuen Tsang,
rj

The Virdi Plates of £$IladityaTs successor Kharagraha I were

1. Near Mahuva and Talaja. Maybe identified with^Bhabod 
4 miles N.E. of Mahuva and 20 miles from Talaja.
Virji 295 <

2. Banlia Plates of ^lladitya I, Dharmaditya* El. XI. 115♦
3. El. XI. 16.
4. Last known date of Predecessor 5^9. IA* VII, 71 *
5. First known date of successor. 0I6 . Amreli Plates of 

Kharagraha I, Gadre, 7 ff.6. Watters II, 242.
7. PcO.C. VII. 659 ff.
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issued from Ujjain, the capital of Malwa which would justify
the identification. As there is no mention of Malwa Ts
being a part of the Maitraka Kingdom, it would appear that
Malava became a part of Valabhi under ^iladitya I, The way
in which Maitraka Kingdom gained Malava is connected with
the ambitions of Har^avardhana of Kanauj and $asarika of
Gau<Jadesa. Dr. Virji says that ?¥the suggestion offers
itself that on fall of Devagupta [of Malwa], 3asanka may
have allied himself with ^lladitya and offered as a quid pro
quo the province of Malwa, which was now without a ruler.
This suggestion is supported by the fact that no sooner did
Har§a find himself safe on his eastern frontiers consequent
on the death of his formidable enemy ^asarika, than he
attacked Maitraka Kingdom, This is seen from the Gurjara 

1>»records. This appears to us to be the conclusion to the 
problem of how Malwa became a part of the Maitraka Kingdom. 
Here we do not give the full account firstly because it is 
very much outside our period of study and secondly because 
this would involve a further detailed account of the 
Kalacuris, the Maukharis, the Guptas of Malwa, the Kingdom 
of Thanesvara and of 3asanka.

The successor of ^lladitya I was his brother 
Kharagraha I, also known as Tsvaragraha. His Virdi Copper

1. Virji. p.57. and IA. XIII. 79*J?or details on the 
Gurjaras see Appendix on the Gurjaras of Broach.
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Plates of the year 617 from the victorious camp at Ujjain
show that he still was at war with some king. It is most
likely that it was Har§a who was at that time involved in
struggle with ^asanka, But he may have sent one of his
officers to fight against the Maitraka ruler, but Malawa
was in possession of the Maitrakas till the middle of the

2Seventh century. The last known inscription of his 
predecessor was 611 and the only known inscription of his 
son and successor dated in 623 A.D.*̂  which would give 
the dates ca. 613-14 - 621-22 to Kharagraha I. This 
inscription of Dharasena III was issued from the military 
camp at Khe^aka, or modern Kaira. It may be that he came
into conflict with Har§a, but that emperor was still
fighting 5asaiika who died in ca. 626-7^ A.D. And from a
Gurjara Grant we know that Dadda II gave shelter to King

* 5of Valabhi when the latter was attacked by Har§a. Dadda
II!s reign seems to have begun in 629 A.D. or a little 
earlier.

At this time the Calukyan King Pulakesin II was
* 6making far and wide conquests. In his Aihole Prasasti we

1. op.cit.
2. Two Nogava Plates of Dhruvasena II issued from Nauragrama

and Chandraputraka in Malavaka. El. VIII. 1SB and 194
respectively,

3# The Bhavnagar Copper Plates. El. XXI. 181 ff,
4. According to Mafiju-^ri™ Mulakalpa. p.50.
5. Navsari Plate of Jayabhata II. C.I.I. IV. no.21.
6. El, VI, 9* of 632 A.D.



read that after hiving attacked his enemies in South 
tT subdued by his splendour, the Ratas, Ma^avas and the 
Gurjaras became, as it were, teachers of how feudatories, 
subdued by force should behave.” The Gurjara Kings were in 
all probability the Gurjaras of Broach. Specifically 
Jayabhata I and Maitrakas may well have been the rulers 
of Malwa who had to subdue to Pulakesin II, hence the camp 
at Khe^aka.

Dharasena III was succeeded by his younger brother
Dhruvasena II, also known as ”Baladitya”. His dates range 

1 2from 629 - 641. In referring to the achievements of the 
Gurjara King Dadda II, the records of his successors say 
that he gave protection to ”the lord of Valabhi, who had 
been defeated by the great lord, the illustrious Har§adeva”. 
But from this inscription we do not know which Maitraka 
King it was. Dadda who ruled from ca. 629 so was contempor
ary of Dhruvasena II and Dharasena IV, and it is not 
possible to say which one it was. After this conflict we 
read in Hiuen-Tsang that King of Malwa had accepted Har§aTs 
suzerainty and was given his [Harsa*s] daughter in marriage.

Dhruvasena II was succeeded by his son Dharasena IV,

1. A Grant of Dhruvasena II. Acharya. No.63.
2. A Grant of Dharasena IV. of 640 A.D. ibid. no.69.
3. op.cit.



who appears to be the most powerful ruler of Valabhi. He 
was known as Paramabha^taraka, Maharajadhiraja,
Paramesvara Cakravartin Srx Ajjakapadanudhyata Sri

1 2Dharasena. His known dates range from 645 - 649* Tke
year 640 being the last date of his father. In the year
642 the Calukyan King Pulakesin II was defeated by the
Pallava King Narasimhavarman. He is said to have destroyed
the city of Badami. "The event must be placed after 634- 35
A.D. which is the date of the Aihole inscription and before
655 A.D. which is the first ascertainable date of Vikrama- 

4ditya I." And according to the same author. Fleet, "the 
date must be placed before 643 on the basis of the Kaira 
Grant of Vijayaraja issued in that year, wherein he makes 
no mention to his former overlord Pulakesin II. At this 
time Dharasena IV assumed the imperial titles. We know of 
his two Grants which were issued from "victorious camp at 
Broach." But as we will show, this does not necessarily 
show that Broach was conquered by the Maitrakas. One 
cannot show the reasons, as far as available material goes 
why Dharasena IV assumed those titles. They are dropped by 
Dhruvasena III who ruled from ca. 650^- 654#^ The conflict

1 • IA o X , 45 •
2. IA. XV. 335.
3. El, III. 277.
4. DKD. 359.
5 c B.G. I. 92.
6. El. I. 65.
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with the Calukyas had started, because the Nasik Plates of
J.ayasirahavarman say that ”with his bright tipped arrows
Jayasimha exterminated and defeated the whole army of

- 1Vajjada between the Mahi and Narmada.” This was the
region which was previously held by Pulakesin II and it is
not impossible that the Calukyas had to fight the Maitrakas
to regain it. King Vajjada cannot be identified but
hypothetical suggestions have been put forward connecting

3 4 2Vajjeda with Siladitya II who ruled from 658 - 6S5 •
This must have been a decisive victory for the Calukyas,
because it was celebrated in Calukyan Charters alongside

5
Pulakesin II,s victory over Har§a.

During Siladitya IIfs reign another important event 
took place, an Arab raid against Gogha.^ The Arab historians 
do not give any further details, probably they were 
defeated by the Maitrakas. But we have no further details 
about it.

In the feud between the Pallavas and the Calukyas 
the latter were victorious. In the Vaklcaleri Plates of 
Klrtivarman II, we read that Vikramaditya II ^resolved to

1. DA. IX. iav
2. V.V. Mirashi. I.H.Q. 353 ff.
3. and A. Virji. 85,
5. Rathod Grants, IA. XII. 187,
6. Virji, 8S.



uproot the Pallava King, his natural, foe, who had robbed 
the splendour of the former Kings of his line, who on 
coming to the Tu$<}aka district in great haste, beat and put 
to flight, at the opening of the campaign, the opposite 
Pallava King.” At this time ^Iladitya IV had assumed the 
Imperial titles, and probably harassing the Gurjaras of 
Broach, their nearest neighbours and feudatories of the 
Calukyas. That fJiladitya IV had to give up some part of 
his Kingdom is evident from the Sanjan Plates of Amoghavar§a 
I, where we read that Rastrakuta Indra I had married thea
Calukya princess Bhavanaga by rak§asa form of marriage at
Kaira. Kaira, as we have seen formed a part of the
Maitraka Kingdom till 722 A.D. During his reign there was
an Arab invasion which has been fully referred to in
Chapter ♦ Suffice it to say here that the invaders
probably had, alongside with other Kingdoms, created a
state of confusion in Valabhi as well.

While the Maitraka power was beginning to decline,
other powers were slowly coming on to the scene. They were
the Gurjara-Pratiharas and the Ra§trakutas. Ujjain was
the capital of the Pratihara King Vatsaraja, according to

2the Harivanisa, Nagabhaipa the founder of this line of

1. IA. VIII. 23.
2<> Pathak, ”A Passage in the Harivamsa relating to the 

Gurjaras” . IA, XV. 141.
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the Pratiharas, -was ruling in about 735 A.D. The Hansot
1Plates of Bhartrva4$ha records a Grant made at Broach

in the increasing reign of victory of the glorious
Nagavaloka (who may be identified with Nagabhata I) in the
year 756. This Nagabhata is said to have conquered the 

2Mlecchas and this statement is further strengthened by
- - 3Al-Biladuri who says that the Arabs made incursions against

Uzain (Ujjain), and they had attacked Bahmribad and burnt
its suburbs.” B.N.Puri rightly suggests thatT,the fact that
the Arabs sent incursions against Ujjain which they failed
to conquer, unlike other places mentioned by Biladuri and
its omission in the list of Kingdoms before they reached
Navsari is a clear admission of the superiority of the

LG u r j a r a - P r a t i h a r a s I t  is not known when Nagabhata
gained Broach. The Gurjaras of Broach, feudatories of the
Calukyas were in all probability defeated by the Arab raid

5mentioned in the Navsari Plates of Pulakesin II, which was 
his last inscription*, The recognition of the Pratihara 
monarch by Bhartpvadd^a in 756 shows that Nagabhata had 
taken the opportunity of enlarging his territory when there 
must have been utter confusion for the Calukyan ruler. But

1. El. XXI. 197 ff.
2. The Gwalior Prasasti of Bhoja. V.4. El. I. 156 ff. 
3* HIED. I. 126.
4. Puri. 37.
5. op.cit.
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no longer had the Gurjara-Pratiharas gained some territory
they had to face the Ra§traku£a.s9 who were increasingly

1 2trying to push northwards* From the Radhanpur and Wani
inscriptions of the time of Govinda III, we learn that
Vatsaraja was driven into the tractless desert of Dhora
(Dhruva) who took away from him not merely the two Gautja
umbrellas^ but also his name* From this it appears that
Vatsaraja must have made an incursion in Gau<Ja and taken

3the symbol of royalty. But Sanjan Plates of Amoghavapsa 
also say that Dhruva after defeating Vatsaraja marched 
through the Pala KingTs dominions upto the Doab, and over
threw him. The Baroda Plates of Karkaraja ^ also refer to 
the defeat of the Gautja King at the hands of Govinda III.

Vatsaraja’s son Nagabhata II was defeated-by an
_ _ 5alliance of the Ra§£rakuta and the Lala rulers*

During this time the Maitrakas were undergoing 
difficulties. Malwa was under the Pratiharas and 
^iladitya V (740-762) must have endeavoured to recover the 
lost territory. He appears to have retrieved only the 
province of Kaira, because the villages granted in the 
Ali$a Plates of his son Slladitya VI are all in the Kaira

1. El. VI. 239.
2. IA. XI. 156.
3. El. XVIIIc 235.4c IA. II, 159,
5* Sanjan Plates, of Amoghavar^a. El. XVIII. 235*
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district. Before the end of his reign ^lladitya V had to 
face another Arab invasion in c*760 A.D. Hasham, the 
Governor of Sindh sent Amru bin- Jamal with a fleet of barks 
to the coast of Barada which seems to be the present 
village of Bardia, ten miles North West of Perbandar. But 
this was defeated by Agguka III, the Saindhava King who was 
in all probability owed nominal allegiance to the Maitraka.

^Iladitya VI who succeeded his father had like him 
all the imperial titles. It seems that the Maitrakas were 
still hoping to recover and maintain their territories. The 
Sli$a CP. of ^lladitya VI was issued from his victorious 
camp at Snandapura* It is possible that they were still 
fighting with the Gurjara Pratihara. Saura§tra was again 
invaded by the Arabs in 776, after having conquered, Barda 
sickness broke out and they retreated. As we have shown 
elsewhere this retreat was due more to Saindhava defense 
rather than sickness, ^lladitya VI was the last Maitraka 
Kinge How the dynasty came to its end is an enigma. In the 
Jaina sources four dates are given for the end of this 
illustrious dynasty, 319 A.D. 419 A.D. 517 A.D. and 
789 A.D. The last one appears to be the most 
appropriate, but even this is not acceptable because 
already in the Harivamsa we read that in 783 A.D. there 
were reigning - in various directions determined with 
reference to a town named Vardhamanapura -* in the North



Indrayudha; in the South, 8rivallabha; in the East, 
Vatsaraja, King of Avanti; and in the West, Varaha or 
Jayavaraha, in the territory of the Sauryas.f? Jlnasena 
meant a Ra^rakuta ruler who sometimes took that epithet.
But this is by no means certain and according to legends 
Valabhi was destroyed by the Arabs. This is not an 
impossibility, the resources of the Maitrakas must have been 
greatly diminished by the various Arab raids and therefore 
must have fallen very easily to invaders, either the 
Gur jara Pratiharas or the Ra^traku-fcas #

After the fall of the Maitrakas the Garulaka 
feudatories of Girinagara became independent. It is not 
impossible that the Cucjasamas of Vamanasthali, were also 
feudatories of the Maitrakas. At this juncture they must 
have also become independent, although we have no evidence 
for this. The last known Saindhava date is 915 and they 
seem to have become independent of the Maitrakas and the 
dynasty which followed them in their Kingdom.

At the fall of the Maitrakas the Gurjara-Pratiharas 
and the Rastraku^a-s were fighting for supremacy in Northern 
India. It would appear that the Palas were defeated by 
the Ras^rakutas as we have seen above. In the following 
pages we will give a brief resume of the struggle between 
both the powers bent on ruling Northern India. Both of them
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had various feudatories in the region.
One Cahamana ruler (as we have seen above)

Bhartrva^iha issued a grant from Broach, This inscription 
gives six generations of Cahamanas who seem to have resided 
in the region of Broach in Lafa. The Cahamana King 
mentions the name of Nagavaloka (Nagabhata) as the paramount 
lord. In the Broach region we have evidence that a 
Gurjara family was ruling till ca. 736 A.D. And the 
inscription under discussion is dated in 756, this seems to 
indicate that Bhartpva^^ha II may have succeeded Jayabhata 
III - the last Gurjara King of the Broach line, as a viceroy 
of Lata. It is impossible to say how the former Gurjara 
Kingdom came into Pratihara possession. But one may suggest 
that after the Gurjaras were defeated by the Arabs, who 
were in turn defeated by the W. Calukya Pulakesin at Nausari, 
the Pratiharas took advantage of the opportunity thus 
offered. Bhartrva<Jdhafs family may have assisted 
Nagabhata and was awarded with the area of Broach. It is 
interesting to note that for about five centuries nothing 
is heard about this branch of the Cahamanas till Jayasimha 
Suri^s Hammira-mada-mardana, which reveals the presence of 
the Mahama$dalesvara Samgramaraja who was a contemporary 
of Vaghela Viradhavala.

Another Cahamana feudatoryTs existence can be gathered



from the Partabgarh inscription of Mahendrapala II!s time 
which mentions that a Cahamana family of Kings was a source 
of great pleasure to King Bhojadeva.

Another feudatory of the Pratiharas who left a record 
found at Una, was Avanivarman II Yoga who vanquished

_ Tv —Yakgadasa and put to flight Dhara$iyavaha. He made this 
grant with the approval of Dhirka, the tantrapala of 
Mahendrapaladeva. Avanivarman1s father and grandfather,

.n,Balavaiman and Avanivarman I defeated a certain Vi^a^ha and 
by slaying Jajjapa and other kings freed the earth from the 
Hu$a race. It is very difficult to identify either of 
these defeated rulers, but it is certain that this family 
fought on behalf of their overlord Bhoja. This family was 
a member of Calukyan dynasty. Most probably of the Western 
Calukyas.

A Capa feudatory, Dhara$ivaraha issued Plates, found 
at Ha(J$ala, mentioning Mahendrapala as his overlord.
Hatjcjala, as the Plate suggests, was in the possession of 
Dhara#ivaraha!s ancestors for a long time, and the very name 
of the country AcJ<Jana (id, with portions of present Limbidi 
and Wadhawan) was called after Acjcjaka, the grandfather of 
Dhirka. This king is identified with Dhirka mentioned in the

1. El. IX, 1 ff.
2, Charge d*affaires acc. to Puri,
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Una Plates of Caluky&n Avanivarman, noticed above. If this 
suggestion is accepted then one has to presume that this 
Dhara^tivaraha was at first an enemy of the Calukyas of 
Kathiawad, and later on he -was appointed a feudatory of 
Mahipaladeva, son of Mahendrapaladeva. But this is all 
hypothetical, and although we have these two inscriptions, 
we cannot say for certain what course the events took.

Not much is known at this stage about other parts of 
Gujarat. We have few CPs. (6) from Ghumli which show that 
there was a dynasty called the Saindhavas ruling in the 
region of Okhama^cjala, the North West tip of the Peninsula. 
They are mentioned in the Nausari Plates of the Western 
Calukyan Pulakesin of 739 as having been destroyed by the 
Arab raid, but this is quite impossible since their last 
inscription is of the year 915* They appear to have been 
independent, and nothing is known about them, except through 
their inscriptions.

Now let us return to the warfare between the
Pratiharas and the Rastrakutas, Dantidurga seems to have
led expeditions to Southern and Central Gujarat in about
750. In one of these expeditions he overran Lata as far as

1the Mahi in the North, The Lata rulers at this time were 
most probably Cahamanas of Broach, as seen above.

1. Samangad Plates of Dantidurga. IA. XI. 112,
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Dantigurga established Kakkaraja in the Surat region as
his feudatory. In the time of Nirupama Dhruva Lat$ appears
to have been placed in the charge of his son Govinda III.
The latter, after his accession to the throne made extensive
raids into the Pratihara dominions and then appointed his
younger brother Indra as his viceroy in La^a in c. 800.
The grants of IndraTs successors show that they not only
held the territory between Tapti and Mahi but that their
power also sometimes extended from the river Ambika to
Sabasmati. Many of their grants were made from places in
the modern Kaira district. Dhruva II (835-67) gFand-
son of Indra died in a war against Amoghavar^a I the ruler
of the Imperial line, trying to free himself from that
main line. But the Gujarat branch was not effaced thereby,
his, Dhruva II* s son, Akalavar§a succeeded him, according

1to the grant of his son Dhruva III , but on what relations 
with the Imperial Ra§trakuta cannot be said for certain.

2To Akalavar§aTs son and successor, Dhruva III, his grants 
credit wars with Vallabha (Amoghavar^a), the Gurjaras, his 
relatives, and a Mihira King,3 Probably he was successful 
in these, except against Amoghavar^a, as the unpublished

1. IA. XII. 170. v.13.
2. See Sa^kalia, App, p„5*
3. He is Id. with Mihira Bhoja of Kanauj.
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grant from Baroda would show, according to which Dhruva 
possibly lost the territory south of Narmada, to the 
Imperial branch. The contemporary record of Dautivarma, 
brother of Dhruva raises the question as to who the actual 
ruler was. The conjoint signature of both brothers at the 
end dispels the suggestion that Dantivarma was the relative 
referred to in DhruvaTs Bagumsa Grant who revolted against 
the latter.

1K^sna Akalavar^a, 3on of Dantivarma is at present
the last King of the Gujarat branch of the Ra§trakutas,

2according to the Bagumra grant. This grant which grants
the village in Karmantapura does not necessarily suggest
that the Gujarat Ra^trakutas recovered the territory south
of Narmada from the main branch but does show that Dhruva
had retained some of his hold over the territory south 

- 3of Narmada. Probably now they were feudatories, but after 
Krs$a they lose even this feudal character, and the 
Imperial Ra§trakulpas resume direct control over Lata

The suzerainty of the main line of Ras-frakuta over 
Gujarat which was shaken in the reign of Amoghavarsa 
(c.Sf6) seems to be slowly establishing itself towards the 
close of his reign (A.D. 371).^ Under his son and successor

1. IA« XIII. p.65.
2. El. VI* 235.
3c, Grant of a village Parhanaka in Karmantapura. IA. XII. 179
4. According to Sanjan Plates of Amoghavarsa. El. XVIII. 

p. 235*
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Kr§$a Akalavar^a, the sway was completely realized in
c. 910 A.D.^ after severe fighting with the Gurjaras. The
Kar<Ja grants of Amoghavar^a Kakka II of the Imperial line
informs us that Kr§$a IIrs enemies frightened by his exploits
abandoned Khe£aka (Kaira) with its ma$£ala and its forepart,

2which according to the B.G. means the surrounding territory.
The identity of one of the chief enemies to which the Karda
Grant refers seems to be established by the Nausari Plates
of Indra III which mentions his grandfather fighting with
the roaring Gurjaras ngarjad gur jaraTT. It seems certain
that this Gurjara power is to be identified not with the

3Malkhed or the Lata line of the Rastrakutas but with 
the Gurjara Pratiharas of Kanauj. It is also probable that 
the Malkhed line of Ra§trakuta were helped by the Gurjara 
Pratiharas in their bid to overthrow the supremacy of the 
Imperial line«,

Unfortunately for the Pratiharas Mahendrapala II 
died at about the same time ca. 910, when Indra III rose 
to power in the south0 ca, 915 • He, Indra III, was one of 
the most successful military leaders amongst the Imperial 
Rastrakutas. Between 910-915 he undertook his expedition

1, Acc 0 to Kapatjvanaj Grant. El. I. 52.
2, BG, Pt. I. 128.
3, Indraji in B.G.
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against Kanauj. The Cambay Plates of Govinda IV show that
Indra III after crossing Yamuna devastated the hostile
city of Mahodaya which was also known as Kusasthall, There
seems to have been some sort of war of succession in the
Pratihara empire, and of this situation Ra§traku£a took
the advantage. The court poet Rajasekhara who served both
Mahendrapaladeva and Mahipala omits to mention the name of

2Bhoja II, which occurs in the inscriptions. The former,
3Mahendrapaladeva died in 91o A.D. and the first 

inscription of Mahipala is 914, he is mentioned as the 
paramount sovereign in the Ha<JgLala Plates of Dharaijivaraha. 
It is possible that Bhoja II ruled between 910-914. B.N.
Puri ̂  suggests that the Cedi King Kokkaladeva who was a 
contemporary of Bhoja, pushed up the latter*s claims, 
probably because he was not in agreement with Mahendrapala*s 
succeeding his fathei" Bhoja I, of whom he probably was a 
feudatory,Ra$traku$an campaign on the Pratihara empire seems 
to have been undertaken in alliance with Kokkaladeva.
Puri states that he was a contemporary of Bhoja I, Mahendra
paladeva and Bhoja II on comparing with various Candella

5Grants. The Bilhari SI  ̂ mentions the latter setting up

1. El. VII. 261 ff.
2. Bengal A._Soc. Plates, and Kokkaladeva*s two records,
3. Mahendrapaladeva ruled till 907-3 according to SiyadeMf. 

El. I. 173.
4. P. 79-30.
5* El. I. 236,
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two unprecendented columns Kr^ a in the South and Bhoja
in the North. Puri furthermore suggests that Indra III,

1whose rule lasted only for 3 years, undertook this
campaign in his grandfather’s reign, marched against Kanauj
and after defeating Mahipala, placed Bhoja II. Mahipala
left Kanauj and probably sought shelter with the Candellas,

2with whose help he probably regained the Pratihara throne. 
The presence of MahipalaTs feudatories show the Ra§trakulpan 
campaign did not leave any lasting scars.

But we do have evidence to show that the Rastrakutas 
also appointed a feudatory over their possessions in 
Gujarat, Till recently it was believed that there was no 
Ra^-fraku-fan feudatory in Gujarat after 935 * which was 
governed by Govinda IV and V, both sons of Indra Nitya Varsa 

but the recently discovered Harasola Grant of Siyaka II 
of 949 not only gives evidence of Ra§traku$an influence 
in Gujarat but further tells us that it was governed by a 
Mahamaij(Ja~like Cudama^i - Maharajadhiraja Siyaka under 
^rivallabha, both are identified with the Paramara ruler 
Har§a - Siyaka II, and with Ra^trakuta Kr§£a III c, 940-56. 
It is suggested that Har§a Siyaka was driven out of Malwa

1. Nausari Grant specifies 915 as his accession and the 
earliest Insc. of his successor’s time is 916.

2. Khajuraho Insc, I. 121 ff.
3. Cambay Pis. of Govinda IV, 930. El. VII. p.26 and 

Sangli Plates of V. 933. IA. XII. 247.
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by the revival of the Gurjara-Pratihara power, and
2ruled Latpa as a feudatory of the Ra§£rakutas. This is 

not impossible, and it seems that the Paramara ruler was 
always seeking opportunity of overthrowing the paramount 
sovereign. The opportunity came under Kho£t:iga, the 
brother of Kr§$a III• The Udaipur Prasasti of the 
Paramaras tells us that Har$a ?T equalling the snake-eater
[Garu<Ja] in fierceness, took in battle the wealth of

3 4*Kho$£iga. The Arthuna inscription of the Banswara
Paramara Camui^araja reveals that one of his ancestors
Kanika-deva died a hero's death on the banks of the
Narmada after overthrowing the army of the King of Kar$ata.
In the same record we read that he was fighting on the side
of Har§a of Malava, no doubt Har§a - Siyaka of the main
line. From the Inscriptions we know of five predecessors of
Siyaka, and Buhler is of the opinion that the first King
Upendra conquered Malwa in about 800 A.D. We have no
evidence to corroborate this, and to show that Upendra
conquered Malwa which was in the G.P. empire would need very
positive evidence indeed. Paramaras, therefore, seem to
have become independent under Har$a - Siyaka, who by

1 P The Partabmarh Insc. of Cahamana.
2. Rav o II. 850.
3. El. I, 235--237.
U. El. XIV. 295-98*
5. El. XIX. 236,
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defeating the Ra§£rakutas started a new cycle of events in
Gujarat. About this time, in the North, Mularaja, the
first Caulukya had established himself at AjgiahilapSiaka in

1ca. 961 A.D., his first inscription being in 974 A.D. 
According to the legends Mularaja was a nephew of the last
Capa ruler, and it appears that he, Mularaja, usurped the

.2throne. The Capa dynasty was established in about 746 at 
A^ahilapataka by its first ruler Vanaraja, There is no 
mention of other Capa dynasties before this time. In 
Bhinmal according to Brahmagupta, the astronomer, a Capa 
King named Vyaghramukha was ruling in 628, when he finished 
his astronomical work called the Brahmasphutasiddhanta.
When H»UlCa\ came to Bhinmal in about 641 there
was a Ksatriya King ruling there who was 20 years of age.
It is very difficult to say whether he was a Capa or a 
PjrtcdiWays-a# ruler, the latter seems likely sin-,e after
the Capas we find the Pratiharas ruling in Bhinmal. It is 
not known when this event took place, but Ozha places it 
in between the years 740-809*

- . 3Then there is the mention of the Capas of Pancasara 
in the chronicles as well as the bardic legends. VanarajaTs

1. The Kadi Plates of Mularaja . IA. VI. 180.
2. PBC.
3o Modern village of the same name in Vadhiar-bet-Guj. and 

Cutch.
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father was Jayasikhari who was defeated by King Bhuvad of 
Kalyana. One cannot say with certainty about the Capas of 
Pancasara since the chronicles as well as the legends 
cannot be too much relied upon. The last known branch of 
the Capas were these of Vardhamana, The first known King of 
this family is Vikramarka who most probably ruled in the 
first quarter of the 9th century and possibly had to bear 
the brunt of an invasion by Nagabha’fa I, He was succeeded 
by A(J(Jaka, Pulakesi ©f Dhruvabhata J)hara$ivaraha, whose 
inscription gives us this information. As we have seen 
above he was a feudatory of the Pratiharas, Dhruvabhata 
and his predecessors probably fought a series of battles 
with the Saindhavas. His kingdom was invaded by Caulukya 
Mularaja, who captured his throne and drove him out of
Sauras-fra, He seems to have saved his life by taking

-  1 shelter with the Ra^trakuta^ Dhavala of Hastiku$di. From
the Nausari Plates of W, Caulukya Pulakesin we learn that
he defeated the Arabs who on their way to Nausari had
destroyed the Saindhava Kacchella Saura^tra Cavotaka
Maurya. and Gurjara Kings, It is very difficult to identify
these Capas. BG. regards them as the Capas of Paficasara,
while Ozha identifies them with the Bhinmal ones. Their

1 .  VI-
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mention in this grant after that of the Saindhavas would
support the former opinion. But as there is no positive
evidence for them in form of inscriptions it is difficult
to come to any conclusion. It is possible that at
Pancasara they were attacked by the Pratiharas and not
BhuvatJ of Kalyana as described by the legends. This event
must have forced the Capas to become outlaws against their
invaders. The Capas avenged themselves by robbing and
killing of the officers of the reigning king, as depicted
by Meru£inga, and when they had sufficient means, they
founded a kingdom with AaaAutapii^k^as their capital. The
date of this event cannot be decided since there is so
much discrepancy in the chronicles, but roughly it seems
to have happened sometime before 750. After Vanaraja,
there followed seven Kings and according to the chronicles
they ruled for about 225 years; that is from about 746-961,
but even in these dates one cannot be certain. The first
date of Mularaja is 974 as observed above. We have,
however, one concrete evidence which shows that the Capas
were ruling in AvlgvVu \upcitaWin the tenth century, for an 

1inscription of Kumarapala of 1152 definitely says that 
Mularaja gained power by overthrowing the Capas,

1, Kadi Plates of Mularaja. cDfl
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The account in some of the CPs* of the Caulukyas is
_  1that Mularaja was the son of Maharajadhiraja Raji and

2that he, ??by his own prowess obtained the Sarasvata
3ma$<Jafra by defeating the Capotkatas* But where Raji 

hailed from cannot be ascertained. According to the 
Chronicles he came from Kalya^akataka in Kanauj, and was 
the son of the ruler Bhuvanaditya. But one cannot be certain 
of any references and this question will be discussed at 
length in the Chapter on T the CaulukyasT.

1 # V Oj) V&rT ft CL \fc/>  ̂ 3 - tif'dut
2* Vadnagar Prasasti
3. M
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Chapter IV

The Saindhavas.

In the year 1936, six copper-plates belonging to the
Saindhava family were found near Ghumli in the Navanagar
State. The 12 CPs. are edited by A.S.Altekar in E.I. XXVI in
6 records. TA* consisting of three CPs, 1 Cl of one and
TB f, TD !, TE ! and tF t consisting of two plates each. These
are the only sources for the history of the Saindhava
dynasty, who are known to have been ruling at Bhutambilika
or modern Ghumli from ca. 740-920 A.D. Very little can be
seen of Bhumli or Bhutambilika itself, except a few remains
of a palace, a huge image of Hanuman, with a large bathing
reservoir by its side and some ruins of insignificant
temples. Judging from the present ruins, ancient Ghumli was
about a mile in length and half a mile in breadth. Its

1population, therefore, may have been about 15,000. The 
ground plan of the town resembles a widespread fan. The 
ramparts of the town were strong and massive and were sur
rounded by a deep ditch.

The earliest reference to the Saindhavas is in the
2

Navasari plates of the Western Calukyan King Pulakesin II* 
Therein they are mentioned along with Kacch, Saura§$ra,
Capa, Maurya and Gurjara Chiefs as having been defeated by

1. El. XXVI. 186.
2. C.I.I. IV. no.30.
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the Arab raid that was repulsed by the Western Calukyas at
Navasari. The next reference to them is in the Gwalior
Prasasti of Bhojadeva, the Gurjara-Pratihara, the 8th verse
of w'hich describes the Saindhavas as being overwhelmed by

1
the Pratihara emperor Nagabha£a. Nothing was known about
the kingdom of this dynasty or the history and achievements
of any particular ruler of this house* The Merbi Plate of

2a certain King Jalkadeva was known, but as that plate was 
only the second of the set, the full name of the grantor 
was unknown* But with the discovery of the Ghumli plates the 
Morbi plate can be assigned to the King Jailca of the 
Saindhava dynasty.

The origin of these people is very hard to determine. 
Altekar is of the opinion that the Saindhavas had migrated to 
Saura^^ra from Sindh, and etymologically this seems to be a 
logical derivation* In support of this he brings in the
evidence of the mention of Saindhavas belonging to the

* 3Jayadratha Vamsa in Charter F issued by Jalka II in 915 A.D.
According to the Mbh.T King Jayadratha, son-in-law’ of

4Dh:ptra$tra> was a ruler of Sindh, so those rulers who 
claimed descent from him could be described both as hailing 
from Sindh and as ornaments of the Jayadratha family. In

1* El. I, 156 ff.
2* IA. II. 257-8.
3. Jayadratha-- Vamsa 3ekhara, El. XXVI. 186 ff.
4 . 6't 0̂  iW Pco-la/GUyy ) yv AcU P.



earlier charters the first title, Saindhava is preferred, 
and the second in the later ones. The reason for this may 
be that Pu^yadeva, the first ruler of the dynasty, was 
probably an immigrant from Sindh; so, although he himself 
claimed to be descended from Jayadratha, he was known to his 
contemporaries as a Saindhava ruler. Later on,when there 
developed a tendency to claim origin from a Puranic hero, 
Jaika II reverted to the use of the name Jayadratha. This 
argument of the origin from Jayadratha is further strength
ened by a seal found at Valabhi, which reads 

A Jayadrathad-avyacchinna-raja-Vamsasya 
8riv-mmha{r)aj~ A(h)ivarma($ati) Suno(r) 
maharaja-maha (sena) pati Pu^yeiia (sya)

This seal belonged to Pu§ye#a, son of Ahivarman who claimed 
an uninterrupted descent from Jayadratha, Alteker states 
that ”the name Pu^yadeva is merely a paraphrase of the name 
Pu§ye$a of the seal, as both the terms !inaT and TdevaT 
indicate a lord or a king in Sanskrt. The variation in the 
spelling need not therefore be regarded as throwing an impedi 
ment in the way of the proposed identification. Just as we 
have common variations like Govindadeva and Govindaraja, we 
may as well have parallel forms like Pu^yadeva and Pufyeiia 
as both TinaT and Tdeva! denote a ruler”. We agree with 
Altekar here, but the genealogies of all the Charters begin

1. IA. XXXVIII, p.145* ibid. XII. 274-5
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with Pusyadeva and not Jhivarman, therefore it is very 
difficult to establish the nature of relationship between 
them. It is most likely that Ahivarman was Pusyadeva1s 
fatherj since the word !son! is given, but Shivarman did not 
rule as an independent ruler in the Saindhava territory.

As far as the word Saindhava is concerned, it may be
1said that the word !sindhuT also means Tan ocean1, and as 

the Saindhava Charters show that they were masters of the 
sea, there is quite a possibility that they adopted the word 
Saindhava with sea in mind rather than Sindh* There is no 
proof that they migrated from Sindh, and they may have 
adopted the name Jayadratha at a later date. But from the 
general trend of other dynasties in Gujarat it is most 
likely that they had migrated to Saura^tra, and they may 
have been of a foreign origin* The seal found at Valabhi, 
bearing the name of Pusyadeva may not have belonged to the 
Saindhava King, but one can never be certain about such 
facts unless some definite evidence comes forth.

All the Saindhava Charters are dated in the Gupta era, 
and their emblem was most probably a fish, since it is found 
on their Charters* This fact, as we will see later, points 
strongly toward their mastery at sea.

1. Samudradhipati.
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We have no grants of King Pusyadeva himself and he is 
mentioned only in the grant F of King Jaika II wherein he is 
described as the ornament of the Jayadratha family. No 
titles are given to him, and he is known as Sr± Pusyadeva. 
Approximate dates of his rule can be hypothetically arrived 
at by calculating from his grandson's great-grandson's date 
of 333-34 A.D. Altekar estimated the dates of Saindhava 
rulers on the basis of the known dates of the plates, 
allowing 20 years per generation for the earlier Kings. This 
seems rather a conservative estimate and it may be that the 
date of Pusyadeva, which according to Altekar is 734-754 A.D. 
was several years earlier. On the basis of these hypothetical 
dates it is quite possible that either Pusyadeva or his 
successor K:r§uaraja I bore the brunt of the Arab attack in 
about the third decade of the 3th century.

It appears that Pusyadeva, who was probably trying to 
establish his kingdom in some northern part of Saura^tra 
was only a feudatory chief; and if the seal from Valabhi 
does belong to Pusyadeva, then it is certain that he was a
general of an army, probably that of the contemporary

-  1 2  Maitraka ruler 3iladitya IV or V. But in no records is
there any mention of a sovereign ruler, and this shows that

1. Virji. 92.
2. Virji. 97.
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the later Saindhavas of the 9th century were probably more 
independent than other feudatories, There are no grants of 
the first four rulers, therefore it is very difficult to say 
what type of allegiance they had to the Maitrakas, As has

1been noticed above, Pusyadeva had no high sounding title,
but the Dhiniki Plates, which bear the date 73^ A.D. refer
to their grantor King Jaikadeva as an imperial ruler enjoying
the titles Paramabhattaraka, Maharajadhiraja and Parames- 

2vara. This King Jaikadeva was supposed to be no other than 
a Saindhava ruler since his capital was Bhumilika, and seal 
emblem, the fish. The long geneology of the Saindhavas given 
in Charter F goes back to about the 2nd quarter of the 3th 
century A.D., but there is no mention of a Jaikadeva ruling 
at this time. Altekar says that ''therefore it is clear that 
this Dhiniki grant is a forgery; this conclusion is also 

supported by some other circumstances like the Palaeography 
of the Plates and the non occurrence of the eclipse on the 
date given in the plates. The date of the Dhiniki plates 
therefore cannot cast any doubt on the conclusion arrived at, 
namely, that at ca. 740 Pusyadeva and not Jaikadeva was the 
ruling Saindhava King and that he was a mere feudatory.

1, In the Charter F he is known as !K§itipati'.
2, IA, XII. 151.
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King Pusyadeva was followed by King Krsnaraja who is
mentioned in Grant C of King Ranaka and in Grant F of
Jaika II, Nothing much is known about him except that his
son Agguka succeeded him, Agguka has also been described in
purely conventional terms, therefore it is not possible to
state any historical facts concerning his reign. The rules of
these 2 kings have been placed by Altekar from 754-794 A.D.
During these years Kathiawad suffered much through the Arab
invasions, and the Saindhavas, who claim to have been lords
of Ocean, must have been more directly involved than other
contemporary rulers. They seem to have repulsed the invaders,
and, unlike the Maitrakas, emerged victorious from this
struggle. From the Muslim Chronicler al Mansur ^ we learn
that in c. 760 A.D, Hasham, the governor of Sindh sent
Amru-bin- Jamal with a fleet of barks to the coast of Barda
and the invasion was repeated 20 years later. The muslim
historians tell us that though the last expedition succeeded
in capturing the town of Barda, sickness swept away a great
portion of the army and the remainder were destroyed in a
shipwreck on the coast of Persia. The experience was so bitter
that the Muslims were deterred from making further attempts

2at aggrandisement in that direction. The town of Barda

1. HIED. I. 444.
2. HIED. I, 444.
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attacked by the Muslims may have been either Bardia which is
10 miles North-west of Porbandar, or Bhumli itself, which is

1situated in the vicinity of the Barda hills. It seems that
although the 2nd raid was successful, the Muslims had to
leave the country* Altekar is of the opinion that "for,
aught we know, the sickness of the army may have been as
much responsible for this evacuation as the bravery of the

2Saindhava defenders.” It is unfortunate that neither of
the Charters mention this invasion, but in the Charter F
there seems to be a vague reference to it, when it is shown
that "Agguka showed the greatness of Varaha when he easily
rescued his country which was being drowned in an ocean of

3naval force sent by powerful enemies,” This victory of the 
Saindhavas over the Arabs, if it occurred, was a great 
achievement considering the small size of their kingdom,

Agguka I was succeeded by his son Ranaka whose reign 
has been assigned to the years 794-814 A.D. He has been 
mentioned in conventional terms, and therefore it is impos
sible to say anything about him.

No contemporary grants of the first four rulers have 
yet been recovered, but it would seem that they were not

1. We tend to identify it with Bhumli because in their 
Charters Saindhavas are said to have been masters of the 
sea and it seems certain that they had skirmishes with the 
Arabs. See. ft.3.

2. El. XXVI. 185
3. Charter F. El, XXVI. 185 ff. lines 4-5*
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independent rulers but feudatories , probably of the Gurjara ~
Pratiharas. In Charter A, line 7? we read the feudatory titles

Mahasamanta and possessor of the Mahasabdas. But these
titles are not very consistent in the sense that they are
attributed to some rulers and not to the others. The same is
the case in every Charter. But Charter F, which is the most

1reliable of all, attributes these titles only to Jaika II, 
who issued it. Therefore it is very hard to say under which 
category of feudatories the Saindhavas may be classed. Not 
even once are their overlords mentioned directly, but Altekar 
is of the opinion that there is a veiled reference to 
Ramabhadya in one of the later Charters, which will be dis
cussed under the appropriate reign.

From the Charters A and B it can be gathered that King 
Raijaka had two sons, Krsi^araja (II) who was elder, and Jaika I 
who was the younger and a half brother Jaika is expressly 
referred to as ̂ aimatro bhratai* Nothing is known about him 
except the names of his predecessor and successor. According 
to Altekar Kr^paraja succeeded his father probably in 
c. 814 A.D. As with the other rulers he is very highly 
praised but not one historical fact emerges. He is described 
as full of enthusiasm in troubling the host of his enemies,

1. Charter F appears to be most reliable because, firstly it 
contains the full genealogy, and secondly the names it 
gives of the officials is not as remunerative as it is 
in the earlier Charters.



the Capins, or the Capas in line 15 of Charter A; but the
same observation is made in almost identical words about his
younger brother Jaika I and the latter fs two sons Camu$<}a
and Agguka. These four rulers were ruling from c. 814-874 A.D.
and all seem to have been at war with the Capas. At this time
there were two Capa families ruling in Kathiawad, The family

1of Vanaraja was ruling Aijahillapaltana since c. 765 A.D. The
other family was that of Dharapi-Varaha which was ruling at

~ 2Vardhamanapura since c. 850 A.D. It would seem that the
enemies of the Saindhavas,the rulers of Western Saura^tra, 
were in all probability the Capas of Wadhwan who were feud
atories of the Gurjara-Pratiharas. The great-grandfather and 
grandfather of King Dhara$ivaraha w’ere King Vikramarka and 
King A^gLaka respectively. Ha<J(Jala, as the plates suggest, was 
in possession of Dharaftivaraha1s family for a long time, and 
therefore it is almost certain that the age-long enemies of 
the Saindhavas were the Capas of Wadhwan.

It is hardly likely that the feud here refers to the 
Capas of AipLahillapa^tana, the rulers of which family in the 
first half of the 9th century were Yogaraja and Ratnaditya, 
contemporaries of Krs$a II and Jaika I, The reason for this 
unlikeliness is that in Charter C of King Ra$aka, whose reign

1. Prabandha
2. HatJdala plates of Dharaijivaraha. IA. XII. 193 ff.
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was probably from 859-879 A.D.,)we read that his wife was
queen Ksemesvarl. She was probably, according to Altekar,
either a daughter or a sister of Capa King Ksemaraja or
K^emesvara, the son of Yogaraja, who is traditionally known

2to have ruled from 841-880 A.D. If these Capas were thd 
enemies of Saindhavas it is hardly likely that a king would 
have married their daughter. It can be argued that this 
marriage may have been entered into to cement an alliance 
between two hitherto unfriendly kingdoms * But even after the 
Charter C, in the Charters D and E there are references to

3the enmity between the Capas and the Saindhavas. M.M.Shastri 
thinks that Ksemesvarl may have been a queen of Capa King 
K^eme^vara of Anahilapatta^a living at Ghumli in separation 
from him. There is nothing in this charter to bear out this 
suggestion. She is referred to as ra .ini -ks ernes vary ah in line 
22. In line 18 we read that^

It is therefore almost certain that the word atmiyayah has to 
go with ra,ihi-k$emesvaryah. If the emendations suggested by 
Altekar are correct, the record would seem to sanction a

1. King Harsagupta and Mahasenagupta of the later Gupta_ 
dynasty had sisters named Harsagupta and Hahasenagupta.

2. PBC. p.14. (Singhi).
3. Report on 12 cp. Inscriptions found at Ghumli - (not 

available).
4. Samvidita Yatha Maya ... Bhetalikabhidhanagrama

atmiyaya.
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grant for the purpose of erecting a temple in memory of the 
donor1s queen, who appears to have married him in a svayam- 
vara, or it may be that the grant was made at the request of 
the Queen, which seems less probable. Line 19 describes her 
as superior to thousands of women in her character, there
fore it does not seem that she was separated from her 
husband, and living at Ghumli, it would seem as the donor's 
queen. In lines 21-22 the donor is referring to her constancy 
to the marriage vow taken In the presence of the sacred fire/1"

It would appear that these feuds with the Capas were no more 
than frontier clashes. It is hardly likely that there would 
have been intensive warfare for generations without any 
definite result.

Charter A describes K^l^araja II as a ruler who had 
like Bharata propitiated Rama by his steady and proper 
behaviour (line 15)* This statement has also been made with
reference to his brother Jaika I and the latter*s son
Agguka in Charters B and D, Altekar says fTit is almost
certain that a double entendre is intended to be conveyed by
the expression - ?Bharat-iva-achalad-ucita-samaradhita 
RamahJ This identity is not hard to find out. It must have

1. Prasadaropa$asyeti Kptvagnisakpikakslr^aprltirakpana
nimintyaya.
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been Pratihara Ramabhadra who ruled from Co 833-836 A.D,
From the 8th v. of the Nagpur Prasasti of Bhoja^ we learn that
the Saindhavas were amongst the rulers defeated by the
Pratihara Nagabha^a II who is known to have ruled from 803-
833 A.D. The Saindhava Kings of that time must have been
Ra$aka I (c. 794-814 A.D.) Krs$a II (c. 814-824 A.D.) and his

2younger brother Jaika I (c. 824-849 A.D.). It would appear 
that the campaign in Kathiawad was entrusted by Nagabhata II 
to the crown Prince Ramabhadra, who on its successful termina
tion, seems to have been appointed Viceroy over the Western 
provinces by his father. After their defeat by the Pratiharas 
Kr§£a II and Jaika seem to have remained loyal to Ramabhadra 

and are therefore fittingly described as propitiating Rama.M 3 
This is indeed a very slight reference, if it is to be thus 
interpreted to the SaindhavasT feudatory status.

As has been noticed above, the Saindhavas do not claim 
to have been anything more than mere feudatories. But in 
their Charters we do not find any name of an overlord, except 
the very casual reference to Rama; this, if taken literally 
may refer to the Pratihara Ramabhadra, but this is very 
doubtful: It may be conjectured that the overlords were the

1. An. Rep. A.S.I. 1903-4. p.280,
2. During the reign period here assigned to Jaika I the 

period of his regency is also included.
3. El. XXVI. Introduction.



Pratiharas because their feudatories ruled Eastern, northern 
and southern Kathiawad. Moreover, the Pratiharas claim to 
have defeated the Saindhavas, therefore it seems probable 
that the whole of Kathiawad was under the Pratiharas during 
the 9th century A.D. and onwards.

IThe Una plates of King Balavarman, a Calukya of
Southern Kathiawad, and a feudatory of the Pratiharas, and a
contemporary of the Saindhavas, indicate that this King could
not issue a land grant without the permission of the imperial
officer. The grant says that TfHe, [Balavarman] with the

v 2approval of Dhxika gave the village Ambulaka which belonged
to the Naksipura 84 in the Saura^ra ma£d&l& . *.*t!

A grant of the Capa King Dhara$ivaraha specifically
mentions the name of Mahendrapala through whom he enjoyed the

3principality of Vardhamanapura.
All the Saindhava grants, on the other hand, are issued 

without any official permission; the dutaka of Charter B was 
a certain Pratihara Ifrs$a, but there is nothing to indicate 
his relationship to the Pratiharas. The word here seems 
simply to mean chamberlain^. He was probably an officer of 
Jaika I. From this it seems that the Saindhavas were powerful 
or influential enough to secure internal autonomy which was

1. El. IX. 1. ff.
2. Dhiika the tantrapala was the representative of the King 

Mahipala at Una. Puri.71.
3. JA. XII. p.193.
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denied to other feudatories. Probably the main reason for 
this favour was the valuable help they gave to the Pratiharas 
in fighting the Arabs, The Saindhavas never seem to have 
undertaken an aggressive war against the enemies of the 
Pratiharas as the other feudatories did. This non-interfer
ence policy on the part of the Pratiharas must have helped 
the Saindhavas in organizing their internal administration 
which, from the references in the grants, seems to have been 
of first grade efficiency.

Kri^ijaraja II is described in the Charter A as ridicul
ing Duryodhana and drinking the blood of Dussasana, like 
Bhima . Altekar is of the opinion that this is probably a 
veiled reference to a fight with Kings of such names.^ This, 
however, is not probable because the same reference has been 
used in connection with Jaika I in Charter B, with Agguka in 
Charter D, and with CamujjuJa in Charter E, Krista II is 
further described as a ruler who had pleased the inhabitants 
of Parvata who, therefore, resembled 3iva, who was a source 
of delight to the relations of (Himalaya) Parvata (mountain). 
This has also been used with reference to Jaika I, Agguka 
and Camu£gla. The inhabitants of Parvata region 
were obviously residents of territory around Barda hills.
These similes seem to be very commonplace and, it seems,

1. It does not seem possible that any kings would have 
taken such names.



cannot be taken literally* The Charters are written in a very
poetic way, and it seems that the composers have incorporated
any simile that attracted their imagination. If the names
Duryodhana and Dussasana are analyzed, they would mean, ,fone
who fights badly.ff and ?,one who rules badly.T? It may be said
that this would mean that KrisrLa II, Jaika I, Agguka and
Camilla were good rulers because, like Bhlma, they opposed
those with these qualities. As far as the reference to 3iva
is concerned, it would probably show that the kings pleased
the inhabitants of region round the Barda hills. Altekar says
that it is clear from this last mentioned reference that this
city, i.e. Bhumli,had become the Saindhava capital as early
as the reign of Kr^$$a II c. &20 A.D. Unless we assume that
the draftsman of Charter F is guilty of anachronism, it is
almost certain that even as early as Pu§yadeva,*s time Bhumli 
was the capital of the Saindhavas.

It seems that K ^ ^ a  II died at an early age, because 
his son and successor Agguka II was very young at his death, 
and so his uncle Jaika I was the regent for a while. From 
the Charter A it can be assumed that Jaika usurped the 
throne from Agguka II,the rightful heir. Jaika herein boasts

1. Bhutambilikabhidhananagarlgariya^•



that though Kamala (Royal Fortune) was anxious to be united 
with him rather than Agguka, her rightful lord, he spumed 
her wily overtures and decided to be the disinterested 
guardian. This, however, is proved wrong by the other 
verses in which he does not give the usual titles of a 
feudatory to Agguka, but takes them himself. The grant of a 
village was also made in his own name. In the Charter1s text 
the writer refers to Jaika as the reigning King. It is 
therefore clear that Jaika had completed the plans of usurp
ation before the Charter A was issued in 513 S.e. 832-3 A.D. 
According to this, Altekar places K^sija IITs death in 
c,505 G.E. c. 824 A.D. The actual usurpation of the throne 
at Bhumli seems to have taken place before the issue of the 
Charter B, which is unfortunately not dated, in which Jaika 
mentions himself as King, with no reference to his brother 
or nephew in the genealogy. It would be possible to give the 
date 834*836 A.D. for the event. It appears that Jaika I 
allowed his nephew Agguka to rule as his feudatory in some 
part of his Kingdom. Agguka*s son Ran.aka, who issued a land 
grant mentioned in Charter C., was ruling at that time, but 
the Charter unfortunately is not dated. Altekar thinks that

Agguka went on ruling in some part of the kingdom for 25 
years, and may be placed from 859-679 A.D.
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From the Charters it seems that the descendants of
Jaika I became the rulers of Bhumli. He may have, according
to AltekarTs hypothesis, ruled from 834-849 A.D. as a King
in his own right. No historical facts are known about him,
but he has been described as propitiating Rama* He seems to
have had several skirmishes with the Capas, if the verse is

1taken to mean that the enemies were the Capas*
Jaika had two sons, Camu$<Ja and Agguka. The Charters 

D. E, F. make it clear upto a point that the small kingdom 
was further subdivided between these brothers at the end of 
Jaika1 s reign* Raijaka, a grandson of Jaika I through his son 
Agguka issued the Charter D in 555 G.E. 874 A.D. In 567 G.E. 
886 A.D. another grandson of Jaika, Agguka, through his son 
Camuncja issued Charter E. In the genealogy of the Charter F 
Agguka and Ranaka of D are altogether passed over; Jaika is 
stated to have been succeeded by his son Camu^a, the latter 
by his son Agguka III, and he in turn by his son Jaika II.
It can be gathered from this that both the sons of Jaika I 
founded separate ruling houses. It seems that of the two 
sons of Jaika I, Agguka was the younger one since he and his

1 . The translation of lines 
is not very clear,

1 * Capaghatitaratadaipaniyatagunasarhgimargga,2. Capiripusarthakadarthanasamarthaprotsarppadutsahabharo.
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son are passed over in the genealogy of the Charter F . In 
the Charter D. Ra$aka, the granter is stated to have been 
placed upon the throne by his father Agguka in his own life
time. This may probably be due to AggukaTs fear that his

subordinateelder brother might resume his/principality after his death.
Since the Charter D of Ragaka was issued in 874 A.D. 

and Charter E of his cousin in 886 A.D. It is possible to 
argue that there was no further sub-division of the kingdom 
after the death of Jaika I. Ragaka may have died soon after 
that Charter was issued and have been succeeded by his uncle 
Camu#da; the latter, after a naturally short reign may have 
been succeeded by his son Agguka some time before 836 A.D.
As against this view it may be pointed out that Ra$aka of 
Charter D had a grown up son, Jaika, who was acting as a 
crown Prince in 874 A.D. In the normal course of events, 
therefore, the succession could not have devolved upon his 
uncle. In the Charter E, issued in 874 A.D. in lines 5-6 we 
read that at that time the Saindhava family had numerous 
branches and leaves. This statement does not occur in any 
other Charters. Altekar, on this basis, is of the opinion 
that there were at least three branches of the Saindhava 
family ruling in Kathiawad, and against the improbability of 
this, on account of being a small state, he gives the

1. ”Aparimita - snigdha - tara - patra - ^akha - sahcaya - 
sail” .

RgovglKx. ktxj A W  As S QuXŶ Cd VuJ^ tgc 3 £-5 ̂  m. a.V\xL s' at cAgl i'Tri
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example of the Papvardhans who were ruling in Southern
Mahara§*J:ra during the latter part of the British rule*

All the Charters are issued from Bhumli, and there is
no evidence of either fighting or quarreling between the
branches. It would seem that they all were ruling from
Bhumli over different parts of their ancestral kingdom* There
is only slight evidence as to the division of this very small
kingdom? in Charter C we see that the Vi§aya of Pacchatri was

1under the seniormost branch of K^naraja* In the Charter D
we see that the visaya of Suvarftajanjarl was given to the

2juniormost branch of Agguka. But the Charters B. E* and F 
would show that both the above mentioned districts were under 
the family of Jaika I* The conclusion of these statements of 
the Charters would be that the seniormost and the juniormost 
branches ware ruling not over the whole but part of the two 
districts mentioned above and that the leading family 
founded by Jaika I was ruling over both of them.

Juniormost branch of Agguka.
Agguka succeeded his father Jaika I in c* 849 A.D. and 

Altekar places his reign between 849-369 A.D. From the 
Charter D, issued by his son Raijaka we cannot find any useful

1* Yatha maya svabhu jyamana Pacchatri vi^ayantaljpati.
2* ” TT Suvarijamahjarl visaya.

W  ; 2)<1/0*1 fteZ) O n j L  e>! Hxfi- V i \ \ c u w ,
YLCMme p u ji vrt tVicnrHv ^
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material about him because he is praised in the most conven
tional terms, The reign of Ra$aka, who granted the Charter D 
of 874 A.D., has been placed from 869 to £89 A.D, From his 
Charter we learn that his father had abdicated in his favour 
and participated in his coronation. Once again the description 
of Rj^aka is very conventional.

In £74 A.D. Ra$aka had a grown up son, Jaika acting as
1a crown Prince, who is known as dutaka in Charter D. It is 

not known whether he succeeded his father, because his name 
has been omitted from the genealogy of the Charter F issued 
in 915 A.D. This omission may be due to the fact that he 
belonged to another branch, because there is no evidence to 
show that this branch came to an end with Riujaka, and it is 
very probable that Jaika may have succeeded him, and, 
according to Altekar1s chronology, was ruler from £889-909 
A.D., a fact which cannot be corroborated.

The main Saindhava branch was continued by Camu^a, 
the eldest son of Jaika I. He may have ruled from c* 849- 
£74 A.D. The Charters E and F bestow conventional praises, 
and therefore it is very difficult to assess his rule.
Camu£<Ja was succeeded by his son Agguka III who issued the 
Charter E in 874 A.D. His reign has been placed from c.874- 
899 A.D. Once again nothing is known about him, except that 
some new laudatory phrases about him have been added to the

1. ?1Svayamatra Dutaka-abhut - yuvaraja^ - Jaika.* ^riman11
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standard formula of the grants.

Agguka III was succeeded by his son Jaika II who issued 
the Charter F in 915 A.D. He may have ruled from c. 899- 
919 A.D. In his grant he is compared with many gods and 
heroes, but we are in complete darkness when we try to get
some authentic information about the events of his reign.

1The Morbi grant of a certain King Jaika is now identi
fied as belonging to the Saindhava ruler Jaika II. This was 
issued in the year 5^5, G.E. 904 A.D. The identification is 
obvious, because the Charter F of Jaika II was issued in 
915 A.D. On the Morbi grant there is the traditional fish 
emblem, but the other plates seem to have been lost. Both the 
Charters are composed by the same person Jhojjha, and 
Deddaka the engraver of the Morbi grant seems to have been a 
brother of Madhusudana who was the engraver of Charter F 
because both of them are described as the sons of Sankara.
&ad there not been another Jaika, son of Ra$aka of Charter D, 
the above identification would be a ^mathematical certainty,” 
as Altekar puts it. It has been noticed that the rule of this 
Jaika is placed from 889-909 A.D. He could therefore have 
issued the Morbi plate with the fish emblem at the end. But 
it appears from Charters E and F that Jhojjha was a prote'ge 
of Agguka III and Jaika II who belong to the main branch. This 
would show that Jaika of Morbi is more likely to be Jaika II 
rather than the king of the Illrd branch.

1. IA. II. 257-S.
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The Saindhavas appear to have been ruling semi-independently
in the beginning. The name Ra$aka, which means a
feudatory ruler is significant for that purpose.
Nowhere in all the Six Charters have we seen the name of
their Sovereign, and yet this name Raijaka shows that they
were feudatories. The names of these Kings are very
unusual, which we do not have in any other dynasties. The
name occurs in the Ghumli Plates of Bashkala of 9&9 A.D. as

1a title, where it definitely means a ”feudatory” .
The extent of their Kingdom was the North-West

region of Saura§£ra. In the east it probably included the
2region upto Morbi, while in the South it extended upto

— 3 —Cava$<J, 15 miles north of Junagadh. In the North and
West the Saindhava Kingdom bordered the sea. They were 
aware of the dangers from the sea in the form of Arab 
invasions, and the titles like Samudradhipati goes to 
show that they had some knowledge to and resources to 
defend themselves. In their Charters the Saindhava rulers 
enumerate the names of many administrative officers.

In the Grant A we have the names of Mantrl, Purohita, 
Amatya, Janapada, Yuvara.ia, Ra.jasthaniya, Pramatri,

1. El. XXX,
2. Morbi Grant of Jaikadeva. IA. II. 257-8*
3. El. XXVI. 223*
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1 + 2Baladhikrta. Uparika, Visayapati, Saulkika, Dussadhasa-
dhanika. Coroddharanika'? Vaikgepika, Cara and Bhaja* All 
these officers are mentioned in Charters B and D also. In 
Charter C Janapada and Pramatri are omitted, but Senapati 
has been added. In Charters R Mantra and Purohita are 
not included. In the Charter F3 Mantri, Purohita, Janapada, 
Rajasthaniya, Uparika and Saulkika are not mentioned and 
Desadhipati has been added. Amongst these officers the 
functions of Mantrl, Purohita, Amatya, Yuvara.ia,
Visayapati, Cara and Bhata are quite clear. Out of the 
others Janapada cannot mean the -whole population, but 
probably refers to the existence of some representatives of
people at the Court, But this evidence is not enough to 
prove that such representatives existed. The name of 
this officer is not included in the Charters C and F. 
Ra.jasthaniya means a Viceroy and Baladhikrta. the Chief 
of the army, Uparika was a provincial viceroy under the 
Imperial Guptas, who was superior to the Visayapati who 
is also included here. The name Corodhara#ika is connected 
with removing the robbers and probably has the same

1. Uparika has been taken to mean a Magistrate, but we 
feel that the Saindhavas who adopted the Gupta era 
must have taken the word from the Imperial Guptas 
where it means a provincial viceroy. Bihar Stone Pillar 
Insc. of Skandagupta, C.I.I. III. 52,

2. ^Superintendent of tolls or customsibid.
y  v a v  t W .  ( V w W i U  c i v a j u U ;  p S . a U / ?  k c u i a j a .
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functions as of a modern policeman. According to Altekar 
Dussadhasadhanika were these officers of the Corodharanika 
class who were entrusted with the difficult task of 
apprehending Dacoits and other dangerous criminals.

Most of these officers are mentioned in the Charters 
of all the three branches. But from the size of the Kingdom 
it seems to us that this was just a remunerative list.
The Charter F which only contains only nine names, and the 
ones dropped show that the list in F is more realistic.
In such a small kingdom it is doubtful whether they would 
have both Mantrins and Amatyas. Instead there is the 
name Desadhipati which corresponds to modem head of 
State, apart from the ruler* Ra.jasthaniya is omitted from 
F, and rightly, because it is improbable that such a small 
Kingdom had use of any Viceroy, Uparikas are also not 
included in Charter F, and Purohita for reasons unknown is 
omitted. These omissions in the Charter F strengthen our 
argument that that Charter is the most reliable of the 
whole series, One name which we have not seen before and 
cannot identify is Vaiksepika. One omission we find in 
this exhaustive list is that of an officer who had anything 
to do with the sea. It is probable that the Baladhikpta 
was in charge of that part of administration as well.
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From this one point emerges very clear, and that is, 
that although the Saindhava Kingdom was small, and despite
the fact that the lists of officers given is not
representative, the Saindhava rulers were very efficient. 
Their Kingdom, as we have seen above, was free from any
interference from paramount rulers. They enjoyed
independence and owed only nominal allegiance, first to the 
Maitrakas and then to the Gurjara Pratiharas.

We have no further information about this dynasty. 
That they were not destroyed by the Arab raid of 766 is 
evident from the successful reigns of rulers upto ca. 920. 
What happened after that is very difficult to say.

From the Ghumli Plates of Bashkala we know that he 
was ruling there in 989 A.D. Probably after the last 
Saindhava ruler, that part of Saura§£ra fell into the 
hands of the Cu(Jasamas of Junaga<Jh, and then conquered by 
Mularaja who became the overlord of Kaccha and Saura§£ra* 
But we have no evidence for this, and therefore this 
subject must remain open.
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The Capas.

The Capas who ruled in A$ahilapa£aka from about 720-
961 A.D. were also known as Capotka£as, Cavotakfas, Capins
and Cava<Jas. It is very difficult to say with certainty what
their origin was. No inscriptions of this dynasty has been
found, though there is one inscription of a Capa King from

1Vardhamanapura. But it seems that this king was either a
member of a branch of the main Capas, or, more probably, not
related with the Anahilvad Capas at all* There is no mention
of any connection between them, and therefore it is very
difficult to say that they w ere a branch of the Anahilvad
Capas. It is stated in this copper plate that

1TThe Earth bowed to 3ambhu before meditation and spoke
with an echoing voice; Twhen meditation rules thy eye, oh
lord I I am unable to bear the torment caused by the Asuras.T
[Then] the Supreme ruler created for the sake of the earth
out of his bow [capa], a powerful prince called Capa who

2being lofty of stature, was able to protect her.?T
Such a story of the mythical origin of a dynasty is 

very commonplace in our period, and is just an effort to 
explain the use of the word 6apa as a family name - apart from

1. Vadhvan Cp, of Capa Dhara$iva$aha of 917-918 A.D. 
IA. XII. 190.

2. ibid. 192.
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that it does not seem to contain anything new, This story of
origin is on the same lines as that of the Gaulukyas, which
relates that Caulukya was b o m  from the bowl (culuka) of
Brahma. It is an effort to show the antiquity of their
origin. The Anahilvad Capas differ from other contemporary
dynasties because they have no historical tradition of their
origin to connect them with other dynasties. Col. Tod was
of the opinion that they belonged to a foreign race which
landed in Saura§£ra, then spread Northwards until Vanaraja
founded the Kingdom at Anahilvad. From the Chroniclers it
appears that the Capas were settled at Paficasara, well before
Vanaraja had founded his Kingdom, which now is a fair sized
village in Vadhiar between Gujarat and Kacch<3L.Tradition 

2asserts that before establishing themselves at Anahilvad
the Capas were ruling for 71 years at Dvlpa, which may be
taken as modern Diu* Although this is very doubtful because
Dvipa must have been under Valabhi rule in about 675 A.D., or

371 years from 746 A.D., for their power extended westwards to 
Diu, upto Junagadh: nevertheless it does show that there
must have been Capa suzerainty somewhere in Saura$tra before 
Vanaraja established himself at Anahilvad.

The sources we have for the Capas are thus mainly

1. IA. IV. 145-8.
2. IA. LIV. sup. 29*
3. The date given in PBC. as the founding of Anahilvad by 

Vanaraj.
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literary, They do not seem to have issued any inscriptions,
at least none have been found till the present date: but
they are mentioned in the inscriptions of other dynasties.
The Navsari grant the Western Calukya King Pulakesik,^ which
records the triumphant progress of an Arab raid from Sindh to
Navsari, names the Kings of the Cavotakas amongst the
afflicted chiefs after those of Kacch and Saura§£ra. The
Capas are also mentioned in the copper-plates of the 

2Saindhavas, wherein they are described as enemies. But
possibly these Capas were those of Vardhamana and not
Anahilvad because of the proximity of the Saindhavas to the
former city. The astronomer Brahmagupta of Bhinmal, who
composed the Brahmasphutasiddhanta in 628 A.D., says that the

3ruler there was the Capotkata Vyaghramukha. But these
Capotkatas again appear to have no connection with the
important dynasty of Anahilvad.

The literary sources for this early period of Capa
4history are mainly Merutungafs Prabandhacintamani and

5 6Viclrasreni. another anonymous Sukrtasankirtana and 
Ratnamala. PBC. is a short compilation of certain historical 
data; although the Vic. contains merely a list of Kings it is

1. C.I.I. IV. No.30.
2. El. XXVI. ISO ff.
3. Ojha. 146.
4. The opening chapters.
5. JBBRAS. IX, 147 ff.
6. By Arisimha, son of Lavapaprasada.
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of much importance, Sukrt, is a short work largely borrowed 
l^om while Ratnamala is a poetic history with good
description and many fables taken from the PBC. The later 
Chroniclers of the Caulukya period give us considerably more 
information about the last Capa King Bhuyada, who was killed 
by his sister Lllavatl’s son Mularaja, the first Caulukya 
ruler. But nothing of importance about the earlier Capas 
can be obtained from them.

All the Chronicles except PBC. start with the fight 
between a Calukya King of Kalya$aka£aka named Bhuvaija and

, _  _  n, _  _King Jayasikhan of Paftcasara, The Ratftamala gives a very
long description of this fight. Of this kingdom of

, n. _ _Jayasikharl the Ratfiamala says:-
” —  where there are ten thousand k§atris

well-trained to war,
Jayasikharl with Surpala joined
Can destroy Indra’s throne
But Gujarat’s royalty is theirs

1Little regard they any other,n 
This shows, (allowing for exaggeration,) that the Pahcasara 
Kingdom was well established: but during the war Jayasikharf 
was killed. Before the war he had sent his pregnant wife 
Rupasundarl away from the city with her brother Surpala, The 
PBC, says that in Gujarat, in the region of Vadhiyara there

1, JBBRAS. IX. 69.
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is a village called Pancasara, the mother of the boy of the
Capotkata race placed him in a cradle on a tree called Va$a
and went to gather fuel. At that time the Jaina teacher
3ilagu$asuri came there and saw that the shade of that tree

1was not inclined, though it was the afternoon, He thought 
that this strange fact must be due to the power of that boy 
in the cradle and, hoping that he was destined to extend the 
Jaina faith, bought him from his mother by giving her the 
means of subsistence.

The Suri gave the name Vanaraja to the boy, and he was 
looked after by Viramati, a nun. When he was eight years old 
he was entrusted with the duty of keeping off the mice that 
spoiled the offerings made to the god* He killed them with
clods, but was forbidden to do so by the teacher, whereupon

2he said they must be got rid of by the fourth expedient.
The teacher consulted his horoscope and finding that he was
b o m  to be a King? gave him back to his mother, He lived with
his mother in a certain district, belonging to his maternal

3uncle. This area was inhabited by wild tribal people, and here 
Vanaraja lived the life of a bandit, making expeditions in all

1. Chiyamanamantimalokya, PB, ed. by Sastri. p. 19. line 1,
2. The four upayas or expedients are sowing dissension, 

negotiation, bribery and open attack.
3. Pallibhumi.
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directions. Once in a village called Kakara, while robbing a
rich merchant’s house, his hand slipped into a vessel of
curds. So he did not steal anything because he said that he
had easten in that house, The next day the merchant’s sister
^ridevi sent for him secretly at night, out of love of her
brother* She treated him kindly and so Vanaraja promised her

1that she would, at his coronation place the tilaka on his
forehead* Once, three of his associates went to the forest
where they met a merchant called Jamba who, seeing that
there were only three of them, broke two of the five arrows
which were all that he had. When he was asked the reason for
such an action, he said ”as there are only three of you, two
are quite useless” ; and when a moving object was pointed out,

2he shot it down. Very pleased with him, the three bandits 
took him to Vanaraja who was also very pleased, and told him 
that he would be the chief minister at his own coronation.

The PBC* records the following story of how Vanaraja 
acquired wealth to set up a kingdom. A Pahcakula came from 
Kanyakubja in order to draw tribute from the land of Gujarat, 
which had been given by the King of that country to his 
daughter named Mahanika, by way of marriage portion; The

3Pancakula appointed Vanaraja as his arrow-bearer. After the

1* Auspicious mark on the forehead.
2• Calavedhyam.
3. Sellabbrb. The word ̂ se3;lo is given by Hemacandra as 

equivalent to miipgsisubsara^ca. Forbes in Ras Mala 
translates it as spear-bearer*
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Pancakula had collected wealth from the country for six
months, he set out to return to his own land with 24 lakhs of
silver drammas and four thousand well bred horses; but
Vanaraja killed him at a Ghat named Saura§£ra, lived in
concealment for a year, out of fear of his sovereign. After
that he sought for a capital in order to found his own
kingdom. When he was looking for a suitable site, he was
asked by a man called A$ahilla, the son of Bhiruyada
Sakha<ja, who was sitting on the edge of the Pipalula tank,

1what he wanted. His henchman said the purpose of their
search was to look for land which would be fit to become a
capital city, A$ahilla said ”if you will call the capital
after me, then I will show you a piece of land,” Then he
went near a Jali-tree, and showed them as much land as a dog

2was chased over by a hare. There Vanaraja founded a city 
called Aijahillapura, on the second day of the bright fort
night of Vaisakha, on a Monday in the 802nd year V,S. and 
had a palace built under a Jali tree. Then at a suitable 
time, he sent for 3ridevl,^ whom he had adopted as his sister 
who lived in the village of Kakara, who placed the tilaka 
on his forehead. He had himself crowned King under the title 
of Vanaraja, being then fifty-six years old. That merchant

1. Tai£ pradhanair. MSS(a) has simply tair, which would mean 
The said’. The reading of the text probably points to 
some omission.

2. Yavatim bhuvam sasakena sva trasitastavatim.
3. Here called ^riyadevl.
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named Jamba was made his Prime minister. Then from the village
of Pahcasara, with great respect he brought 3llagu$asuri and
offered him the throne with all its seven constituent parts,
but the suri refused.**" But Vanaraja, in accordance with the
orders of the suri had a caitya of Parsvanatha built, with a
statue of himself as a worshipper. In the same way he had
built a temple of Ka$thesvarl built near his palace, Vanaraja
had these buildings built, thinking that this was the only
way in which he could repay the kindness of the Suri.

Before going on to the reigns of individual kings, it
would be worth comparing the accounts of Vanaraja in the

„ -2chronicles of Ras-Mala and Ratnamala, There is not much
difference in the two, because Ras-Mala. alongside other 
traditions, contains considerable material from the Ratnamala. 
The latter introduces the information on the Capas in the 
following way:-

The personal complexion of the King of men, the 
Calukyas,which I have heard from what has been written,
I have related with love*
I have not heard of the bodily colour of the Capotkalpas, 
I will write by inference from the books, the character 
of their minds.

1. 7 constituent parts are the King, his ministers, ally, 
territory, fortress, army and treasury.

2. Translated by A.K.Forbes.
3. Found in JBBRAS. IX.



Jayasikhari’s successors, eight kings I speak of,
Because there is much connexion with them,
This book is devoted principally to Siddhray

1But I will mention whatever occurs in their connexion.” 
We will examine the genealogy of the Ratnamala later. On the 
war between King Bhuva<ja and Jayasikhari there is a good
description of the way in which the war was conducted. There

2 — is no mention of 3llagu#asure or his finding Vanaraja and
-3then taking him away, but Ratnamala says that in A.D. 692 

Jayasikhari, the Cavacja King was attacked by the Calukya 
King Bhuvatja of Kalya^akafaka in Kanyakubja. Knowing that he 
was doomed to death, Jayaskhari sent his pregnant wife away 
with his brother-in-law to the forest, where she gave birth 
to a son.

It seems that the PBC. has inserted the story of the
Jaina mark to glorify the Jaina religion. But it is very
difficult to say which of the traditions is correct. There is
no place of importance with the name of Kalya^akat^aka, or
even Kalya^a recorded in the Kananj territory. And though
there was a southern Calukyan kingdom with its capital at

4Kalyana, it was established in c. 11th century A.D.

1. JBBRAS. IX. 38-39. (with slight stylish alterations).
2. But R. does say that when the boy is 6 years (months) old 

a Jain monk, passing through the forest, beholds a cradle 
swinging from the branches of a tree, the infant reposing 
in which seems like a dweller in the courts of King of 
heaven. Astonished, the holy man makes enquiry, and discov
ering the mother to be a queen, he brings her with due 
respect to the city, RM. p. 35* Queen.

3. According to B. Indraji, Composed in ca„ 1230 A.D,
4. Bombay Gazzetteer. Vol. I. pt.I. 105-
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Further, the known Calukyan lines have no king with the 

name of Bhuva<Ja. Unless it refers to King Vijayaditya 
(696-733 A.D.) also called Bhuvanasraya, who is said to have 
fought in the north, and was once imprisoned but escaped. The 
Bombay Gazetteer says that "the inference of this is that the 
author of Rathamala knowing that the Caulukyas (Calukyas) 
belonged to Kalya$a and knowing that a Calukya King Bhuvada 
had defeated the Cava<Jas, may have called Bhuvada a King of 
Kalyaijakataka and identified it with famous Kanoj. This 
view is supported by the absence in the PBC. and other old 
records of any mention of an invasion from Kananj. It is 
possible that in A.D. 696 some king called Bhuvatja of 
Gujarat Calukyas of whom at this time bramches were ruling as 
far north as Kaira, invaded the Capas under Jayasikhari, since 
the traces of a Capa Kingdom remain at least as late as 
720 A.D. it seems probable that the destruction of Pafrcasara 
was caused not by Bhuvatja in 696 A.D. but by the Arabs in 
c. 720 A.D

The Ratnamala says that Jayasikhari was once humiliated 
by the army of Bhuvada* King Bhuva<Ja once assembled all his 
foremost warriors and asked them about Gujarat. The warriors 
replied that it was ruled by Jayasikhari who was a servant of 
the Calukyan King, When the Calukyan army went to conquer the 
west, they happened to meet Jayasikhari, with whom they 
fought a great battle. When his city was taken, Jayasikhari



humbly said that he would remain a servant of Bhuraja, if he 
would be allowed to stay at Paficasara. The warriors were very 
impressed by his loyalty, and left the city. Bhuvada did not 
believe this, but Chand, one of the leading warriors gave 
another account. He says that they met Suvapala in the 
forest, southwards from Abu, after having conquered many 
lands in the west. When Suvapala asked them who they were,

1they said that they were simply some pilgrims to Somasvara,
In this way they obtained information about JayasikhariTs 
army; the account of this army is evidently much exaggerated. 
But Bhuvada decided to fight and commanded the warriors to 
go and conquer Paficasara. It seems that there must have been 
a good deal of warfare between the two dynasties, and it is 
more likely that the kingdom of Pancasara was destroyed by 
some local ruler, probably a Gujarat Calukya. But, on the 
other hand, if this is the case, then it remains to be seen 
which Capa dynasty was defeated by the Arab raiders, mentioned
in the Navsari grant of Western Calukyan Pulakesin II of 

2720 A.D. It is possible that the Paficasara area was still 
known as Capa territory at this time. On the other hand the 
destruction of the Capas took place, most probably at the 
hands of these Calukyas, and it is unlikely that the subdued 
territory would still be known by its former name. There is 
a grant of a certain Capa King Dhara^ivaraha from Vardhamana,

1. Somanatha Pataca.
2. C.I.I. IV. no,30.



dated in the year 91? A ,D, The genealogy goes back 
five generations; and as we have seen earlier, the 
astronomer Brahmagupta of Bhinmal says that in 
A.D. 62#, the ruler of Bhinmal was the Capa King 
Vyaghramukha. But after this we hear of no other 
Capa ruler at Bhinmal, it is quite possible that the 
dynasty continued to rule there for another four or 
five generations. So there is a possibility that 
the Capas destroyed by the Arabs were other than 
those of Paficasara.

The PBC. does mention a king Bhudeva, who 
propitiated Kadramahakala in Malwa, because, in the 
city of Kanyakubja, the royal residence, which is 
of the size of 36 lakhs of villages, he fell in love 
with the wife of the servant who superintended his 
beverages* Probably this is a slight reference to 
the King Bhuvada, who is always associated with
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iKalyana Kataka in Kanauj.

When we turn our attention to the genealogy given 
by various chronicles, there is a little difficulty. 
From these traditions of the Capas , especially of the 
first ruler Vanaraja, a few points emerge. Firstly, 
that Vanaraja was b o m  in a royal house. Due to 
unforeseen circumstances Vanaraja was b o m  outside his 
father’s kingdom, and it is very probable that he 
would have ruled his father’s principality at 
Paficasara, if the kingdom had no been invaded. Living 
in the forest with his mother and maternal uncle, 
Vanaraja must have been brought up amidst tribal 
people, most probably the Bhils, It seems that 
Vanaraja entered the service of a King, most 
probably a Pratihara of Kananj. It is very hard

1, text, p,31._^at trimsad-graipa-laksa- pramite- Kanyakubje 
nagare Kalya£aka£ake. Last word here translated as "the 
royal residence/’ And adds the note is this the
Hindustani ’’Urdu mu’alia”?
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to say whether the stories about his being a robber are
authentic or not. They were probably included by Meru£uriga
and other chroniclers just to romanticize the story a little.
It is also very hard to verify how Vanaraja acquired his
Kingdom. Possibly he was rewarded with the city of Anahilwad
for services rendered. Vanaraja must have had much assistance
from his maternal uncle Surapala, though he seems to have
died before his nephew set himself up at Anahilwad, because
there is no further mention of him. His mother is also
nowhere mentioned. The traditions about the Jaina monk and
the child Vanaraja seem to have some basis, even after
allowing for Meru^unga’s exaggeration because he belonged to
the Jaina religion. When Vanaraja set up his kingdom, he is
said to have asked 3llagu$asuri to take over his Kingdom
with all its seven constituent parts, but the sage refused.
Though this statement seems evidently false, it is surely
an indication of Vanaraja*s faith in Jainism and respect for
his teacher. According to PBC. Vanaraja also had built a
caitya called Pancasara, adorned with images of Parsvanatha

1and of himself. In the Bombay Gazetteer we read that, 
nThe figure of Vanaraja is still shown at Sidhpur,... It is 
clearly the figure of a King with the Umbrella of State and 
a nimbus round the head and in the ears the long ornaments

1. PBC. 13-19.
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called ltundalas noticed by Arab travellers as characteristics
of the Balhara of Ras-frakulpa Kings who were contemporary with 

1Vanaraja. The King wears a long beard, a short waistcloth, 
a waistband and a shoulder garment or uparpa whose ends 
hang down the back. Besides the earrings he is adorned with 
bracelets, armlets and anklets, and a large ornament hangs 
across the chest from the left shoulder to the right hip.
The right hand is held near the chest in the act of granting 
protection and the left hand holds something which cannot be 
made out. By his side is the umbrella-bearer and five other 
attendants.” So it is quite possible that Vanaraja was a 
believer in the Jaina religion. But even on this point one 
cannot be absolutely certain.

There may be some truth in the tradition that Jamba 
was the chief minister in Vanaraja*s kingdom, because later 
in the PBC. we read that, ”Then Siddharaja appointed the 
police superintendent Sajjana of the race of the great 
minister Jamba to superintend the affairs of Sura$$ra, on 
account of his fitness for the post.” The Jamba mentioned 
here seems to have been the merchant who was Vanaraja*s 
minister. He appears to have rewarded his followers and 
helpers quite well.

1. Elliot and Dowson. I. 11.
2. PBC.^96.
3. Jambanvayasya^Sajjanadap<jathipateh: 6r± Siddharajena 

Yogyataya Surastravifaya Vyaparo niyukta^L.
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We do not know anything much about Vanaraja as a 
person or a ruler. There is much controversy over his dates. 
All the authorities describe him as having ruled for 60 
years and they also agree that he was about 50 when he 
established himself at Anahilwad. According to the PBC. 
Vanaraja founded his kingdom in 746 A.D, and as he was about 
50 at that time, he must have been born in about 696 A.D. In 
the same year his father, Jayasikhari died, but there is no 
mention of his date of birth in the PBC. According to that 
authority, Vanaraja died in 806 A.D. which would make him 
10 years old at the time of his death. This seems extremely 
improbablej and it is obvious that Merutunga is puzzled about 
the dates. There are at least five MSS. of PBC. and there is 
no agreement about the dates in them. In this case the dates
attributed to Vanaraja cannot be relied upon. It is possible 
that Vanaraja actually lived for 60 years and that this
figure was erroneously given as the length of his reign; as
he is supposed to have established his kingdom when he was
no longer a young man, in this case he must have ruled for
only about 15-20 years. Merutunga in his Vic♦ says that
Annahilwad was founded in 765 A.D. and therefore Vanaraja
was born in about 714-20 A.D. on the assumption that he was
nearly fifty at that time. RM. says that Vanaraja was born in
about 699 A.D. In PBC. we read that in 622 A.D. when Yogaraja

1. JBBRAS. IX. 150.
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ascended the funeral pyre, 120 years had been accomplished. 
Calculating backwards from 622 A.D. we would get the year 
702 A.D. which has no significance according to the other 
traditions. But it is quite possible that Vanaraja was b o m  
in that year. We have no means at all of checking any of 
the above dates. Dr. Indraji in the Bombay Gazetteer says 
that Merutunga*s dates for the foundation of Annahilwad 
in PBC. and Vic, 746 A.D, and 765 A.D. have a meaning.
746 A.D. is the date when Vanaraja acquired wealth and 
765 A.D. is the date when he actually became king. So 
accordingly to Indraji Vanaraja was b o m  in 720 A.D., came 
to the throne in 765 A.D. and died in 7&0 A.D. Vanaraja*a 
rule according to the PBC. ended in 606 A.D. while, according 
to the Vic. it ended in 625 A.D.: the same difference of 
nineteen years as in the two dates of the foundation of 
Anahilwad.

All our sources agree that Yogaraja succeeded his 
father Vanaraja on the throne of Anahilwad. PBC. says that 
he ruled for 17 years, one month and one day: while the
same author gives him 29 years in the Vic. RM. says that he
ruled for 35 years, as does one MSS. of the PBC. an

__ 2anonymous Pata Vali, and the Kumarapala prabandha. Of the
King Yogaraja we know1 from the unanimous testimony of the

1. BG. I. Pt, V, 152.
2. JBBRAS. IX. 153.



chronicles that he had three sons, Ksemaraja amongst them. 
There is a story about them that once Ksemaraja told their 
father that foreign ships driven out of their course by a 
cyclone had arrived at Somanatha on their shores, These 
ships were full of goods such as 1000 good horses, 150 
elephants and other things amounting to "ten millions."
The last words may have been inserted to describe the rich
ness of the cargo. The princes asked their father’s permission 
to bring this rich cargo to the King, which otherwise would
go to the merchant’s own country through the Kingdom of the 

1Capas. The King forbade this, but the prince, thinking that 
the King was decrepit through old age, made ready an army in 
that very border district of their country and in the 
stealthy manner of thieves intercepted those ships and 
brought everything to their father. The King was very angry 
but he kept his silence and the sons were not welcomed. 
K§emaraja asked the reasons for this silence, and the King 
replied that if he said that this action of theirs was an 
honourable one, then he would be guilty of the crime of 
stealing his neighbour’s goods; and if he said it was a 
dishonourable one then he would make his sons angry; so he 
chose silence. Then the king gave reason for forbidding such

1. "Nijadesopari svaderamadhye bhutva^sancarisyati .?? 22.
The text appears to be corrupt. Bhutva is omitted in one 
MS, and this reading gives better sense. Possibly the 
original text had the verb ci. in place of car.
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an act in the firbt place# He said that when in foreign 
countries other governments are praised, people scornfully 
say that in Gujarat there is a government of robbers*
Yogaraja continued to say that: ftWhen we are informed of 
this and similar facts by our representatives in their 
reports, we are afflicted because we do, to a certain extent, 
feel despondent on account of our ancestors. If this reproach 
attaching to our ancestors could be forgotten in the hearts 
of men, then we also might attain the title of Kings in all 
gatherings of sovereigns. But now, you princes, being greedy 
for a trifling gain have furbished up anew that reproach of 
our ancestors.rT Then the king brought his own bow out of 
the armoury and asked the strongest brother to bend it. They 
all tried but failed, while the king strung it with ease and 
said:-

3TDisobeying the order of Kings cutting off the
salary of dependants 

And deserting the society of wives is called
killing without a weapon.

It follows that you, my sons, are according to the policy 
taught in the treatise, killing me without a weapon. So what

1. Stanapurusaih:- This word occurs frequently in the 
PEG. The officers denoted by it seem to have been very 
like consuls. PBC. 20 ff.

2. PBC. 20.
3. P and a, insert ajnabhangad, by disobeying [my] orders.
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punishment will meet your case?” Then the king starved
himself to death and ascended the funeral pyre ”after 120

2years had been accomplished.” Yogaraja had a temple built 
to YoglsvenI - another name for Burgee. According to the 
PBC. therefore, Yogaraja*s reign ended in 822 A.D. But 
if we take Dr. Indraji!s date of 780 A.D. as the end of 
Vanaraja*s reign, then according to the PBCTs statement that 
Yogaraja ruled for 17 years, his reign would have ended in 
797 A.D. According to another MSS. of PBC. Yogarajars reign 
ended in 841 A.D. and according to the Vic. it ended in 
836 A.D. It is very hard to say which is the correct date 
because there is no corroborative evidence. Dr. Indraji 
says that ”on the whole the PBC. date of 841 A.D. (891 V.S.) 
seems the more probable. The author of the Vic. may have 
mistaken the 7 of the manuscript for a 1, the two figures in 
the manuscript of that date being closely alike. If A.D. 7^0 
is taken as the close of Vanaraja*s reign and A.D.806 as the 
beginning of Yogaraja*s reign there is an interval of 26 
years, during which period a childless elder brother of 
Yogaraja may have ruled.” This argument seems to be a little 
unsound, firstly, because we do not know from which MSS. of 
the PBC. Merutunga copied, if he copied at all. There is one

1. ibid.
2. Vimsatyadhika varsasate purn§ citaprave^ahu KrtafcL.
3. Anena rajna bhattarika sri Yogisvariprasadah Kptab*
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MS* translated by Tawney that gives the date 878 V.3. as the 
closing date of Yogaraja*s reign. Secondly on this hypothe
sis it is difficult to account for the gap of 26 years 
between the reigns of Vanaraja and Yogaraja. There is no 
evidence for such a gap in any MSS. of the PBC. or in the 
Vic. There is the tradition in all of them that Yogaraja 
followed his father, and IndrajiTs elder brother of Yogaraja 
is created out of thin air. The dates of the duration and the 
end of his reign do vary but there seems to be no gap between 
the reign of the father and the son. Reconsidering the state
ment ”after 120 years had elapsed,”; if we take the year 
702 A.D. as that of the birth of Vanaraja, it would make him 
44 when he came to the throne in 746 A.D. The text of the
PBC.says that Vanaraja was not quite 50 when he came to the 

1throne. As we do not have any precise dates about Bhuva<}aTs 
invasion, it could have taken place in 702 A.D. in place of 
696 A.D. But, of course, this is all very hypothetical.

According to the PBC. Yogaraja was succeeded by 
Ratnaditya, Yogaraja is said to have had three sons, but we 
know the name of only one of them, that of Ksemaraja. One 
interesting point to note here is that while Yogaraja was 
called the son of Vanaraja, the successors of Yogaraja and 
their successors in turn are never called sons of their 
immediate predecessors. This is most probably due to the

1. Pancasadvarsadesyah.
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fact that Merutunga was completely confused by his very 
unreliable sources. All he may have known was that the Capa 
dynasty ruled for over 190 years. He must have known the 
names of its kings, so he arbitrarily attributed a few years 
to each ruler, but at the end even the dates that he has 
given come to about 196 years. He was writing at least over 
500 years after the beginning of the Capa dynasty, We know 
nothing about Ratnaditya, except that his reign began in 
822 A.D. and ended in 825 A.D. Both Vic. and Sukrt. are in 
agreement with the PBC. till the reign of Ratnaditya then 
they both have Vairisimha followed by K§emaraja, While the 
PBC.says that RatnadityaTs reign ended in 825 &nd that of 
Ksemaraja began in 842 A.D, It is quite possible that 
Ratnaditya, Vairisimha and Ksemaraja were the three sons of 
Yogaraja; and thus it is not impossible that Vairisimha may 
have ruled in the intervening years between 825 -842 A.D. It 
is unfortunate that the Sukrt. does not give the duration of 
the reign of every king but on the whole it appears to agree 
with Vic. According to the latter the reigns of Ratnaditya, 
Vairisimha and Ksemaraja lasted for 53 years, while according 
to the PBC. the reigns of Ratnaditya, the interval and the 
reign of Ksemaraja lasted for 55 years, Ksemaraja, according 
to the Vic, is said to have ruled for 39 years while the PBC. 
gives 38 years, 3 months and 10 days. Assuming that Ksemaraja 
was the youngest son, b o m  later in YogarajaTs life, and that
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he was about 20 when his father died; supposing his two 
brothers ruled for about 20 years, Ksemaraja would have been 
about 40 when he came to the throne. He himself could have 
very well ruled for about 30 - 35 years. Vairisimha is said 
to have ruled for about 11 years.

According to the PBC. Ksemaraja was succeeded by
Camu$(Ja > and he in turn by Akacjadeva. While according to the
Vic. and Sukrt. Ksemaraja was succeeded by Camu$4araja. So
we at least have one point on which all the chronicles agree,
that Ksemaraja was followed by Camu$<ja, who may have been
his son. So at this point the date of the death of Camu$4a
would be 882 A.D. according to the PBC. One MSS. of the
PBC. does not mention Camu$<Ja at all, but a certain King

1Bhuyada was succeeded by Ratnaditya.
In the PBC. there is another 

gap of about 13 years between the reigns of Ksemaraja and 
CamuQtJa, which is very difficult to explain. Ksemaraja*s 
reign ended in 866 A.D, and that of Ratnaditya began in 
879 A.D. It is probable that the latter king was ruling as 
a Crown Prince during the 13 years, but assumed kingship 
proper in 879 A.D. His reign is said to have lasted 13 
years. According to Vic. Gamu^a was followed by Thaghatja, 
and by Raha^a according to the Sukrt. He may have been the

1. Forbes Gujarati Sabha Granthavall. No. 14* ed. by Durgasan- 
Kara Sastri, 1932.



same person as Akadadeva. According to the PBC. the latter 
was succeeded by Bhuyaga<Jadeva, while Rahada and Thagada 
of the other texts were succeeded by Bhubha^a and Puada 
respectively. Puada is said to have ruled for 19 ' years, 
while Bhubhata for 27 years.

The Vic. does not mention Akadadeva, and according to 
it Ratnaditya was succeeded by Vairisimha, he in turn by 
Ksemaraja, and he by CamurigLa, while PBC. ignores Vairisimha. 
Dating of these last four Kings according to the Vic. would 
be as follows:-
Ratnaditya ruled for 3 years, his rule ending in 838 A.D.
His successor Vairisimha ruled 11 years, 838-849*
KsemarajaTs rule of 39 years lasted from 849-888, And 
Camu$(Ja ruled for 27 years, from 888-915 • Therefore at the 
death of Camu£(Ja "kbe date according to PBC. would be 882, and 
the last date of Ksemaraja, according to the Vic. 882, a 
difference of six years. As we have seen there was a gap of 
13 years between the reigns of Ksemaraja and Camu$<Ja in the 
PBC. It is quite feasible that the latter king who came to 
the throne in the year 879 was ruling as a Crown Prince 
between 866, the last date of his father!s and 879 bis 
first regnal year* He probably assumed full Kingship in the 
year 879* Ksemaraja may have been a potential ruler for 
30-35 years as suggested above, while his son was acting 
as a Yuvaraja. But this is all very confusing and therefore
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hypothetical.
It seems most likely that from the years ca. $22-888 

considering the evidence of the PBC. and Vic. four kings, 
Yogaraja, Ratnaditya, Vairisimha and Ksemaraja ruled the 
Kingdom of Anahilwad.

According to the PBC. the first regnal year of
Akadadeva was 882, and 909 was the last year, giving him a
reign of 2? years. According to the Vic. Carnu£da? Ksemaraja!s 
successor ruled for 27 years, 888 - 915 years. Here again we 
have the difference of six years between both the sources.

Akadadeva was succeeded by Bhuyagadadeva the last in 
PBC. genealogy, who ruled for 27 years. But his first regnal 
year is 934 and the last 935 A.D, But there is a gap of 25 
years between 909, the last year of Akadadeva and 934
first year of Bhuyagadadeva, The explanation is very hard
to find, as it is in all the cases of the PBC. According to 
fcke Vic. Camu$da was succeeded in 915 A.D. by Thaghada who

o

ruled till 942 when he was succeeded by Puada. Thaghada
o

may be the same as Akadadeva and Puada corresponds to 
Bhuyagadadeva or Bhubhata of the Sukrt. The latter follows 
the Vic. completely in its geneology, except that in place 
of Thaghada and Puada it has Rahada and Bhubhata, which 
seems to us to be only a mistake in spelling the names 
differently.

Mularaja, the Caulukya*s accession according to PBC.
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is 937 while according to the Vic. it is 961* The .first
1inscription of Mularaja that we know was issued in 974 A.D,

2and the last one was issued in 995 A.D. From the epigraphic 
evidence the dates given by the Vic. appear to be more 
reliable in case of Mularaja. The PBC. gives the date 992 A.D. 
as the last one for Mularaja, but the date 937 appears to be 
a little out of place. The question of the date of Mularaja 
will be fully considered in the appropriate chapter.

For the Capa chronology and genealogy, we on the whole, 
prefer the dates given by the Vic, But we have by no means 
neglected the evidence offered by the PBC. On the following 
pages we have given a complete chart of the Capa genealogy.

1. The Baroda grant, 974 A.D. WZKM, V. 300.
2. Balera Grant. 995• A.D? El. X. 7&.
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The Paramaras.

During the 9th century there arose a few dynasties that 
were to command attention on the stage of Gujarat for nearly 
two centuries. They were the Paramaras, the Caulukyas, the 
Cahamanas, the Capas and, to a lesser extent, the Cudasamas 
of Junagadh* The first three dynasties and the Pratihara are 
said to have sprung from the fire-pit at Mount 5bee. This 
legend of their origin is first to be seen in the Navasahas- 
ahka carita of Padmagupta who was a contemporary of the 
Paramara King Vakpati Muhja (A.D, 972-995) &nh his successor 
Sindhuraja. He writes that,'*' (Mount Sbu [Arbuda] was a
place of great sanctity where Vasi^fha, the first of the

2 -judges of Atharvana - Song and house-priest of Ik^vaku, had
his residence. He had a wish-granting cow which was once 
stolen and carried off by the son of Gadhi, (i.e. Visvamitra), 
This made him very indignant, whereupon he threw an offering 
into the fire with some holy sayings. At once a hero sprang 
out of the fire with bow and crown and golden armour. He 
forcibly wrested the cow from Vasi§£ha. The grateful 
owner became highly pleased, and having given him the 
name Paramara, slayer of the enemy, made him supreme ruler 
of the earth. From this hero, a family originated which was

1. Sarga XI. W .  64-76.



held in high esteem by virtuous kings. In course of time there 
was born a king named Upeudra, who was a member of this 
family,

1Bardic traditions of Rajputana say that while the
sages were passing their time in deep meditation, and acts 
of devotion, the demons decided to obstruct them. The 
Brahmans dug pits for burnt sacrifices, but the demons 
irritated them by throwing flesh and blood into them. On this, 
the priests, gathering round the fire-pit, prayed to Mahadeva 
for help, and the great god took pity on them. A being arose; 
but as he had no martial qualities, the Brahmans placed him 
as a guardian of the gate, for which he was named Pr 
which ultimately was contracted to Parihara and Pratihara.
A second being issued from the palm of Brahma*s hand, 
(culuka) and was named Caulukya. A third came forth and was 
named Paramara, slayer of the Enemy, who with the assistance 
of the other two, gave battle to the demons, but failed to 
vanquish them. Then following Vasi^ha’s prayer for further 
help, another mighty figure, with deadly weapons in his hand, 
sprang forth from the fire. Because he was TCaturanga! (four 
armed) was given the name Cauha^t. Through his military skill
and personal bravery the demons were defeated and killed.

2Another bard narrates that once Indra made an image 
of Durva grass, sprinkled over it the water of life, and

1. Tod. Vol.I. p.113. ASI. Vol. II. p*255*
2. B.G.I, Vol. IV. p.465.



threw it into the fire-pit. After that the sanjlvana-mantra 
was repeatedly recited, whereupon a mace-bearing figure 
sprang from the flames, shouting TMar. MarP (slayI) He was 
given the name Paramara, and received Abu, Dhar and Ujjain as 
his heritage.

- v . 1According to Mukji, the bard of Khici-cohan, TTthe
Solanki, who was given the appellation of Caluk Ras, owed 
his origin to the essence of Brahma. The Pwar [Paramara] 
originated from the essence of 3iva, and so the Pariyar 
[Pratihara] from the DeviTs [goddess*) essence. The chosen 
race, the Caulian, issued forth from the fount of fire and 
wandered forth, leaving Abu for AbharhP

While a particular bard denies the fire-origin of the 
Paramaras, others maintain that not only the Cauhan!s but 
the Paramaras, Pratiharas and Caulukyas as well were members 
of the fire-race. But when we come to the epigraphic sources 
of our period, we find that, none of the dynastic inscript
ions, except those of the Paramaras, refer to this origin 
from the sacred fire. The earliest known record of the
Cahamanas is of the Dh@lpur branch of Eastern Rajputana which

2 —is dated 642 A.D. The Har§a stone inscription of Vigraharaja,
3dated A.D.973 is the earliest known dated inscription of the



main Cahamana line. The Dhalpur Inscription simply says that
the dynasty belongs to the goodly race of the eminent lord
of the earth, Cahavana,i? And the Harsainscription speaks of
the dynasty without any reference to the stories related by
the bards. The Va^nagar Prasasti of the Caulukya Kunarapala

1dated 1151 A.D. states that Caulukya, the founder of the 
dynasty, was created out of water of the Ganges in the 
hallowed palms [culuka] of Brahma. Similarly the Pratiharas

2are found to trace their descent from the epic hero Lak$ma$a . 
In the A fIn»i-AkbariP the author acknowledges the fire-origin 
of the Paramaras, though he tells quite a different story in 
that connection. nIt is said that about two thousand, three 
hundred years before the fourtieth year of the divine era 
[i.e. B.C. 761] an ascetic named TMahabahT lit the first 
flame in a fire-temple and devoted himself to performing 
religious rites. People who desired to attain eternal salva
tion gave their offerings in that temple of fire, and were 
greatly attracted to that form of worship. This alarmed the 
Bhuddists. They approached the temporal lord and succeeded in 
inducing him to put a stop to that form of worship. The 
people now became very much mortified, and prayed to God for 
a hero who would be able to help them and redress their 
grievances. The supreme Justice created from this fire-temple

1. El. I. p.296.
2. El. XVIII. p.110, presumably because L. is R.Ts pratihara.
3. Translated by Blochman and Jarrett. Vol.II. pp.214 ff.



a human figure equipped with all the qualities of a soldier. 
This brave warrior within a short time succeeded by the might 
of his arm in removing all obstacles that stood in the way of 
peaceful performance of fire-worship. He assumed the name 
Dhanji, and, transferring his seat from the Deccan, estab
lished himself on the throne of Malwah. Putraj was the fifth 
descendant of this line. But as he died without leaving any 
issue Sditya Penwar was elected by the nobles as his success
or. He was followed by a line of kings who were called the 
Paramaras.

Now when we turn to the Inscriptions, this theory of 
origin appears at a very late date. The Udaypur Prasasti of 
the reign of Udayaditya (ca. 1072 A.D.) is the earliest known 
document of the main line of Dhara which mentions the 
mythical birth of the founder of the line* It states that 
Tthere is in the west a son of the Himalaya, that lofty 
mountain called Arbuda [Abu], that gives reward to those 
possessing [true] knowledge, and [is] the place where the 
conjugal union of the Siddhas is perfect* There Visvamitra 
forcibly took from Vasi$£ha [his] cow. Through his [Vasi$thars] 
power, a hero arose from the fire-pit, who worked the 
destruction of the enemyfs army. When he had slain the 
enemies, he brought back the cow, then that sage spoke;
TThou will become a lord [of Kings] called Paramara. The
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other inscriptions which in general relate the same story 
are: -

11. The Nagpur stone inscription. 1104# A.D.
^  . 22. The Vasantga<$h inscription of Pu$$apala - of 1042 A.D,

3. The Mt. Abu Inscriptions. Nos. I and II.
4# An unpublished inscription in the Acalesvara temple

at Abu.
_ , 55* The Patanarayaija inscription. 6

6. Arthuna inscription of the Paramara Camu£<Ja. 1079 A.D.
77. The Mount Abu inscription.

The account of these inscriptions agrees fully or partly with 
that of the Navasahasanka carita.

Almost all Indian scholars are of the opinion that the 
Paramaras were not original inhabitants in India* They argue 
that the Paramaras came to India in the 5 th or 6th century
A .D. with the nomadic Huija tribes which brought about the

8destruction of the Gupta empire. Mr. Watson following a 
Gujarati tradition, states that the Cavada Vanaraja was 
called a Paramara, and speaks about a genealogy in which

1. El. II. 180.
2. El. II. 11.
3# El, VIII, p,200.
4# IA. XLIII. p.193# ft. 2.
5# ibid. XLV, p.77#
6. El. XIV. p.295#
7. El. IX. p.14®.
8. Hex$a invasion was one of the many causes for the destruct

ion of the Gupta Empire, not the only one.
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Vanaraja*s family is described as having descended from
1Vikramaditya of the Paramara tribe* The fact that the

Capas were Gurjaras is known from the astronomer Brahmagupta*
He says that he prepared his work at Bhinmal in 628 A.D*
under the Gurjara king Vyaghramukha who belonged to the 

2Capa dynasty.
Forbes, the translator of Ras-Mala, points out that

Jayasekhara, the Capa ruler of Pancasara, was called a
- 3  AGurjara lord. From all this it follows, states Dr* Ganguly,

that the Paramaras who were CavagLas, were members of the
5Gurjara tribe. Mr. J* Campbell adds two other points in 

support of this theory, of the Gurjara origin of the Paramaras. 
He states that Gurjara Osvals are Paramaras, and Raja Hu#a 
who rendered help to the King of Chifc&r against the Arabs is 
said to have been a Paramara. D*R.Bhandarkar also supports 
Campbell and draws attention to the fact that tTthe Firojpur 
Gurjaras of the Panjab have a tradition that they came from 
Daraagar in the South. As Dhara was from the beginning the 
seat of the Paramaras, it is very likely that the Firojpur 
Gurjaras were a collateral branch of the former.” As all of 
the four tribes viz., the Cahamanas, the Caulukyas, the

1. IA. IV. 147-8.
2. BG. I. pt.I. p.138* fn. 1. .
3* Ras Mala Vol.I. _p.34*4. History of Paramaras p.6. fn.4
5* BG. Vol.IX. p.485*
6, JBBRAS* XXI. 428-9*1 Ibbetson, Census of the Punjab, p.268.



Paramaras and the Pratiharas claim descent from the Agni-
Ku£(Ja (Fire-pit), it may be assumed that they belonged to
one and the same race. The Pratiharas were undoubtedly
Gurjaras.'1' This then, Ganguly says, settles also the origin
of the other three members of the Agni-Kula. Hoesttle supports
this opinion and describes the Pratiharas, the Paramaras,
the Cauhans, the Candellas, the Kachhwahs etc., as constit-

2uent elements of the Gurjara tribe*
Lassen thinks that the Paramaras are the *ParvaraiT

mentioned by Ptolemy, and remarks that iTTheir name in this
form comes nearer to the old Paramara than to that of the
present time Purwar or Porwar of which we get the second in
Powargarh, i.e. Powargacjh fort of Pawar, the name of Campanir,

3 4the old capital of the district in North Gujarat. Burgess 
rightly objected to this assertion put forward by Dr. Lassen, 
pointing out that Porvarai of Ptolemy means a people, while 
the Paramaras were only a K^atriya family, from which no 
name of a district is yet known to owe its origin.

We find many debatable points when we review the 
details of the origin of Paramaras. The first striking 
feature is the fact that these stories of mythological origin 
of the Paramaras appeared at a very late date. As we have seen, 
their first mention is in the Nagpur Prasasti of 1104 A.D. of

1. El. III. p.266.
2. JRAS• 1905. p.31.
3. Ind. Alterthumsk* III. p.822,
4. IA. XXXVI. p.166. fn.
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the main branch, of the Paramaras, It is also contained in 
the VasantgagLh Inscription of Pu^apala, a. King of the Abu 
branch of the Paramaras. This theory seems to have been 
launched by Padmagupta, At about this time we find that many 
dynasties in their inscriptions, put forward some connection 
between their dynasty and the Gods* It is not clear as to 
why they followed this practice of giving names of deities 
as their forefathers. It was probably practised to assert the 
divine right of the King* With the Paramaras the link might 
be with the Agniku£4a. It seems to us that the Paramaras, 
together with the Caulukyas, the Pratiharas, of the Cahamanas 
were non-aryans but not non-Indians* One point that might 
be put forward is that around Mount Abu there might have been 
settlements of Bhils and other non-Aryan tribes. In present 
days one comes across many Bhil settlements, and one can put 
forward an argument that whoever these strange people were, 
they accepted the Hindu faith, joined the service of petty 
rulers around Abu, and gradually became powerful. These 
petty chiefs were probably feudatories of Har§a of Kananj, 
who is said to have conquered the whole of Northern India. 
Later, they must have taken advantage of constant feuds 
between the Pratiharas, the Palas and Ra^prakutas, Later 
still the Bhils or non-aryans, who were preseumably very 
beave and courageous, must have risen to high honours in a 
society where soldiers held an important place. The Brahmins



were still the highest caste, but during these days of 
constant warfare soldiers1 were more important than priests. 
But the puzzle is not yet solved, because the $raliharas, 
the Cahamanas or the Caulukyas do not refer to this mytholo
gical story. Only the Paramaras mention it, especially the 
Paramaras of Abu. As yet the original name of the Paramaras
is not settled. Ganguly says that the original home of the 

1Paramaras must have been in the Deccan, which once formed the
home dominion of the Ra?£rakutas, One inscription, dated
948 A.D. in the reign of Paramara Siyaka II was found at 

2Harasola. This is the earliest known record of the dynasty, 
and among other information we come across a passage which 
show's the connection between the Ra§trakui-tas and the 
Paramaras. In brief, it can be summarized as follows:-

TTParama-bha£tarka Maharajadhiraja. Paramesvara Akala- 
var§a-deva Ppthvivallabha meditated upon the fact of P.M.P. 
Amoghavar^a-deva. In the renowned family of that sovereign 
was b o m  the King Vappaiyaraja, who was efficient in eradica
ting crime and who burnt his enemy by the flame of his pow.er. 
His son and successor was the famous Vairisimha who was
followed by Siyaka, a brave warrior, invincible to his enemies 

3in battie.n

1. H.O.P. p.9.
2. Prahtej Taluq. Ahemdabad dist. of Gujarat.
3. El. XIX. p.237.



Akalavar§a, the son of Amoghavar^a, in whose family
Bappaiyaraja was born, is evidently the Ra^trakul^a
Akalavar$a Krishna III, King of Manyakheta. The known dates

1of his reign range from 940-951 A.D. He was a contemporary
of the Paramara Siyaka II, and was in all probability his

2suzerain lord. Vappai is Prak^pt form of Vakpati. In the 
Ganglavaho Kavya its author Vakpati is described as Vappai. 
Vappai is referred to in the Harasol grant is undoubtedly the 
same as Vakpatiraja I, the father of Vairisimha II. Ganguly 
states that it is evident from the above grant that the 
Paramaras were members of the Ra§traku*ta race. The Ra$£rakuta 
origin of the Paramara race is further proved by the fact that 
Vakpati-Munja, the son of Siyaka II assumed the Ra§traku£a 
titles Amoghavar§a, ^rivallabha and P^thvivallabha. Then 
there is also the evidence of the J rin-i-Ak]&bari that Dhanji, 
the founder of the Paramara family, transferring his seat 
from the Deccan, established himself in the Sovereignty of 
Malava,^

We feel that this evidence is not strong enough to prove 
that the Paramaras were of the Ra§£raku*fa origin. In a few 
inscriptions of the 9th, 10th and the 11th centuries A.D. a 
number of small ruling families are found to describe them

1. B^G. Vol.I^Pt. II. p.421, Add,
2. Kavya Prakasa ed, Maheshchandra N^jayaratna^ 1&86, p.119.
3. Amoghavar$a-deva parabhidhana*srimad-Vakgati-deva- 

p^thvivallabha-srivallabha-harendta-devah kusalo♦
4. IA. II. p.214.ff.



selves as being members of the Rasiprakuta family. As to 
Vakpatirs having assumed the titles of the Ra§traku*fcas, 
this is indeed very common in Ancient Indian history. There 
are instances of kings assuming titles that were taken from 
their overlords or even kings of other dynasties. The motive 
behind this practice may have been to identify onefs name 
with that of a more powerful ruler or even the overlord.

As to the question why the Paramaras in their later
-  2records made no mention of their Ra§traku£a origin. Ganguly

says that, nthe cause of omission *T is not far to seek. Padma- 
guptaTs Navasahasahkacarita written between the years 996-- 
1000 A.D. is the earliest known record to describe the family 
as TP a r a m a r a a n d  in the six royal grants which have been 
found of the earlier ParamSra kings, there is no mention of 
their belonging to a family called Paramaras. On the contrary, 
some of them are found claiming relations with the Ra§£rakuta 
race. As noticed above, in that age it was a general custom 
among the imperial ruling dynasties to trace their origin 
from mythical heroes and to name their families after them.
The records of the Pratiharas present very decisive evidence

3to that effect. They were, evidently Gurjaras by race; but 
they persistently designated themselves as Pratiharas because
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they believed that the epic hero Laksma^a-Pratihara was the 
founder of their family. The Paramaras did not make an 
exception to this general rule. After their attainment of the 
imperial power they too seem to have put forward similar 
pretensions ,?f

Returning to the point that it is in Sbu inscriptions 
that we find the mention of the fire-pit origin rather than 
in the texts of the main branch, one may put forward the 
argument that this was the case because the territory around 
Abu belonged rightfully to the Paramaras. It is rather 
strange, though, that these four dynasties are mentioned 
together as having sprung from the fire-pit. This may have 
been some sort of initiation ceremony to enter the Hindu faith 
and the K^atriya caste, but it is very difficult to state 
anything definite about these prevailing traditions. The 
question of the origin of the Gurjaras is very controversial, 
and much has been written on it; therefore it is best to 
discuss it with greater detail later on. For the moment, 
suffice It to mention that there are two schools of thought 
about it.

(i) Those who believe in the foreign origin of Gurjaras, 
who must have entered the Indian sub-continent with the 
incoming hordes of nomadic tribes.

(ii) Those who maintain the Indian origin of the Gurjaras.
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One point in regard to the origin of these people 
is the Bardic tradition recorded by Col*Tod which is 
mentioned on page 3 about the mighty figure TCaturahga!, 
or Caul^an, He, apparently seems to have been the strongest 
of the four men created by Brahma* Three former soldiers 
were unable to defeat the demons, but it was Caulian who, 
single-handed, destroyed them. In other traditions we read 
of the Paramara as the slayer of the Enemy* From this one 
can deduce that traditions were presented differently in 
different places. This one, taking its root, probably in 
Eastern Rajputana, considers the Cahamanas of Rajputana, 
the most powerful warriors.
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Vairisimha II*

The rule of Vakpati I, the father of Vairisimha II,
seems to have come to an end about the year 917-91# A.D.
When rule ^he Paramara kingdom was assumed by his son

1Vairisimha II, who was also known as Vajrata.<r

The information regarding the military exploits of the
ia.kings from Upendra and Vairisimha II is very scanty. The 

reason for this is probably that the Paramaras were the 
feudatories of the Ra^frakuVas, and were not strong enough 
to wage aggressive wars against their neighbours. The rise of 
the Paramaras mainly depended upon the decline of the Gurjara 
Pratihara kingdom in the north and of that of the Ra§t:r&kutSLS 
in the south. Only in the reign of Siyaka II, do we see that 
they become independent. It was probably during the early 
part of Vairisiiphafs reign that Paramara rule suffered an

_ VJLeclipse at the hand of the Pratiharas of Kananj. The
Pratihara Rlmabhadra, son of Nagabhata II, !twas weak and

2devoid of military valour.” He was succeeded by Bhoja, who 
was a king famous for his military exploits, who extended the 
boundary of his kingdom far and wide. In the south-west the

1. El. I. 237. V.ll. ^
2. J.Dep. L. Vol.X. p.47. *



„  ̂  ̂JLulV̂ m&o —Qa^agas’ of Saurastra seem to have acknowledged his suzer-
1ainty sway. But his attempt to push his arms further met 

with signal failure, because he could not force his way into 
the Ra^trakiifca Kingdom, which extended to the North up to 
Malwa and Lata, He was defeated by Dhruva II, the Ra$£rakuta 
chief of La^a sometime before 867 A.D.^ That Malwa still 
formed a part of the Ragfrakuta dominion is shown by several 
epigraphic records. The Nilgund inscription of the reign of 
Amoghava^sa, dated 366 A,D, reports that the King was 
worshipped by the lord of Malwa on the eve of his march

U- „against the King of Kanatfj, the Ra§‘fraku*fa Indra III (914 A.D.)
stopped at Ujjain and performed his devotions at the temple of 

- - 4Mahakala. So long as Indra III was on the throne of the
Deccan the Pratiharas of Kanauj could not gain much advantage
in the South.^ But his death, shortly before 913 A.D. was
followed by anarchy in the Ra§treikuta Kingdom, Govinda IV
contrived to put his own elder brother, the successor of
Indra III to death, and usurped the throne. There was much

7disorder and lawlessness, and this did not go unnoticed by
the Pratiharas. Bhoja I was followed by Mahendrapala and
Bhoja II. Mahipala, who ruled between 914-946 A.D, succeeded 

8Bhoja II. He took advantage of the situation in the

1. El. IX. p.l ff.
2. IA. XII. p.181.
3. El, VI. 102.
4. El. VII. 29-30.5. I* Dep. L. X. p.66.
6. El. VII. 34.
7. El, IV. 288.
8. I. Dep.L, X. p.75.
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Ra§,fraku'ta dominions* His armies in their triumphant march 
moved from country to country* Mahipala’s court poet
mt /Rajasekha$a gives a vivid description of his masterTs

military achievements,
"Of that lineage was b o m  the glorious Mahipaladeva,

who has bowed down the locks of hair on the tops of the heads
of Muralas, who has caused the Mekalas to suppurate, who has
driven the Kalingas before him in war; who has spoilt the
pastime of [the King who is] the moon of the Keralas; who has
conquered the Kulu£as; who is a very axe to the Kuntalas;
and who by violence has appropriated the fortunes of the
Rama£has."^ Most of the countries described here bordered the
Pratihara empire, and Dr, Majumdar has ably shown that this
is no valid reason to regard the above description as a poetic 

2hyperbole. Kuntala was the name of the country south of
the Narmada over which the Ra§traku£a ruled* Mahipalafs war

- - 3with the Kuntalas is also narrated by Fampabharata■ He 
seems to have conquered and annexed the territories of Malwa 
just about this time.

The Kalacuris of Gorakhpur Dist*(U.P.) were evidently 
the feudatories of the PraHharas of Kanamj: Gunambodhi, a 
prince of this family, became a favourite of Bhoja

I* J, Dep-L, X. p.63. 2 * ibid. 64 ff.
3* BG.I. pt.II. p.380.
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1(934-990 A.D.) and obtained land from him. He helped his
2suzerain with men and arms in his conquest of Bengal. His 

successor was Ullabha, who was in turn followed by Bhamana* 
The last mentioned King was apparently a contemporary of 
Mahipala who was the grandson of Bhoja. As heJLwas only a 
feudatory, he would not have undertaken any military expedi
tion against Malwa on his own account. In all likelihood, 
he accompanied Mahipala on his southern campaign and shared 
that victory with him. (It is known from the Kahla plates 
that he (Bhimana) distinguished himself by the conquest of 
Dhara.)

This settles the important fact that Malwa was not 
annexed to the Kingdom of Kanauj before this time. But that
the Pratiharas asserted their supremacy over it about this

21* 4period is beyond doubt. The Pafctabgarh inscription, dated
946 A.D. of the reign of Mahendrapala II, the son and
successor of Mahipala, records that in that year Madhava
was the great feudatory lord and governor of Ujjain, and
^risarman, who was a commander-in-chief, was carrying on the
affairs of state at Ma$<Japika. Under this Pratihara monarch,
Madhava, having worshipped the god Mahakala at Ujjain, on
the Mina-Sarpkranti day, granted the village of Dharapadraka
for the maintenance of the temple of Indraditya-deva at

1. El. VII. p.89. v*9-
2. J. Dep. D.^X. p.52.
3* nijsL-y±£ayx pa (d-o) ddhara-JDharavanisa ~(hp$ya) t-sena- 

jaya-sri- hatha-harana - kala dhama- Bhamanadevalp .//v .13 • 
El. VII. p.85.
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Gho$ta-var§ika; a place associated with Nityapramudita-deva, 
at the request of the great feudatory Indraraja, son of 
Durlabharaja of the Cahamana dynasty. The second part of 
this Partabga<Jh Inscription starts with a panegyric of the 
Cahamanas. Indraraja had built the sun temple, and this was 
the temple which was granted the village of Dhara-Padraka.
The importance of the mention of these Cahamanas (who 
apparently were feudatories of the Pratiharas) will be dis
cussed in the appropriate chapter* This proves beyond all 
doubt that Malwa was under the rule of the Pratiharas of 
KanayTj* But this state of things did not continue for long* 
[Within a very short time after the accession of his son, 
Mahendrapala II, the vast Pratihara empire began to disinteg
rate . ]

One interesting point to be considered is that both the 
Pratihara and Ra§traku£a Empire began to decline at about the 
same time in the 10th century. And on their decline depended 
the rise of their feudataries such as the Paramaras, the 
Cahamanas, the Kalacuris and the Capas. Yasovarman, the 
Candella King of Bundelkhand (925-950 A.D.) seems to have

2been the first among them to assail the Pratihara empire.
He wrested from it the greater portion of its southern 
territories, Some time before 953 A.D. the Candella Kingdom

1. El. XIV. p.176.
2. El. I. 132oV.23.
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is found to extend from the river Jumna on the north to the 
frontier of Cedi on the South, and from Kalinjar on the 
east or north-east to Gopadri to modern Gwalier on the north
west . This very clearly shows the extent of the decline of 
the Pratihara empire, which once stretched upto the river 
Narmada on the south, but had now been pushed back so far that 
it was bordered by GwaliQr.

During this period of turmoil and disaster the dethroned 
Paramara Vairisimha II, who seems to have been living in 
exile in the Ra^t^aku-fa Kingdom did not remain inactive, and 
spared no pains to revive Paramara rule in Malwa• He seems 
to have received help from the Gujarat branch of the 
Ra^trakutas of Manyakhe£a with which he fell upon the 
Viceroy of Mahendrapala II and blotted out the last vestige
of Pratihara supremacy by expelling him, St-rophe II of the

oUdaipur Prasasti seems to give a hint to that effect. It
3 rrecords that ”By that King L Vairisimha IIJ the famous Dhara

was indicated, when he slew1 the crowd of his enemies with the
edge of his swordI? Buhler remarks^ that this expression means,
smiting the foe with the edge of his sword the King indicated

that Dhara belonged to him,”

1* ibid. 134* v.45* 
2. El, I* 235.
3* ibid. Jatas tasmad Vairisimho Tnyanamna loko brute

(Vajrata) ̂ syaminairi jfaiji/ satrar vvarggaip dharyasyer unihatya 
trimad-Dhara sucita yenda rajfia //

4. ibid. fn. 86,
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Whichever way this verse is interpreted it does show 
that Paramara rule was re-established in Malwa, presumably 
with the help of the Ra§frakutas. From now on it was upto 
the successors of Vairisimha II to strengthen the kingdom 
that had taken the opportunity offered by the failing 
Pratihara empire#

Not much is known about Vairisiipha II as a man# The 
panegyrists deal more with his military skill than with his 
cultural and administrative achievements. The bards recount 
that Vairisiipha went on a pilgrimage to Gaya and assisted the 
King of Gaur against his rebellious Buddhist subjects; and in 
return for his service he was granted the hand of the King!s 
daughter, Lalita.

His reign is fixed at 27 yeats and he is considered to
1have died at Ujjain as an old man at the age of 71•

Siyaka II.

Vairisiipha II was succeeded by his son Siyaka who
2occupied the throne sometime before 949 A.D., and In the early 

years of his reign assumed the titles of Mahara.iadhirajapati 
and mahama$£alika~cudamani. In the Harasola Plates of Siyaka 
we have the oldest known record of the Paramaras. As may be

1# Luard and Lele, the Paramaras of Dhar. 1908# p.3* 
2# El. XIX. 236.
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expected, it gives much information about Gujarat and the 
Paramaras. It is stated that on his return from a successful 
expedition against Yogaraja. This inscription also throws 
considerable light upon the question of how long the Rastra- 
kutas of Manyakheta were in power in Gujarat. In the intro
ductory strophes it is stated that Bappaiparaja, the first 
known Paramara King (to be identified with Kr$$a in other 
Grants) was b o m  in the family of Amoghavar$a and Akalavar§a. 
These two Kings were undoubtedly Ra§£raku^as. It is rather 
puzzling why the Paramaras connect themselves with the 
Ra§*tmdai-kas* It might be, as Diskalkar points out that the 
Paramaras were related to the Ra§trakutas through marriage.
It may be that Vairisiipha regained the throne of Malwa with 
the help of Ra§trsikut£is, among whom he may have been in exile 
for a very long time, and it was an honour for the Paramara 
Kings to join their name to that of the Ras-fraku'fcas, We 
have records of the Vakataka dynasty wherein Prabhavatlgupta 
praises her own dynastic family. She was a Gupta princess 
married to a Vaka^aka prince, but she still eulogized her 
father and forefathers because they belonged to a more 
illustrious family.

As to the reign of the Ra^traku^as in Gujarat, Bhagvanlal 
Indraji,1 In dealing with the period when the Ra^fraku^as of 
Malkhed held sway over Gujarat, admitted that no materials

1. B3. Vol, I. pt. I. p.131.
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exist for fixing how long after 914 A.D. Gujarat belonged to 
the Ra§trakulpas and ventures the suggestion that they contin
ued to rule it until their destruction by the Calukya King 
Taila or Tailapa in A.D, 972. The present Grant of 
would supply the required information to a large extent, 
Yogaraja, the king defeated by Siyaka some time before
949 A.D, might have been a Capa chief. In the Prabandhacin-

1 _tamani of Merufcunga a Capa King Yogaraja is said to have
been Vanaraja's son and to have ruled from 806-822 A.D.
His date is very early indeed for this Grant, but it is
possible that there may have been another Yogaraja in the
Capa dynasty* With regard to the details of the last years
of Capa rule, especially the period of 940 to 960 A.D., the
Jain chroniclers are hopelessly at variance. It is possible
that Yogaraja may have been a Calukya of southern Kathiawad,

2if not a Capa. As Siyaka, returning from his expeditions 
had encamped at Mahi near Sarnal (according to the Harasol 
Grants) it follows that YogarajaTs principality must be 
located somewhere to the West of the Mahi and of Khetaka- 
maQtJala which was in his own possession. The Capas and the 
Calukyas of Southern Kathiawad acknowledged the overlord
ship of the Pratiharas of Kanaifcj and Siyaka!s intimate

1. Prab. 20.22.
2. El. IX. p.2 f.f
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connection with the Ra§trakukas, the enemies of the Prati
haras, explains why he attacked Yogaraja.

Another plate of Siyaka is the Ahemdabad copper plate
found in Ahmad^abad,^" The first plate is lost so that we do
not possess the name of the family to which Siyaka belonged. 
But the Garutja symbol of the other Paramara grants is also 
found on this plate and the name of the Dapaka, (most
probably an officer in charge of the engraving) in this grant
is Ka$ha paika, which is identical with the name occurring 
in the grant of Vakpati II of 1031 V.S? It is known that 
Siyaka had ruled until the year 1029 V.S., as the poet 
Dhanapala of Dhara in strophe 276 of his Pailachhi states 
that he composed the work ,7for the sake of his sister 
Sundara in V.S. 1029 when Manyakheta was looted by the 
people of Malwa.TT The present grant being dated in V.S .1026 
is three years earlier than the date of the text mentioned 
and 21 years later than the Harasola plates. There is, there
fore reason to believe that the Paramaras were connected with 
Gujarat in the early days of their power.

Wars of Siyaka II.
Siyaka was a very able soldier, and from the records 

it seems that he was the first important ruler of this 
dynasty. He found an open field for aggressive wars in

1. El. XIX. p.177.
2. IA. VI. p.51*
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Gujarat where the supremacy of the Ra^trakutas and the
Pratiharas had considerably weakened. The first object of
his attack seems to have been the Calukyas of Saura^tra-
ma£4ala. The rulers of this dynasty were the feudatories of

1the Pratiharas, Bahukadhavala, an early ruler of the 
dynasty} appears to have helped Nagabha^a II in his wars

2against the Palas of Bengal and the Ra§£rakufas of Deccan,
Avanivarman II who was also called Yoga, was his great 

3grandson. He probably offered strong opposition to Vairisi
mha II in his war against the Pratiharas, and subsequently 
intrigued for the revival of the Pratihara supremacy in 
Malwa. It is quite possible that this is the Yogaraja, who 
is mentioned in the Harasola plates of Siyaka*

the—S euther-n~-pa-rt—o-f 
Pratiharas-;

Some time afterwards Siyaka seems to have launched a 
campaign against a Huija Prince whose territory was apparently 
to the north-west of Malwa, Earlier Balava.rman, father of

4Yogaraja of Saurasipra defeated and killed a certain Jajjapa,

1. El. IX.ff.
2. J. Dep. L. X. 40.42.
3. El. IX. p.2.
4. El. IX. p.8. v.17.



a Hu$a prince in battle. The Navasahasankacarita tells us
that Siyaka slaughtered the Hu#a princes and turned their

1harem into a dwelling place for their widows. This Hu$a
prince who was defeated by Siyaka seems to have been a
successor of Ja.jjapa.

About this time the Candellas of Jejakabhukti extended
their territory upto Bhilsa in the west. The Khajuraho

2inscription, dated 954 A.D. registers the fact that at this 
time the Candella Kingdom extended as far as Bhasvat (Bhilsa), 
which was situated on the bank of the river Malava. Siyakafs 
bid for fortune in the west seems soon to have involved him 
in a war with the Candellas, who checked his advance. In the 
Khajuraho inscription, Yasovarman Candella (925-950 A.D.) is

_  odescribed as **a god of Death to the Malavas.T?
After this, Siyaka turned his attention towards the 

Ra§traku£as, In this bold enterprise he was helped by his 
feudatory Kanka of Vagada. The Ra^trakuta Kho^tiga (971 A.D.) 
who was the brother and successor of Kr?ija III (945-956 A.D.) 
was at that time on the throne of Manyakheta. He hurried 
his arms towards Malwa in order to oppose the Paramaras. A 
fierce battle took place on the banks of the river Nasmada, 
at a place called Kalighat^a, in which Kanka died fighting 
bravely, though not before he had broken down the barrier

1. Sarga XI. V. 90.
2. El. 6. p.137. V.45•3. El. 126.v.23* Kalavan Malavanam.
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of the Ra§trakui:a army, Khottiga sustained a heavy defeat
in this encounter, and retreated to his capital, S'iyaka seems
to have been bent on conquering the Ra§traku£a empire. He
pursued the vanquished monarch and reached the gates of
Manyakhe^a, Khottiga could not repel the invading forces of
Malwa, and surrendered his capital to their mercy. The city
was apparently sacked by the victors# Dhanapala in his
Pailachhl states that ”he completed his work in 1029 V,S•
(" A,D.972) at the time when Manyakheda was plundered in

-  -  1consequence of an attack by the lord of Malwa.” The Malwa
King referred to here was in all probability Siyaka II, as

2the Udaipur Prasasti mentions his victory over Khottiga.
The Navasahasanka Garita mentions his success over the lord

_ 3 4of Rutjapati, whom Dr. Gauguly is inclined to identify with 
this Khottiga. One cannot really be certain of this identi
fication, but we have not yet come across any king with the 
name Rudapati, It m&y well have been a biruda of one of the 
minor neighbouring kings. Though the city of Manyakheta was 
occupied, its fort was bravely defended by the Ganga King 
Marasimha II. The Bravana Belgoia epitaph records that ”He, 
by the strength of his arms [protected] the encampment of 
the emperor, when it was located at the city of Manyakheta.”

1. Intd. p,6. VS. 276.277.27B,
2. El. I. p.237- v.12#
3. Sargate. v c 89,
4. Page.42,
5# El. v.179*



The Ganga Prince was a contemporary, both of Siyaka and
Khotfiga, since he reigned from 96J te? ‘W l  -̂T>

1Some scholars are of the opinion that the passage in question
refers to the feud between Ra?£rakuta Kakka II and Tailapa II

2founder of the Calukya empire of the Deccan* According to 
Ganguly this view loses much of its strength if the whole

xVsituation is taken into consideration* It is evident that 
Tailapars victory was immediately followed by the final 
extinction of Ra§fcrakirfa sovereignty and the establishment of 
the new Calukya empire in the Deccan. Siyaka’s success can
not therefore be regarded as more than temporary. Hence 
Marasiipha’s boast of protecting the Manyakheta fort gains much
more justification, if it relates to the conflict between 
Khottiga and Siyaka? cU*D pirz>babk, oi \W teixuh

It cannot be ascertained how much exactly Siyaka gained
from the annihilation of the Ra§£rakutas of Mahyakhe-fa. As
far as we can see their downfall was brought about by the
Paramaras alone. This, of course, helped Tailapa II very
much in extending his dominions. During the reign of Vakpati
II of Bhoja, the upper courses of the Godavari formed the

* 3Southern boundary of the Paramara Kingdom. One is inclined 
to believe that the credit of this vast achievement goes to 
Siyaka, who was the real founder of the Paramara Kingdom.

1 . i b i d . .  £i V •
2. ibid. p.IX, fn. 3»<2& , $.ojUo .
3. PBG. p.33. El. XIX. p.69*
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He left behind him a vast empire which extended
in the North upto the Banswara State*, in the east benrDem

- p - * 3feo Bhilsa; in the south to the Godavari; and
in the west upto Mahi. ^

Soon after his return from the Southern 
expedition he seems to have abdicated in favour 
of Vakpati II, his son. Padmagupta tells us that 
in the latter part of his reign, the king adopted 
the life of an ascetic, ’’clothed himself in the 
grass-robes of a royal sage” and devoted himself 
to the practice of austerities. The name of his
queen was Va<Jaja,^and besides Vakpati , he had
another son named Sindhuraja. Siyaka himself 
sometimes known as £jri Harsa or Harsadeva. His 
reign ended sometime between the years 970-973 A.D.

1. El. XIV. p.295.
2. El. I. p #134. v. 45* Khajuraho insc.
3. PBC• p.33
4. El.XIX. p.236.
5. Navasah0 . Sarga XI. 88.
6. ibid. v. 86.
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Of the reign of the son and successor of King Siyaka
1two inscriptions have come to light* The first is dated 

V.S* 1031. i*e* 974 A.D. issued from Ujjain* The relevant 
verses read:

"Paramabhatfcaraka Maharajadhiraja Paramesvara 
srlmad Amoghavarcadevaparabhidhana srlmadVakpatirajadeva 
Ppthvivallabha srl Vallabha Narendradeva*T orders all

2the Government officers. Brahmans and others, patils, and
3inhabitants and cultivators assembled in the Tadara by nameo

w* 4 ^  1—Pipparika situated on the-banks of the holy Nasmada, to the
5north of the portion of waters called the Gardabhapa^i, 

that it be known to them that the said Tadar which is boundedc

on the east by the Agaravahala and on the north by the
rivulet which flows into the ditch belonging to Cikhillika

$and on the west by the Gardabha river, and on the south by
9the Pisacatlrtha the King being at Ujjain on the 14th

day of the bright fortnight of the month of Bhadrapada, the 
auspicious day of the Pavitrak Parvani of the Samvat 1031, 
after bathing himself in the waters of the 3iva lake and

1. IA* VI. p*49 ff.
2. Pa^lpakila. in the text3. \̂Q(X/y\Xv\A \\joV - Loob&ii&j CLw Cî VT\ivushraiu>.
4. 1}Or)
5. . eA v/i §1,
6 * (t>u5 em Is |-y aJro~-
7 .  tlcrDe/ov S)A * Vi- Si. ^
8. Now called Kha^ja- Dharampuri taluka of Raja of Dhas.
9 c Q<WjL
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worshipping the lord of every living as well as lifeless
thing ..........bent on furthering the merits of his mother
and father as well as himself, with singleness of heart and 
the ceremony of pouring water [on the palms of the hands of 
the grantee] does hereby give away the above mentioned Tadar,
with all its proper boundaries ....  to the very learned
Brahmaij philosopher, the illustrious Vasantacaryadeva, son 
of Dhanika Pandit who has emigrated from Ahichatra into this 
Southern realm ..,* this order has been given by $ri Ka$hap- 
aika.YT̂

The second inscription is dated V.S,1036 i.e. 979 A.D.
issued from the royal camp at Bhagavatpura• The relevant

Stated 0--0 .

T*P.M,P, 3rimad Amoghavar^adevaparabhidhana ^rimadVak-
patirajadeva P^thviVallabha 3riVallabha Narendradeva
being in good health gives notice to all KingTs officers,

3Brahmans and others, and to the resident Pa*t£akila people,
4and others assembled at the village of Sembalapuraka, which

4ais held by the Mahasadhanika, the illustrious Mahaika, and
5appertains to the Ti$isapdra Twelve

1. IA. VI. 51* Tr, by Nilkantha Janardana Kistane.
2. Name is the same as in SiyakaTs grant dated 969 A.D.

El. XIX. 236.
3. J# of Am. or Soc. VII. p.40,
4.5* Kielhom unable to identify these place names.
4a, Title^not found elsewhere by Kielhorn, but comparaJMji, 

Mahasadhanabhaga in Rajatarahgini. IV. 143*



TBe it known to you that to increase the [spiritual]
merit and the fame of Our parents and Ourself, [and]
believing in a future reward [of pious deeds], We, encamped

1at Bhagavatpura, have, in this year 1036 .... on the
occasion of an eclipse of the moon, at the request of Ssini,
the wife of Mahasadhanika, the illustrious Mahaika ....
granted .... this the above-written village ..... to the
Bhaf&arika, the glorious goddess B h a t f c e s v a r l , at the glorious
Ujjayni, for the purpose of [defraying the expenses of]
bathing, anointing, flowers, perfumes, incense, the naivedya
[offerings] and public shows, and also for putting in order
of the temple buildings, when damaged or out of repair....
In the year 1036, on the 9th day of the dark half of caitra
[this grant was written] in the famous most victorious camp

2located at Gu$apura; and [the official] who conveys [the 
KingTs] own orders regarding this is the illustrious 
Rudraditya. This is the own sign-manual of the illustrious 
Vakpati ra jadeva.ft

The genealogy given in these two grants is
Kr^ara j adeva

Vairisimhadeva
11

Slyakadeva

Vakpatirajadeva (II).

1.2. Kielhorn unable to identify these place names.



Apart from tho titles given here to Vakpati II, he was known
by the names Utpala and Munja. In the Nagpur Prasasti he is

1described as Munja and in the rest of the Paramara
2inscriptions he is mentioned as Vakpati. Rightly Dr.

3Ganguly suggests that ^Vakpati and Mufija were names of one 
and the same king. King Ar junavarman, in his commentary of 
Amarusataka, known as Rasikasamjivani states that Vikpati-

4raja, otherwise known as Munja was one of his predecessors.” 
Similarly, there is evidence to prove his identity with King

_ _ p. _Utpala. In the Navasahasarikacarita^ it is stated that Vakpati
was the elder brother of Sindhuraja who followed him on the
throne after his, (Vakpati1s) death. In another place, in
this same source, where the history of the early rulers of
Malwa is told, Sindhuraja is said to have mounted the throne
of Utpalaraja. TfHere,” says Dr. Ganguly, ”the absolute
omission of the name, Vakpatiraja, by the poet proves the

7identity of the two.” There is further evidence:- a verse
ascribed to Utpalaraja by the Kashmirian poet K§emendra is

- 6 attributed to Vakpatiraja by Vallabhadeva.

1. El. II. p.184. Vj,22.
2. e.g. Udaipur Prasasti. El.1.222.
3. History^of Paramara dynasty.jp.47...
A. ”Asmatpurvajasya Vakpatir^j-aparahamno Munjadevasya”.
5. Sarga I. vv,6-7.
6♦ Sarga. XI. vv.92. 101.
7. op.ci^. kTf•
8. Subhasitavali. 3413*
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Through the Prabandhacintamapi of Merutunga, something 
is known about Vakpati II1s birth and early life,

T*Long ago in that very country of Malava, a .king 
named Simhadantabha£a of the race of Paramara, as he was 
roaming about on his royal circuit, saw in the midst of a 
thicket of reeds a certain male child of exceeding beauty, 
that had been just bom. He took it up as lovingly as if it 
were his own son and made it over to his queen. The childTs 
name was called Muhja, with reference to his origin. After 
that, a son was b o m  to the King, named Slndhala, As Muhja 
was attractive by uniting in himself all good qualities, the 
king wished to crown him king, and visited his palace for 
that purpose. Muhja, out of excessive bashfulness, hid his 
wife behind a cane sofa, and politely received the king with 
the customary prostration. The king, seeing that the place 
was apparently private, told him of the circumstances of his 
origin from the beginning, and said, 11 am so pleased with 
your devotion to me that I mean to pass over my son, and 
bestow the kingdom on you, but you must live on good terms 
with this brother of yours named Slndhala. Having given 
him this caution, he performed the ceremony of his coronation. 
Muhja, fearing that the story of his origin would get abroad, 
went so far as to kill his own wife. Then he conquered the 
earth by his valour, and for a long time enjoyed pleasures, 
while the great minister named Rudraditya, a very prince of
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good men, looked after the affairs of his kingdom .... That
brother named Slndhala, out of high spirit, disobeyed the
orders of Muhja; accordingly he banished him from his
kingdom, and so ruled for a long time. That Slndhala came to

1Gujarat, and established his settlement in the neighbour-
/ 2 .3.hood of the city of Kasahrada.Tf

It is very difficult indeed to conclude with certainty
how authentic Merutunga*s story, about MunjaTs birth and
accession to the Paramara throne, is* No other corroborative
evidence has been found, but this story seems to be of an
imaginary origin. Though it is not impossible that Simhadanta-
bhata, identifiable with Slyaka II, may have adopted a son
for want of an heir, but this fact cannot be gathered from
any other source. The Navasahasankacarita makes no mention
of this fact. We have no evidence for the statement that
Slndhala, Sindhuraja had established rule in Gujarat at
Kasadraha. The name Merutunga uses throughout for Vakpati is
Muhja. He gives no other information about Sindhuraja, but
states that on hearing the death of Muhja, 1Tthe ministers
in the country of Malava, placed on the throne Bhoja, the son

4of Munjafs brother.Tf This statement is not borne out by 
the epigraphic records, which show1 that Sindhuraja succeeded

1. Palli.
2. Modern Kasandra or Kasandhra (see BuhlerTs Arisimha.p.25)
3* PBG. Tr. C.H.Tawney, 1901, pp.30-31.
4. PBC, p.32.
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his brother Muhja, though no inscription of the King himself 
has yet come to light on the other hand, the Navasahasarika- 
carita of Padmagupta describes the reign of Sindhuraja*

Vakpati II appears from the sources to have launched 
wars against his neighbours* The Udaipur Prasasti tells us
that his nlotus feet were coloured by the jewels on the

- - • 2heads of the Kar^a^as. Latas, ^eralas and Colas *',f He also
conquered Yuvaraja, and, slaying his generals, as Victor,

3raised on high his sword in Tripuri."
?fScholars are agreed that this Yuvaraja is to be

identified with the second prince of that name in the family
« 4of the Kalacuris of Dahala. The Karanbel stone-inscription 

of Jayasimha tells us that he dedicated the wealth which he
5took from other kings to the holy Somesvara (i.e# Somnath),

Ray is of the opinion that STit was probably in the course
of this Western expedition, which he may have undertaken

that he came into violent conflict with the Paramaras,?T
Vakpati especially. According to the same scholar the remark
in the Khairha and the Jubbulpore Grants of Yasalj-kar^a that

- 7Yuvaraja v?purified the town of Tripuri™ may have a veiled 
reference to the purificatory ceremonies, which the Kalacuri

1. El.I* 235-237* v.16*
2. ibid* v.14*
3. El.I.235 and 237* v.lj.
4. DHNI. II* 769*
5* IA. XVIII, p.215-216. line 7* 
6* DHNI. II. 769*
7* El. XII* p«211. v.7*



Kings possibly performed after the re-occupation of his 
capital. Dr* Ray continues

"The .*. discovery of the Ahmedabad grants of the
•r 1Paramaras Har§a-Siyaka (c*947-70) has shown that the pre

decessors of Vakpati were feudatories of the Ra§£rakutias 
of Mahyakhe^aka• This explains to some extent the nature of 
the struggle between the Ra^trakutas, Calukyas, Kalacuris 
and Paramaras of this period. These conflicts, in which the 
Ra^traku-fas ceased to exist as a great power in the Deccan 
and in which Tripurl was plundered and Vakpati Muhja met a 
tragic end, w'ere possibly not detached incidents, but only 
episodes of long drawn duel between the Ra§t^aku$as
Paramaras on the one hand and the Calukyas and the Kalacuris

2on the other." Dr. RayTs remarks impress us as being very 
true and his seems to be the only explanation for the constant 
warfare amongst these dynasties. The Prabandhacintamani 
does not mention the conflict with the Kalacuris, but, on 
the other hand, gives a vivid description of VakpatiTs

3struggle with the Calukyas of Karna^a.
According to Dr. Ganguly^'the final overthrow of the 

Ra$£rakutas almost coincided with the accession of Vakpati?
x  5 -In the Sravana Belgola epigraph it is stated that Marasimha

1. El. XIX. p.236 ff.
2. op.cit. 769.
3. P.B.CoP.33.4. op.cit. 57o W ajc staxow AU-oj \yr Tpj v ] ng û Wo v? (7w>s biU LOy Krf UafO*° Cir<v- to



protected the encampment of the meperor, probably Kho$£iga,
when it was located at the city of Manyakheta. This reference
has some connection with the statement in the Wdaipur
Prasasti1 that Siyaka was victorious over Kho^tiga. But
though the city was captured and plundered by the Paramara
armies, they could not conquer its main fort which was
successfully protected by the Gariga King Marasimha II* wBut^,

2states Dr. Ganguly, the Ra§£raku£as had hardly managed to 
recover from their losses before another formidable enemy, 
probably more terrible than the Paramaras, invaded the 
plains of the Deccan and threatened to overthrow their 
imperial Government, The leader of this invading force was 
Tailapa II of the Calukya race • Kho£tigaTs successor, 
Karkaraja could not stem the tide of this invasion, and 
eventually surrendered him his capital and kingdom. After 
this there was a scramble for the Ra§trak{Lfa empire between 
the Calukyas and the Paramaras. In fact it was quite 
impossible for Tailapa to establish a permanent sovereignty 
in the Deccan until he could destroy the power of the ambi
tious Paramaras .... In one of his early attempts Vakpati

>)was routed by the armies of Tailapa. It is stated in the

1* El. I. 222,
2* op.cit. 57.
3, The Nilgund insc, says, T*Who [^Tailapa II] after obtaining

the fortune of the glorious Ra^trakuta KingsT?.
El.IV.206.
supposedly Dr,Ganguly7s remark about the threat of
Tailapa to the Raslprakutas was based on this sentence 
in the Nilgund insc, but he does not make a note of it.
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Nilgund. inscription of Tailapa*s reign of 982 A.D. that T?0n
hearing the name of whom [Tailapa II] which he acquired by-
extirpation of all the armies of hostile kings, Co<jas,
Jndkras, Pa$<Jyas and the King Utpala, bewildered, deliberate

1what to do, where to go and where to dwell,w There is no
doubt that King Utpala is Vakpati, More is learnt about the
warfare between the Paramaras and the Calukyas from the

2Prabandhacintamani, Merutunga writes that King Tailapadeva 
of the Tilinga country harassed Muhja by sending raiders 
into his country. The Paramara sovereign was determined to 
march against him, though his prime minister Rudraditya who 
was ill at that time tried to persuade him against it. The 
minister conjured him to make the river Godavari the utmost 
limit of his expedition and not to advance beyond it;** but 
he looked upon Tailapa with contempt, as he had conquered him 
six times before; so in his overwhelming confidence he 
crossed the river and pitched his camp on the other side, 
Rudvaditya hearing this and forseeing what the outcome of 
such an action w'ould be, mounted a funeral pyre, Tailapa 
destroyed Muhja*s army, by force and fraud and took Muhja . 
prisoner binding him with a rope of reed (muhja), He was 
put in prison and confined in a wooden cage and waited upon 
by Tailapa*s sister with whom he performed !*marriage union.

1, El, IV. 206.
2, P.B.C. 33 ff.
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His ministers who had arrived, probably following him, dug a 
tunnel to where he was and made an appointment with him. From
the account it seems that Mpialavati, Tailapa*s sister was

-  # 1  very much older than Vakpati* Merutunga writes, ”*... seeing
in the old age near the face of youthful Muhja, she was
despondent on account of its extreme want of brightness.”
After this episode Muhja according to PBC, though eager to
return to his country, was unable to endure separation from
his wife, yet afraid to tell her the facts. After a little
persuasion he did reveal to her what his plans were, and
asked her to go with him. She agreed and went to get her
casket of jewels. But later she said to herself that ”As I am
a middle-aged widow, when he reaches his own Kingdom, he will
cast me off.” So she went and told her brother of her
husbandTs plans. Tailapa had him bound with cords and taken
about to beg from house to house, Merutunga has written many
verses, supposedly uttered by Vakpati and one line says
”Muhja, that treasury of glory, lord of elephants, king of
the land of Avanfci.” The author after these verses adds that
”these and other speeches of Muhja are to be looked upon as
based on oral tradition.” This phrase may be applied to the
whole narrative concerning Vakpabi. In the end he was put
to death by Tailapa; according to Merutunga, his head was
fixed on a stake in the courtyard of the palace, and kept

1* P.B.G. 35-36.
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continually covered with sour milk, by which Tailapa 
gratified his anger* Merutunga makes no reference to any 
other warfare between Vakpati and other kings.

1
From the Bijapur Inscription of Dhavala of Hastikuij(Ji 

it is learnt that this king gave shelter to another king 
(whose name is lost) and to the lord of Gurjaras when 
Muftjaraja had destroyed Sgha-fa the pride of Medapa^a (Mawar)
and caused them to flee. This Mufijaraja, as pointed out by

2 _ _Kielhorn must have been Paramara Vakpali Muflja for whom
3 A  5dates V.S. 1031, 1036 and 1050 are available. The date of

this Hastiku£<Ji inscription is 1053 V.S. The prince of Mawar
who seems to have suffered defeat at the hand of the Paramara
was probably King 8aktikumara, son and successor of Narava-
hana. The last known date of Naravahana is V.S .1028, the

7date of Eklingaji stone-inscription which was discovered in 
a temple, 14 miles north of Vdaipur. NaravahanaTs mother 
was a Huna lady,^ and one inscription of ^aktikumara states

9that her fame shone forth in the form of Har$apura.n This 
probably indicates that she founded a city of that name.

1. El, X, pp.18 ff,
2. ibid,
3. Ujjain grant, IA, VI, 51,
4. IA. XIV. p.160,
5. Amitagali!s Subha^ita - ratna - Samdoha. 
o .
7. JBBRAS, XXII. pp.166-67.8.
9. IA. XXXIX. p.186 ff.
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Naravahana was succeeded by his son Salivahana, and not by
1S faktikumara as Dr* Ganguly points out* In the TAge of 

Kananj ! bhe same author suggests that the Guhila King was 
either Naravahana or his son S faktikumara, ^alivahana seems 
to have had a short reign, because the first date available, 
of his son and successor ^aklikumara is 7*3.1034? Dr. H.C. 
Ray suggests that "one of the princes who was defeated on 
this occasion and whom Dhavala claims to have protected was 
possibly Salivahana or his son Saklikumara."

The dynasty to which Dhavala belonged is not stated 
in the first part of the inscription where Munjaraja is
mentioned, but in the second record of King Dhavala his

. — ^  — - -grandfather has the epithet of "Sri Ra§thaku$a-Kula-Kanana-
Kalpa«V^k§a if, therefore it follows that Paramaras were 
even at this date in conflict with the Ra^trakutas on the 
whole.

As noted above, the Udaipur Prasasti mentions his 
victory over Karginas, Lat$s, Keralas and Colas. The fight in 
which Vakpati lost his life has been already dealt with. The 
attack on Lata which was now in the possession of the 
successors of Barappa was probably undertaken in order to 
regain his ancestral possessions, on the western side.
Buhler has expressed doubts about the authenticity of

1. op.cit. 51*
2. p.96.
3* Alpur S.I. XXXIX. 186-91.
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Vakpati*s struggle with the Keralas and Colas. 77 It is diffi
cult to understand how he could have come into contact with 
the latter two whose countries lay at such a great distance 
from Malva.77 Dr, Ray suggests that T7Vakpati may have fought 
with these chiefs when he was engaged in his struggle with 
Tailapa, the Kar#a£a King.77'*' But this does not seem very 
probable. There is no mention in the Cola inscriptions about
any conflict with a northern ruler at this time, Vakpati*s

2contemporary were Uttama Cola (A.D.973-935) and Rajaraja I
3(935-1014 A.D.) . The predecessor of Uttama Cola, Parantaka 

II (A .D .957-973), seems to have been active against the 
Pa^cjyas who were apparently independent under VTra Cola, 
Rajaraja I is said to have been victorious in great battles. 
It is hardly likely that these two dynasties of the south, 
Keralas and Colas, would have taken any part on the side of 
the Kanjata kings. The mention in the Udaipur prasasti was 
most probably a hollow boast or the customary panegyric 
verse.

There is evidence for a war between Vakpati and the
Cahamanas of Marwar. This dynasty, under the rule of i^obhita

_ 4had extended the boundaries of his kingdom upto Mt. Abu.
The inscription says that £>obhita took away the glory of the 
lord or [lords] of Arbuda, And in the SevadI cp. of Cahamana

1. op.cit. Vol.I. p.&55*
2. Kananj-Imperial. p.156,
3. Struggle for the Empire. 234*
4. El. IX. p,66. V,S .1213,
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Ratnapala, it is stated that 3obhita was the Lord of Dhara.
This, however, does not seem very likely since the Paramaras
were at this time, well established in the Dhara region. The
contemporary of Vakpati appears to have been Baliraja,
^obhita’s successor, Vakpati may have attacked the Abu region
during this period, although there is no direct evidence to
prove it, the fact being confirmed by the inscriptions of
the Paramara Abu branch which state that Ara^yaraja, son of
Utpala was the first prince of the line to enjoy the sover-

2eignty of this territory. From the records of the Jalor
and Bhinmal branch of the Paramaras it may be concluded that
Vakpati had distributed the conquered territories to the
princes of the family * Ara$yaraja, the first ruler over the
region of Mt. Abu; and Candana, the first ruler of the Jalor 

3branch were both sons of Vakpati, While the first king of
the Bhinmal branch appears to have been prince Dusala, son of

4Sindhuraja, and nephew of Vakpati.
From the Sundha hill inscription of Baliraja, a 

Cahamana King of the Nadol branch, it is known that ”he
5[Baliraja], dispersed the army of Muhja.” This event is 

probably the same as mentioned in the Hastikundi inscription 
of Dhavala. It appears to us that this King Baliraja may have

1. V.S. 1176. E.I. XI. 304.
2. JASB. X, 667. 670-71. El. IX. p.56.
3. IA. LXII. p.41. Progress Report of the Arch. Survey. W. 

Circle. 1909. p.54.
4. Unpublished. Acc. to Ganguly.
5. * *. .Balirajadevo Yo Muijtjaraja- va(ba) la bhaipgam acika- 

rat tarn. ,,, v.7. El. IX. p.75-
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been heir apparent at. the time of the repulse of VakpatiTs
army. Tod states that he presented the inscriptions to the
Royal Asiatic Society, from Nadol, one dated V.S.1024 and
other V.S .1039* They were of a certain prince Lakha and they
stated that he collected the transit duties at the further
barrier of Pa-fagt and levied tribute from the prince of
Chitor* It is by no means possible to corroborate this
statement of TodTs. There is one inscription on the Suraj-
pal at Nadol which is reported to have been erected by him,
and which contains his name, showing that he established
himself there, but no date is given. If the account can be
relied on than the last date of Lak§mana, the Cahamana of
Nadol, is 982 A.D. ^obhita may have succeeded his father in
the same year or a little later. The Bijapur Inscription of
Dhavala is dated V.S. 1053 ~ 996 A.D., but the last date we
have of Vakpati is 1050. V.S.« 993 A.D. Accordingly the war
with the Cahamanas must have taken place at least before 991
A.D. It is known from the PBG that Tailapa was attacked six 

1times. It must have taken Vakpati at least one year in this 
conflict which finally finished with his death. Therefore it 
seems that the attack on the Cahamanas must have taken place 
in ca* 990-91 A.D. or even earlier. King Lak§mana*s last 
available date is 982 A.D. ^obhita must have succeeded him

1. P.B.C. p.33* Manuscript Bombay states 26 times. But this 
certainly seems to be an exaggeration. It is doubtful 
whether these really were 6 successful attacks. But it 
does show the involved nature of this conflict.
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either in the same year or one year later. He is said to have 
conquered the region of £bu which was probably under a 
Paramara branch line. That may have been the reason for the 
epithet Tlord of DharaT, On the other hand we have reference 
to the Paramaras of Ebu from Aranyaraja onwards: there does 
not seem to have been any interruption in their rule. A more 
likely suggestion is that the region of Ebu was first con
quered by the Cahamana ^obhita, probably from the last kings 
of the Northern Ra^^raku^as. Vakpati then conquered it from 
the Cahamanas and handed it over to his son Ara$yaraja. And 
it was at this time that Baliraja, then the heir apparent, 
repulsed Vakpatils attack but was unsuccessful in gaining a 
decisive victory. The King ^abhita then probably gave up 
any claim to the Arbuda region and fled to Hastiku$glr where 
King Dhavala, who had helped him in bearing the Paramara 
attack, gave him shelter. Baliraja must have then come to 
the throne of Nadol and continued to rule there* The distance 
between these places is not very great and therefore this is 
quite a feasible suggestion.

Vakpati appears to have had some sort of friction with
the Hu$as. The Kanthem grant of Calukya Vikramaditya V says
that King Taila II cast down Utpala (Vakpati II), who was the
death blow to the Hu#as, the Mafcavas, identified by Fleet as

1people of Marubhumi of Marwar, and the £edi (king).

1. IA. XVI. 15 ff*



The inscription of Dhavala of Hastikundi mentions that 
the King gave protection to a Gurjara King who was attacked 
by Muhja or Vakpati. It has been assumed that this Gurjara 
King was the 1st Caulukya ruler Mularaja. According to 
Padmagupta one Gurjara King

", ,, neither eats food nor drinks water, he keeps 
not the society of women: he lies on the sand, puts from him 
all worldly pleasures, and courts the hottest sun, 0 Lion of 
the house of Malava, it seems to me that this Gurjjara King 
is doing penance in the forests of Marwar because he is 
eager to obtain an atom of that Prasada which is the dust 
of your feet,n And the author later lamenting the death of 
Vakpati refers to him as "Ha - dev - Ojjayini -bhujahga".
Dr, A.K.Majumdar rightly points out "... it is known that 
Ujjain was in the possession of the Gurjara-Pratiharas at 
least until V.S,1003| the date of the Partapgarh inscription 
of Mahendrapala II. But that city must have passed into the 
hands of the Paramaras some time before V.S .1031 (A.D.973- 
974), for in that year Muhja issued a grant from Ujjain.”
And from the above exclamation of Padmagupta it would appear 
that Ujjain came under Paramara rule in the lifetime of 
Vakpati, "It is therefore likely,” says Dr. Majumdar "that 
the Gurjara prince killed by Muhja was not Mularaja but a 
Gurjara-Pratihara prince of Ujjain.”

Even in the Navasahasarika carita Mularaja is not



referred to by a name, but just as a Gurjara King. There is 
no reason to believe that this King was definitely Mularaja I 

It has been seen above that Vakpati most probably died 
when captive of Tailapa II, Merutungafs version has been more 
or less corroborated by epigraphic sources. The Kanthem 
grant as noticed above, shows that Vakpati was imprisoned by 
Tailapa. The Ga<Jag inscription of Vikramaditya VI Calukya 
states that the valiant Muhja was slain by that monarchfs 
remote predecessor, Tailapa II, The A Tin-i-Akbari mentions 
that Muhja lost his life in the wars of Deccan.

Vakpatifs death can be assumed to have taken place 
between the years 993-998 A.D. Amitagati completed his 
Subhagitarathasamdoha in V.S. 1050 « 993 A.D., when Vakpati 
was on the throne of Mgiava. Tailapa II most probably died 
shortly before 998 A.D.; therefore some time during these 
five years Vakpatifs reign came to an end.

There is evidence to prove that Vakpati was himself a 
poet as well as a patron of art. In the PBC. Merutunga states 

"That creature [Vakpati] who was long ago produced as 
the dwelling place of Sarasvati,"
Moreover,

"Fortune will go to Govinda, the glory of heroism to 
the house of the Hero;

But when Muhja passed away, that storehouse of Fame,

1. Kavyamala Series. No.£2. 1903*
2. BG. Vol.I. Pt.II. p.432.



Sarasvati will be without a support.
These words are said to have been spoken by Vakpati

himself. But Tawnay remarks that the speeches of Muhja are
to be looked upon as based on oral tradition.

2The Udaipur Prasasti tells us that he cultivated 
eloquence, poetry, the art of reasoning and a complete 
mastery over the rules of the 3astras. He is described as a

b- 5chief of poets by the Kanthem aaad ymser grants of
6Vikramaditya V. In Navasahasankacarita Padmagupta writes 

that "after Vikramaditya and Satavahana had gone home, the 
goddess Sarasvati reposed beside this poet friend, (Kavi- 
mitre)

Not much is known to-day of Vakpati*s literary work, 
except as quotations made by contemporary and later authors 
in their own writings. Dr, Ganguly summarizes the literary

7remains of Vakpati as follows;
"Dhanika in his commentary on Dasarupa^ twice quotes 

a verse whose authorship he ascribes in one place to 
Vakpatiraja, and in the other to Muhja. The Kashmirian

1. PBC. p.34.
2. El. I. 222.
3. Utpala.

) IA. XVI. p,23. Kavi-vp^a,
% *
6. Sarga XI. V. 93*
7. op.cit* 276.
8 . Prayaya Kupitam d^§ta vs. 66-67.



poet Kgemendra, quotes three different stanzas, composed by
1 - 2  Utpalaraja, in his books Sukpttatilaka, Kavikaijthabhasaija

- 3and Aucitya- Vicaracarca. This last is a treatise on 
Talamkara,fT in which the verse composed by the King begins 
with ^ahau-va hare va” etc. The same stanza occurs in the 
anthology of Vallabhadeva, its author being given as 
Vakpati, the son of Har§adeva.^ In the RasikasamjiVani 
Arjunavarman quotes a verse, the authorship of which he

5ascribes to his ancestor Muhja, whose other name was Vakpati.
Two other verses by the King are reproduced in the darhga-
dharapaddhati (13&3 A.D.) .... ?tMun ja-pralidesa~vyavasthaV,
a geographical description of India is said to have been

7written by Vakpatiraja.
Padmagupta was his chief court poet. Dhananjaya,

Bhatta Halayudha, Dhanika, Dhanapala, ^obhana, but it was in 
the reign of Bhoja that literary achievements reached 
highest point in the 11th century.

1. Karyamala. Pt.2. ed. Durgaprasad and Parab. Bombay 1886.- 
37.2. ibid. Pt.4. I887. p.125*

3. ibid* Pt_,l. 2nd. ed. 1893* p.131.
4. Subhasitavali -34139 3414. Peterson p.449.
5. Amarusataka 1819, p.23*
6* Vs* 126 by Vak. 1017 by Utpalaraja.
7. A3. Re Vol.IX. p.176,
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Vakpati Munja ’was followed by his younger brother 
Sindhuraja, Why this was done is not known, Vakpati II 
had two sons Ara^yaraja and Candana* But they were ruling 
Abu and Jalor respectively. It will not be out of place

Paramaras, Abu, Vaga<Ja Jalor and Bhinmal.
The Abu branch ruled over the territory called the

1 2 Arbuda Ma$<j.ala. Its capital was Candravati in Rajasthan*
As to the extent of this small principality, it extended as

only the first two kings, others being in late 11th and 
12th centuries. According to the Vasantagadh inscription 
of Punjapala, Araijyaraja, son of Utpalaraja was the first 
King of this branch. He was succeeded by Adbhuta K£$$araja. 
The next ruler of this branch was Dhara^ivaraha, and then 
Mahipala, who was succeeded by Dhandhuka and he by 
Punjapala. We do not have much information about the 
earlier kings. But in DV, we read that Mularaja in his 
struggle against Graharipu was helped by King of Arbuda-

5 -ma$<Jala. In the Bijapur inscription of the Ra§traku$a

1. El. IX, 13;
2. El o IX. 155* v,5,
3• Partha-Parakrama II.
4. JBBRAS. XXIII. 75.
5. DV, V. Verse 37. Bijapur Insc. of Dhavala. El. X. 20.

here if we give a short account

far as Delwara in the East, 
Godwar district oa. the North

3 3Palanpur on the South and
4h. We will deal here with
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King Dhavala we read that he gave asylum to a king named
Dhara$varaha, when the latter was driven out by Mularaja.
The Kira^u inscription of Kumarapala's reign of 1162 A.D.
mentions one Dharaijidhara, the grandfather of Dhandhuk , the
Paramara King of Abu. Probably he is identical with
Dhara$ivaraha. Therefore D.VTs statement is correct here,
probably Mularaja reinstated Dhara$ivaraha to his
dominions as a feudatory. Dhandhuka was also a feudatory

1King but in the Vasantga<jh inscription of Punjapala
we read that he was ruling over Arbuda-Ma^njala, having
conquered his enemy, Pur$apala must have recovered the
territory from the Caulukyas, and this was achieved most
probably with the help of Paramara King Bhoja of Malwa.
This line of the Paramaras came to an end in the first
quarter of the 14th century* In the Mount Abu inscription
of the Cahamaha King Lu^tigadeva we read that that king
conquered Candravati and ruled over the territory of 

2Arbuda.
According to the Arthuna inscription of Camuijcjaraja of

the Vaga<ja branch of the Paramaras, they were descendants
3of pambarasimha, the younger son of Upendra-K:ps$araja.

1* El. IX. 13*
2. El. IX.
3. El. XIV. 295.



The first known ruler of this branch is Dhanika who ruled
in the middle of the 10th century and built the temple of

* - 1Dhanesvara near Mahakala in Ujjain. He was succeeded by
Caeca, also known as Kakka or Kanka, a contemporary of
Slyaka II of the Malwa branch. It seems that Caeca fought
against the Ra§-fcraku£a King Khottiga of Manyakheta. The
Arthuena Inscription says that "Mounted upon his elephant*s
back, on every side with showers of arrows shattering the
host of the lord of Kar^afta upon the banks of the Narmada,
slaying thus the foes of the blest King ^rl-Har^a, the lord3of Malwa, he went to heaven, a valiant warrior." It is
quite probable that he died in this battle. Ca$<japa was
the successor of Caeca, who in turn was followed by
Satyaraja. In the Panhera Inscription of King Ma$<Jalika,
dated 1059 A.D, we read that Satyaraja gained victory over
the Gurjaras or the Caulukyas and received fortune from 

4Bhoja. Vijayaraja who ruled from about 1100-1125 was the 
last known king of this branch. In 1145 A.D. Malwa was 
conquered by the Caulukyas, and was ruled by them till

51174 when It was reconquered by King Vindhyavarman. At 
this time it appears that Vagacja Kingdom fell into the

1. The Panhera Insc. of MaijtJalika. El. XIV. 42.
2. ibid. 296
3. op.cit.
4. op.cit,
5. Ganguly, 173.
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hands of the Guhilots of Mewar. An inscription of the Guhilot 
King Samantasirnha tells us that having established himself
in Vagda he brought all the surrounding territories under

1 -  -  *  2 control, Muta Nensi, the court bard says the same thing.
Of the Jalor branch of the Paramaras we do not have

much information, As we have seen above Candana,the son of
Vakpati II was the first ruler of this branch. He was
followed by Devaraja, Aparajita, Vijjala, Dharavar^a and
Vlsala. An inscription of Visala dated 1117 A.D. was

3 - - i -discovered in Jalor. Muta Nensi^ says that the Cahamana
King Klrtipala^ younger brother of King Kelhaija wrested
Jabalipura (Jalor) from the Paramaras. After this conquest
the Nadol Cahamanas transferred their capital to Jalor.

Turning our attention to the Bhinmal branch we find
that they were more successful than their brethren branches.
They called themselves the rulers of Maruma^gLala and their
capital was ^rimala, modern Bhinmal. The main source for
this branch is the unpublished Kiradu inscription which has

5been at length referred to by D.C.Ganguly. Dusala, a son
of Sindhuraja obtained the territory of Maruma$<jala from

1. PRAS. Western Circle. 1915. 35*
2. Ganguly. 342.
3. El. IX. 66 ff.
4. Ganguly. 344.
5♦ ibid.
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his uncle Vakpati II. Next in the Kiradu Inscription is
the mention of a certain prince Devaraja, and according to
Ganguly an inscription of his reign has been discovered,
which is dated in 1002 A.D. Devaraja*s inscription states

2that he pleased one Durlabharaja by his achievement. 
According to Ganguly the latter was probably a Cahamana King. 
Durlabharaja II, the younger brother of Vigraharaja, who

3ruled in the latter part of the 10th century (in the 
^akambhari region). But this identification is by no means 
certain because we also have King Durlabha in the Caulukya 
dynasty. It is not impossible that Devaraja joined the 
Caulukyas against the Paramaras. During the years 100S-9 
the Paramara Sindhuraja launched an attack against the 
Caulukya Camu$<Ja who defeated the Paramara. Durlabha was 
the second son of Camu$<}a and it is quite possible that 
Devaraja helped him in his wars against the Calukyas of 
La£a, But this is only a suggestion, we have no definite 
evidence for this,

4In the Kira<ju inscription the next name is that
5of K^ijaraja of whom there are two inscriptions. When 

Bhima invaded the Paramaras of Malwa, those of Bhinmal

1. Ganguly. 345* fn. 3.
2. ibid, 345.3. ibid,
4. op.cit.
5. Issued 1060 A.D. B.G. Vol. I. 472. Issued 1066, ibid.473
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must have suffered Krs$araja fell to the Caulukya strength 
and was imprisoned. In the Sundha hill inscription of 
King Balaprasada ^ of the Nadol branch of the Cahamanas we 
read that he forced Bhlma to release K^^adeva. From this 
it would appear that King Devaraja mentioned above was 
friendly with the Cahamana Durlabharaja. K:p$$araja?s 
Bhinmal inscription of 1066 A.D. would show that he had 
regained his throne, BhlmaTs reign ending in 1060.
Kp§$araja was followed by Socciraja, Udayaraja and Somesvara, 
in whose reign the Kira<Ju Inscription was issued. It seems 
that the Bhinmal branch of the Paramaras came to an end in 
the first decade of the 13th century. The Cahamana Udayas- 
imha issued three inscriptions dated 1206, 121&, and 1249 
from ^rlmala or Bhinmal, Thus we see that Vakpati II, in 
order to be free in handling the affairs at Malwa thought 
it was best to decentralize the empire. These divisions 
remained intact till they were taken in the political 
turmoil and absorbed by the neighbouring powers.

As we have seen above, Sindhuraja was the next king 
to rule Malwa. In the Chronicles we are given to understand 
that there was some discontent between the two brothers.

1, El. IX. 76.
2. B.G.I. 474-476.
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Merutunga tells us that Muilj&s younger brother 
Sindhala, out of high spirits disobeyed the orders of 
Munja and so he was banished from the kingdom, after which 
Munja ruled for a long time* Sindhala then returned to 
Gujarat and established his settlement in the neighbourhood 
of Kasahrada. There he was told by a ghost to return to 
Malwa* From Muhja he received a district to rule, but 
because he was haughty, he was blinded, and was confined in 
a wooden cage* He had a son named Bhoja, When the latter 
grew up, Munja became apprehensive because an astrologer 
had told him that his nephew was destined to rule 
Dak^iijapatha with Gautja for 55 years and three days; and 
fearing that if Bhoja lived his own son could not inherit 
the kingdom, he ordered him' to be put to death. But 
before the execution a verse from his nephew made Munja 
change his decision and honour him with the dignity of 
Crown Prince. When the news of MunjaTs death reached 
Malwa, the ministers placed Bhoja on the throne. Buhler 
had rightly doubted the authenticity on one verse in the 
NS. Where Padmagupta is silent about this and stated that 
”when his majesty Vakpati was about to ascend to heaven, he 
placed a seal on my song, Sindhuraja, the younger brother of 
the brother of poets now breaks it.” Apart from this we

1. PBC• 36.
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also have epigraphic evidence to prove that Sindhuraja
succeeded Vakpati. Although it is not impossible that
there was some discontent between the two brothers in the
beginning, from evidence it is certainly not true that
Sindhuraja deprived VakpatiTs sons of their heritage. As
we have seen above Vakpati gave two principalities, £bu
and Jalor to his two sons. From the NS. it can be
gathered that Sindhuraja was made a Yuvaraja, probably

1before Vakpati went to his fatal expedition.
2In the Udaipur Prasasti we read that Vakpati was

succeeded by his younger brother (anuja) Sindhuraja. The
same inscription gives him credit for having conquered a
Hu$a King and gained glory by other victories. The
Sindhuraja was also called Navasahasanka and in the
Carita of the same name by Padmagupta he is called

_  »  3Avantisvara, Paramara- Mahibh^t and Malavaraja. Padma
gupta !s object in writing this carita was to describe some 
incidents which led to the marriage between the King and 
the Naga Princess ^asiprabha* The story appears to be a
figment of the poetTs imagination but according to 

4Buhler there may be some historical basis to it. There

1. XI. 9S, Puram Kala^Kramat tena prasthiten Ambika-gateh
maurvi~Ki$ankavaty asya Ppthvi do§$i nivesita.

2. El. I. 222.
3. NS. I. vv. 1,2,3,6,11,15,19,51, 102.
4. GI. I. 230.
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i■were Naga families ruling in Rajasthan and Central India 

and the detailed inscription of the city of King Vajrahkusa
leads us to believe that he ■was probably an historical

2figure, but it is very hard to identify him* Ganguly is
of the opinion that he was a ruler of the Vajra country,
and the ancient name of modem Wairagadh in the Chanda
district. Central Provinces was Vajra or Vajragatjh. This
identification seems to be accurate., but it is difficult
to say whether, without further evidence, Padmagupta was

3referring to them. In the tenth Sarga of the NS. we are 
told that Sindhuraja gained victories over the Hu$a King, 
and the rulers of Vag^uja, Murala, Lata and Kosala. This 
would correspond to the passage in the Udaipur Prasasti 
wherein we read that Sindhuraja defeated the Hu$as* These 
Hu$as are mentioned to a great extent in the inscriptions 
of this period, but they are not very easy to identify. We 
have an inscription of A.D. wherein we read that it
was issued by a certain Madhu'mate who was feudatory of 
the Ra§£raku-pas. He is definitely mentioned as an Arab, 
but it is quite possible that the word Huija had the same 
meaning as Mleccha. This settlement shows that now there 
was a tendency amongst the foreigners to serve Indian

1. Nagas of Bastar. El. IX. 160 ff.
2. Ganguly. 70-71■»
3. X. 14-20*
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rulers and for which they were recompensed. But now, 
without more definite evidence, it is difficult to show as 
to whom these Hu$as were. The NS. next mentions the ruler 
of Vaga<Ja, As noticed above the Paramara principality of 
Vaga<Ja was ruled by the descendants of Dambarasimha, son 
of the first King Upendra. It is probable that Sindhuraja 
wanted to unite the whole Paramara Kingdom under him, but 
he was not able to do so, because we have inscriptions from 
the Vaga^la of the Paramaras, which show that they were still 
independent,

Jayasimha Suri in the Kumarapalabhupala carita tells 
us that Camu^(Ja the successor of Mularaja killed in battle 
one Sindhuraja, who was as ungovernable as the sea. Although 
we need not take the killing part seriously, it goes to show 
the enmity between the two dynasties,

We know that La-jpa was conquered by Mularaja and was 
incorporated in the Caulukyan Kingdom. Sindhuraja may have 
been fighting the successors of Taila II who, as we have 
seen above, killed Munja. In fighting against Kosala, 
Sindhuraja was continuing the policy of Vakpati II, and the 
King against whom he fought was Kalacuri Kokkala II, the son 
of Yuvaraja II, the contemporary and rival of Vakpati II.
We have no inscriptions of Sindhuraja and it is very 
difficult to say what his dates were. But Vakpati II
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probably died in 997 , and the first inscription of
2Bhojadeva was issued in 1020 A eD. Sindhuraja was

succeeded by his son Bhojadeva and at this juncture we end
our account of the Paramaras, because with Bhoja of Malwa 

3and Bhima of Anahilpak£a$a a new era of feud begins 
between the two dynasties of Gujarat.

1. DHNI. II.
2. Banswara Plates of Bhojadeva. El. XI. 181.
3. Radhanpur Plates of 1029 A.D. his first insc. 

IA. VI. 193-4.
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Chapter VII

The Caulukyas.

The Caulukyas, one of the most important dynasties in 
Gujarat, were by tradition related to the Capos. It is 
impossible to prove or disprove this tradition, but from the 
romantic story with which it is connected, it seems to have 
been created to suit the purpose of the bards. The dramatic 
character of the story suggests that it has been much 
embroidered to gain effect and therefore one finds it diffi
cult to believe in its authenticity at least in the form in 
which we find it. The P,B.C. relates the story thus:-

™Then three brothers by the same mother, sons of 
Muhjaladeva, of the family of King Bhuyag$da, previously 
mentioned, named Raja, Bija and Dap4aka, went on a pilgrimage 
to Somanatha and paid their adorations to him, and on their 
return were looking at King Bhuyatjadeva, while engaged in the 
amusement of manege. When the king gave the horse a stroke 
with the whip, the K§atriya named Raja-, who was dressed as a 
pilgrim, was annoyed with that cut, which was given inoppor
tunely. He shook his head and said, ™Alas I Alas!™. When 
the King asked him the reason of his behaviour, he praised 
the particular pace performed by the horse, considering it 
not inappropriate, and said, ™When you gave the horse a cut 
with the whip, you made my heart bleed.™ The King was
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astonished at that speech, and made over him, the horse to
drive. He, seeing that the horse and groom were equally
well trained, praised them at every step. That conduct on
his part made the King think that he was of high birth, so
he gave him his sister, called Llladevi. After some time had
elapsed from the beginning of her pregnancy, the lady died
suddenly, and the ministers reflecting that if they did not
take some steps the child would die also, performed the 

1caesarian operation and took the child out of her body.
Because he was born under the nat^atra Mula, he gained the
name of Mularaja. By his general popularity, due to his
being resplendent as the newly risen sun, and by his valour,
he extended the sway of his maternal uncle. Under these
circumstances, King Bhuyada, when intoxicated, used to have
him crowned King, and used again to depose him when he became
sober. From that time forth a !fcapotkataTs gift* has become a
proverbial jest. Being disappointed every day in this way,
he made ready his followers, and having been placed on the
throne by his uncle when not master of himself, he killed
him, and became King in reality. In the year 993 V.S.
(937 A.D.) on the 15th day of the bright fortnight of the
month S^atjha, being a Thursday in the naksatra of AsvinI in

2‘kh0 lagna of Leo, at midnight , in the 21st year from his

1. Tadudaravidaraoapurvamapatyamuddhytam.
2. ratri prahara dvaya samaye.
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birth, Mularaja was crowned King*”

In the other MSS. of the P .B .C. the same account of 
Mularaja*s rise to power is given, except that one MS. gives 
the name of the last capa king as Samautasimha, and the date 
of Mularaja*s coronation as V.S. 99^ (952 A.D.). Three other 
chronicles, namely ^ulcrtsaukirtana. Sukrtakirti Kallolini 
and Ratua- Mala  ̂ agree with this tradition that Mularaja 
was a nephew of the last capotka^a king, whoever he may have 
been.

The MS. of the P .B .C. translated by Tawney gives the 
last capa king a reign of 27 years 6 months and five days,

kOn the other hand the P .B.C. consulted by Dr. Majumdar 
attributes the name Samautasimha to the last King and states 
that he ruled for 7 years. In the Vicarasreni. however the 
last Capa king is Puada, and is assigned 19 years. The 
SukrtasaukIrtana calls the last capa King Bhubhata but 
unfortunately does not give the length of his reign, or his 
dates. Therefore according to the length of reign of each

5king and the dates given with it; the P.B.C.*s last date of 
the Capas would be 936 A.D.; 962 A.D. according to the 
Samanta Vic. RM stating that Samanta Simha ruled for 7 years

1. Sarga II. Vv. 1-2.
2. V. 23*
3. J.B.B.R.A.S. IX. 33.
4. Chaulukyas of Gujarat, p.23*
5. Ms. translated by Tawney.
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gives the date 915 A.D. Another Ms. of PBC. gives the date
942. But there is a difficulty in the MS. translated by
Tawney. Merutunga says that wBhuyaga<Jadeva came to the
throne in V.S. 990 (934) ... his reign came to an end in
V.S, 991 n but before this 5ka<Jadeva came to the throne in

1892 A.D. and reigned till 919 A.D. (965 .V.S.) But the last 
capa king came to the throne only in 934. It is quite 
possible that during this gap there was some trouble over 
accession. The exact nature of the trouble is not known to 
us, but it is not impossible that it may have something to do 
with Mularaja. This tradition of Mularaja1s killing of his 
uncle is very strong, and it is very hard to disbelieve it. 
This whole question of Mularaja1s accession seems to be tied
up with the chronology of the capas, The earliest known date

_ 2of Mularaja is 974 A.D. , therefore the nearest date in the
chronicles would be that of the Vic. And that chronicle, 
along with the Sukytasaiftkirlana. appears to be more reliable 
than the others as far as the chronology and the genealogy of 
the Capa dynasty are concerned, since the date given fits 
better with the evidence.

3One inscription of Kumarapala, the Caulukya King, 
would appear to confirm that Mularaja had usurped the throne 
from the Capas. The verses state that ,TIllustrious Mularaja

1. Baroda grant V.S. 1030. WZKM. V.J300.
2. For detailed Chronology of the Capas see Chap, p.
3. The Vadnagar Prasasti El. 1. 301. Vs. 4-5*
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... by excessively light taxes gained the affection of his 
subjects* He made the fortuna of the Capotkata princes, whom 
he took captive at his will, an object of enjoyment for the 
multitude of the learned, of his relatives, of Brahma$as, 
bards and servants."

Bilhler said that "this statement agrees with that 
contained in Mularaja1s land grant where it is stated that 
!he conquered the province watered by Sarasvati through the 
strength of his armsT, and furnishes an additional argument 
for assuming that the first Caulukya gained Gujarat by con
quest, not as the Prabandhas narrate by the treacherous

1murder of the last Capotkata, his near relative."
2From Somesvara, the author of KirtikaumudI and of the 

 ̂ 3
Dabhoi Prasasti we learn that "Won over by the eminent 
qualities of this conqueror of his foes, the guardian goddess 
(3ri) of the Gurjara Princes became of her own choice his 
bride, just as [the goddess Sr± became the bride] of [Vis$u] 
the foe of Ba$a, (at the churning of the Ocean)". In his 
Surathotsava Somesvara does not give any further information 
regarding Mularaja*s accession to power but only states that 
Mularaja appointed Sola as his family priest.^” This led 
Buhler to conclude that "the appointment of a new Purohita

1. E. 1. 1. 294 *
2. K.K. II. v.2.
3 * E .1. 1* 21.
4. Surathotsava. XV. Verses 7-8*



proves that on Mularaja*s accession, considerable changes in
the royal household were made. Such things would not have
happened if the Chaulukya prince had ascended the throne of
Gujarat by the right of succession on the extinction of the
Ghavda line. But they were only too natural, if Mularaja I as
his land grants assert, conquered the Gurjara-maydala by the

1strength of his arms."
2Dr. Majmiiar states that B\ihlerTs contention would 

have been correct had the Chroniclers related a peaceful 
transference of power to Mularaja after the end of the Capas. 
Dr. Majumdar continues by saying that, taking the evidence 
accepted by Biihler, it appears that Mularaja on his accession 
imposed very light taxes to gain the affection of his subjects. 
Hemacandra also indicates in a clever pun that on his acces-

- 3sion Mularaja fixed the taxes. It may, therefore, be taken 
as true that Mularaja reduced taxation to please the people; 
and that he distributed the wealth gained from the Capotkalpas 
amongst the learned, brahmanas, bards, servants and his 
relatives, and that he appointed a new family priest.

These actions of Mularaja would show that he was trying 
to stabilize his position by pleasing his subjects; the only 
way in which he could legalize his position as a usurper* If

1. I.A. XVIII. 186.
2. The Caulukyas of Gujarat.
3. "Harir-iva^Balibandha Karas-tri-sakti~yuktah_Pinakapayir- 

iva Kamalasrayas-cha Vidhir-iva jayati Sri Mularaja- 
nripah". P.B.C. 89. fu• 3•
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he had achieved the throne of the Capas not by usurping it 
but by conquering it, he need not have worried about the 
heavy taxation. On the contrary the octra revenue would have 
proved useful in paying off his troops and establishing him
self in Anahilva.4 . Another point in favour of the traditions 
is that no ancestors of Mularaja are mentioned by Hemacandra 
or Somesvara, But if he were a conqueror the court poets 
would have taken the opportunity of praising Mularaja!s 
family. And therefore Dr, Majumdar1s argument that Mularaja 
murdered his uncle and usurped the throne is much more 
acceptable under the present knowledge of the subject.

When we come to the origin of the Caulukyas, great 
difficulties arise, because of the various traditions, liter
ary, and bardic, as well as in the epigraphic sources. Dr. 
Majumdar has dealt with this question of Caulukya origins in 
great detail in his very scholarly book: therefore here it
remains only to write a few words on that subject. In 1937

2R.S.Satyasray wrote a book on the origin of the Calukyas.
He identifies the Caulukyas of Gujarat with the Southern 
dynasty of the Calukyas and Dr. Majumdar is of the opinion 
that both the Caulukyas and the Calukyas belonged to a 
same clan, the Sogdiansbut in his opinion although this 
opinion is attractive, the present available evidence does

1. C.O.G.
2, Calcutta 1937.
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inot. justify any definite conclusion on that point.”
Leaving aside the complications arising from the

various theories of origin of the Calukyas and the Caulukyas,
it would be best to concentrate on the traditions known about
the Caulukyas only.

The Vadnagar Prasasti of Kumarapala states that
”Humbly asked by the gods for a protector against the insults
of the son of Danu, the Creator, though about to perform the
twilight worship, produced forthwith in his pot [Culuka]
filled with the holy water of Gariga, that hero named Culukya,
who sanctified these three worlds with the flood of his
fame .... From him sprang a race which came to be known

2as Caulukya. Practically the same story is related by
3Abhaya tilaka Ga^i, the commentator of Dvyasrayakavya, while

commenting on the word T Caulukyavanisaf, and Merutuhga in 
4PBC. repeats the verse quoted by Abhayatilaka Ga#i:

TThe elephants are ill to take service with, the 
mountains have lost their wings 

The tortoise is a Tlaggard of loveT of his friends, and 
this lord of the snakes is double tongued 

The creator considering all this, produced, for the 
support of the earth,

From the mouthful of water sipped at the evening
ceremony, a brave warrior with waving sword blade.1

1. C .O.G. p.17*
2. DV. Commentary on. v. 2.
3. PBC. 21-22.
4. El. 1. 301.



In Vasautavilasa Balacandra Suri relates, like the Vadnagar 
Prasasti, that the first Caulukya was created to destroy the 
demons

These traditions are very hard to believe, and it seems 
that they were circulating because during this time by con
vention each and every dynasty had to claim a mythical origin* 

But Jayasimha Suri, who wrote Kumaranalabhupalacarita 
later than the authorities noted above, gives a very different 
story* He traced the descent of his hero’s ancestors from one 
Culukya, who was a great and virtuous warrior who destroyed 
countless enemies and then fixed his capital at Madhupadma. 
There then arose a race known by his name Caulukya; after 
many Kings and in course of time 3rx Simhavxkrama was b o m  
in the family, who freed the whole world from debt and pro
claimed his own era* Simhavxkrama’s son was Harivikrama from 
whom were descended eighty-five kings of admirable splendour. 
Then came a king named Rama, his son was Bhata, destroyer of 
the 3akas, and his son was £$rl Dacjakka, conqueror of the 
Gaja Kings of Pipasa. Datjakka’s kingdom was occupied by
Kahchikavyala. Then there shone the moonlike King Raji who

2married LxladevI: their son was Mularaja.
From this account it seems that the only sure fact the 

Suri knew was that King Raji was married to LxladevI and they

1. Sarga. 3* verses 1-2*
2. Sarga. 1. vv. 16-21.
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had a son named Mularaja. Though it does not seem incredible 
that the Caulukyas came to be known as such, because one of 
their ancestors was called Culukya or a similar name* But we 
have no evidence to show that this was the case* It is more 
likely that, as with certain other dynasties, the name of 
the eponymous ancestor was a back formation from the family 
name •

Then comes the well known myth of the Agnikula,
related by the bards. This has been dealt with in the
chapter on the Paramaras; suffice it to state here that this
ceremony most probably refers to some kind of initiation into
the Hindu religion, of either foreign or non-Hindu
tribes* If Dr. Majumdarfs ^ suggestion that the Caulukyas
were of Sogdian origin is true, then the Agnikula myth does
not seem out of place* This assumption is based on the fact
that the name Caulukya or Calukya was derived from or was a
variant of Culika or iSulika. Epigraphic evidence which was

2lacking upto now was provided by an inscription discovered 
some years ago recording a grant by Yuvaraja Camu^njaraja 
son of Mularaja of the ^aulkika family, who can be definitely 
identified with Mularaja and his son Camu$<Ja of the Caulukya 
Camu$4& family. Therefore, from this inscription for the 
first time a definite link can be established between the

1. Caulukyas. p, 14 ff.
2. Varu$asarmaka Grant: Bharatiya Vidya I. 73.



^aulkikas and the Caulukyas. The intermediate change between
these two terms is probably supplied by the Kadi plates of
Mularaja, where the dynasty is called Caulakika♦ Therefore,
according to Dr* Majumdar, it is necessary to examine whether
there was any connection between the Calukyas or Caulukyas *
Culikas or ^ulikas, for even before the discovery of
Camu$$a raja's inscription, these two had been identified.
The Markandeva purapa mentions the Culikas and Culikas
along with Lampakas, Kiratas, Kasmiras and other less well -

1known tribes in the region bordering India on the north. The
2 * 3Matsva and the Vayu Purapas contain corresponding

passages where the names are variously given as Oulikas,
Culikas, Culikas, Sainikas and even Pitjikas, but it is now
held that all these were variants of Culika-^ulika• The
Matsya Purina further adds that the river Caksu passed
through the region of the Culikas, and this river has been
identified with the Oxus* The Brhat-»sam hita^ mentions the
Culikas five times and Caulikas once, but speaks of them in
the most disparaging terms. There are also many scattered
epigraphic references to the 3ulkis or Culikas, In the

5Maratha inscription of Isanavarman, Culikas are mentioned

1, Marka$<Jeya Pura$a. LVII. 40-41 verse 
2* t<llA. 1*3 -
3. GRAS. 1912. 712.
4. IX, 15. 21: XIV. 8: XVI. 35.
5* El. XIV. 110.



along with Andhras and Gaudas, all of whom Isanavarman claims
to have defeated. The Torkhed plates of Govindaraja record
that one Mahasamanta Buddhavarasa belonged to the ^alukika
family,’*' There existed also the well known 3ulki dynasty
of Northern Orissa, which according to Dr, R.D. Bannerjee
was identical with the 3ulkis mentioned in the Haraha
inscription. The names of some other 3ulki Kings are given in 

2the Mahseer inscription: on grounds of palaeography it has
been suggested that these Kings ruled during the 10th century,
and Mirashi is inclined to connect this family with the

3ancestors of Mularaja*
It would, therefore, appear that the Culikas were

foreigners, Pargiter tried to establish their identity and
concluded that Culiker is the best supported form of the name
and many of the variations are easy misreadings or its cor- 

4rupted forms* R. Gauthiot arrived at an interesting 
conclusion of great consequence while reviewing a book by 
F*C*Andreas, who had identified Pehlvi word surak or sulak 
with sulik, and sulik with su-li mentioned by Hiuen-Tsang and 
had concluded that all these words in reality signified the 
Sogdians. Gauthiot further developed this view by quoting 
some of the Sanskrit texts mentioned above and concluded that

1. El, III. 54.
2. IS.
3* Bharaliya Vidya VI. 90. ibid. XIV, 1,
4. JRAS. 1912. 712.
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Sulika and Sudik represent respectively the eastern and
western forms of the same name; only Pehlvi, which remained
in continuous contact with Sogdians retain both the words

1sod and sulik. Dr. Bagchi accepted this proposed identifi
cation of Gauthiot and explained the alternative forms 
Culika-^ulika by assuming that the name being a foreign one 
was heard and transcribed in Sanskrit in various ways; he
further added, citing examples, that "the alternative s: s:

2ch is not unknown in such cases. Dr, Majumdar then traces 
the history of the Sogdians, which in brief is as follows 
Not much is known about the Sogdians; it has been held that 
the 3akas under the pressure of the Yue-chis probably 
invaded Sogdian first and then marched into Bactria. But 
Strabo mentions the TTokharoir among the people who conquered 
Bactria from the Greeks, and the Chinese historians state that 
at precisely the same period the Yue-chis reached Bactria.
This has led some scholars to infer that the Yue-chi of the 
Chinese annals were the Tokharoi of the Greeks and Tukhara

3of the Sanskrit texts. This identification may explain the 
frequent mention of the Culika-^ulika along with Tukhara,
3aka, Yavana, Pahlava China and other foreign tribes. It is 
not possible on this slight evidence to show what role the 
Sogdians played In the race migrations of Central Asia, But

1. IA. 1910. 541-2.
2. JDL. XXI.
3. R. Grousset. L*empire des Steppes. p*64.
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it is evident from the widespread use of their language and 
their scattered colonies that they were great traders and 
bold pioneers.

The existence in the 7th century A.D. of the Agni 
dynasty at Karashahr and of the Suvar$a dynasty at Kucha with 
kings bearing such names as Suvar$apu§pa and Haripu^pa shows 
the influence of Indian culture in these regions. If, there
fore, the Caulukyas were Sogdians, it would not be surprising 
to find that after their long and intimate connection with 
India they had merged themselves so completely and success
fully with the indigenous elements, that when they appeared 
as royal dynasties the least trace of their foreign origin 
was lost in obscurity, and only their family name remained to 
serve as a reminder of their ancestry.

This is the essence of the argument put forward by Dr. 
Majumdar, based on the available sources. If the identifica
tion of the Caulukyas with the Culikas and Sogdians is 
correct, then it would prove that there is some truth in the 
Aguikula Myth. As in the myth the Paramaras, Cahamanas and 
the Pratiharas are mentioned together with the Caulukyas, it 
would follow that the other three tribes or royal dynasties 
were of foreign origin as well. But this shows that these 
foreigners, although accepted by the indigenous people, had 
to go through some form of ceremony to come into the Hindu 
faith. This would also support their stories of origin from



the mythological heroes. Now that they were members of the 
Hindu religion, they traced their ancestry to the epic heroes, 
as many Indian dynasties did at this time.

But a significant argument against the identification 
with the Sogdians is that one single inscription is not 
enough to prove that the Caulukyas were a foreign race. The 
conclusion must remain hypothetical. But on the whole Dr. 
Majumdar1s arguments are very convincing and they make the 
picture of the Caulukya*s origin very clear. It would also 
show that the Calukuas and the Caulukyas were members of the 
same clan despite the discrepancy in the various spellings 
of their names.

The Agnikula myth is not found in the early inscript
ions of the Calukyas, but Bilha$a the court-poet of Vikram- 
aditya VI gives a story of supernatural origin in his work 
Vikramahka Deva Carita. (1085 A.D.) ,T0ne day, while 
Brahma was engaged in his prayer, Indra approached him and 
complained that the world was full of infidels and non
believers. The grandfather [Brahma] looked at the Ganges 
water in his palm, and from it came out a hero fit to protect 
the three worlds. From him were descended the Calukyas.iT 
This in essence is the same story as related by the bards and 
poets of the Caulukyas and, therefore, it seems that there was 
some affiliation between them.

Turning our attention to the ancestors of Mularaja, we 
encounter many difficulties. His father and mother were,
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according to the traditions, Raji and Liladevl, Earlier 
we have noticed how Raji came to the Anahilapafpaija and how 
he married Liladevl, sister of the last Capa King. The RM 
gives more information about Raji than any other chronicle.
It says that Bhuyatja (who defeated Vanaraja!s father 
Jayaslkhari) had a son Kari^aditya^ the father of Candraditya, 
who was the father of Somaditya, who was the father of 
Bhuvanaditya whose son was Raji.1 Menrfcunga in PBC. 
mentions a certain Bhuyaraja of KalyaijakaJa in Kanyakubja; 
and a descendant of this Bhuyaraja was one Munjaladeva whose 
son was Raji.

There is little doubt that both the RM. and PBC. refer 
to the same person. The list of kings in RM. one MS of the 
PBC. and Merutunga’s Theravali agree with each other. In 
RM.the author relates the fight between Jayasikhari 
(Vanaraja's father) and King Bhuyatja while Merutunga!s 
account starts with the birth of Vanaraja and does not 
mention his father!s name. Dr* Majumdar1 is of the opinion 
that accounts of both the authors are wrong and tries to 
identify Ehuyaraja of whom Merutunga relates the following 
story:-

nThere was once a King named Bhuyaraja who reigned in 
his capital called Kalyebjakafaka in the country of Kanyakibja 
comprising 63 lacs of villages. One morning, while he was out

1. COG. pp. 19-22.
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walking he saw1 a damsel with fawn like eyes sitting by the 
window of a palace wishing to possess [lit, wishing to hunt: 
mpgayamano] this girl who had conquered his heart, he made 
inquiries and ordered the wine steward to seize her. The 
latter brought her to the Kingls palace and hiding her in a 
secret place, informed the King. As soon as he saw her the 
King caught hold of the woman by the arms: thereupon she said 
to the King: tYour majesty is an incarnation of all the gods. 
Alas I How is it that you desire a low born woman?T The 
sweetness of these words dispelled the KingTs lust to some 
extent and he asked her: ?Who are you?f She replied: TI am 
your maidservantT. The King ordered her to explain herself 
and she said: TTour Majestyfs servant is the wine steward. I 
am his wife and so am servant of your servants Greatly 
marvelling at this reply, the Kingls lust departed completely 
and looking upon her as his daughter he allowed her to 
depart. On turning over in his mind he thought that his arms 
had touched her body, the King determined to punish those 
hands* During the night he put his arms so that his own 
watchman mistaking them for those of an interloper cut them 
off. In the morning he dissuaded his ministers from punishing
the watchman, and went to the Malava maQ$.a±a. and stayed there
worshipping god in the temple of Mahakaladeva. By the grace
of god his arms became joined to him again. He made an
offering of the country of Malava together with his own 
harem to the god, and appointing the princes of the Paramara



family to protect the same, took up the life of a hermit.™
In the Vastrapatha-mahatmya of the Prabhasa Khanda 

of the Skanda Purana, it is related that there lived in 
Kanyakubja, a king named Bhoja. Once a Vanapala came to 
Bhoja and told him of a woman with the face of a doe roaming 
in the forests of Raivataka, Bhoja thereupon went with his 
troops, captured the maiden and brought her to Kanyakubja 
where she related the stories of her previous births. This 
impressed Bhoja to such a degree that he abdicated in his 
sonTs favour. This Bhoja has been identified with Pratihasa 
Mihira Bhoja.2

It is possible that Mihira Bhoja once led a campaign 
into 3aura§tra. The Ha<J<Ja3-a grant of the Capa King Dhara$i- 
varaha and the Una grant of A*vanivarman prove the existence of 
the power of the Gurjara Pratiharas in Gujarat upto the 
beginning of the 10th century, and it is likely that these 
territories came under Pratihara sway as a result of a 
campaign undertaken by Bhoja, which has been misrepresented 
in the Skanda-Purana. The romantic story of the Skanda-Purana 
agrees in its main points with that narrated by Marutuhga.
Dr. Majumdar says that, tfProbably Bhuya<ja!s invasion of 
Gujarat described in the Ratnamala was really based on 
Bhojafs invasion of the country, in which the Caulukyas and

1. PBC. edited by Jinavijaya Muni. p.11. (not included in 
the Tr. by Tawney,

2. IHQ. V. 129-32.
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the Gapotkajas mentioned in RM. may be taken to refer to the
Caulukyas of the Had<Jala grant and the Capotkafas of the Una 

1grant, both of whom were feudatories of the Gurjara-
Pratiharas, It is possible that the Caulukyas of the Una
grant accompanied Mihira Bhoja against Gujarat and later
settled there. But there are many difficulties in accepting
this story, firstly, Bhuyaraja has been referred by one

2chronicler as a Caulukya. Secondly, according to Merutunga,
3Vanaraja came to the throne in 746 A.D. and King Bhuyacja

reigned before that date, since he is said to have fought with
Vanaraja!s father. According to RM, Bhuyatja fought
Jayasikhari, VanarajaTs father in 696 A.D., while the

4earliest date we have of Mihira Bhoja is 8 3 6 , and his last 
known date is 882. Therefore, Bhoja could not have ruled in 
the period suggested by the Gujarat Chroniclers. Dr.
Majumdar continues to say ^nevertheless it should be remem
bered that Merutunga nowhere says that Bhuyaraja fought 
against the ancestors of Vanaraja.,? But on the other hand,
Dr. Majumdar fails to notice that Merytunga in his PBC. does 
mention other parts of the tradition. He mentions that the 
child was noticed by 8ilaguyasuri, and that th^s took

1. Dr. Majumdar makes a slight error. The Capotka£as are the 
authors of the Ha<J4ala grant and not of the Una Grant which 
was issued by the Calukyas not by the Caulukyas.

2. In Ratnamala.
3. PBC.
4. El. XIX. p.l7ff,
5. El. I. 186 ff.
6* PEC. Tra. ^awney. p.16,
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place in the village of Pancasara. Merutunga, in fact, 
relates the same tradition as that in the other Chronicles,
but omits the fight between Jayasikhari and Bhuyada, although

P 2 he mentions the latter, as Bhudeva. [Dr. Majumdar continues
saying ”hence, it is possible that Kp?#aji [author of 
Ratnamala ] was mistaken in his identity of the Capotkata 
dynasty which had to bear the brunt of Mihira Bhoja1s 
attack assuming such an attack to have taken place.” As 
regards the dynasty to which Bhuyaraja belonged, there is 
always the possibility that the Chroniclers were mistaken 
about an event which took place so long before their times. 
Thirdly, the name of Mihira Bhoja might have been corrupted 
with Bhuyatja or Bhuyaraja. Taking everything into consid
eration, therefore, it seems that the proposed identification 
is likely, and may, for the present serve as a working 
hypothesis, because we shall now see that the ancestors of 
Mularaja did not come from Kalya$aka£aka, as was so long 
believed on the testimony of the Chroniclers.]

3The discovery of the Varunasarmaka grant has thrown 
fresh light on the ancestry of Mularaja. These plates issued 
during the reign of Mularaja, by his son record that 
Mularaja was a descendant of Vyala Kahci-prabhu. As Jayasimha

PBC. Tra. Tawney. p.17.
2. op^cit.
3. Bharatiya Vidya, 1945* Pi* 6. pp. 90-92.
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Suri states in his work that Kaacikavyala was the father* of
Raji, Mirashi has identitfied him with Vyalakahci, which is

2quite likely. Thus, of the three Chroniclers, Jayasimha 
Suri alone seems to have based his narrative on a tradition 
which is to some extent corroborated by an inscription: 
therefore, we may place greater reliance on Jayasimha Suri's 
statement. According to him, the progenitor of the race was 
a warrior called Culukya, who, after having destroyed many 
enemies, established his capital at Madhupadma* There then 
arose a race known by the name of Caulukya and in course of 
time, King Simhavikvama was born in that family* Simhavikvama 
freed the whole world from debt, and proclaimed his own era* 
His son was Harivikvama, from whom were descended 85 kings* 
Then came a King named Rama, whose son was Sahajarama, the 
destoyer of the I^akas* His son was Dad&kka, Conqueror of the 
Gaja Kings of Pipasa* Datjnkka^ kingdom was occupied by 
Kahci Kavyala, whose son was Raji, the father of Mularaja* 

Evidently, the first part of Jayasimha SuriTs story 
has no more value than a legendary tradition* But, beginning 
with Rama, the kings mentioned in his chronicle seem to be 
historical persons* Probably RajiTs ancestors were petty 
princes of a place called Madhupadma* Mirashi is of the

1. Kumiarapalacarita canto IV* 25 f£♦
2* Merutunga, K3p§$aji, ® Jayasimha suri.
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opinion that this Madhupadma was situated on the river 
Madhuveni (modem Mahuwar) a tributary of the Betwa. But 
this identification is beset with many difficulties, and 
tentatively we may assume that Madhupadma was Mathura, 
which was sometimes known as Madhupuri. We may therefore 
conclude that Raji came from outside Gujarat, not from 
Kanauj, but probably from Mathura

The Varu^asarmaka plates were granted by the illust
rious Camu#<Jaraja on Sarurday, the 9th tithi of the dark 
fortnight of Margasir$a, according to the text of the 
plates, "when 1033 Gupta [sic] years had elapsec." They 
record the donation to a Jaina temple of certain fields in 
Varu#asamakapura which Jinavijaya Muni has shown to be 
identical with Va<Jasama in Mahesa$a taluka of the Ka<Ji 
district in Baroda state. The plates state that Camu$daraja 
was the son of Mularaja and a descendant of Vyalakahci in the 
royal family of the 3aulkikas. His mother was Madhvi, a 
daughter of the excellent King Bhoja of the illustrious 
Cahamana family. It is concluded that this grant was made by 
Camu$4araja as Yuvaraja (from the verse which says that he 
did not become vain though he had obtained the rank of 
Yuvaraja) during the reign of his father, Mularaja. This 
fits in with the dates of Mularaja (1030-1051 V.S.) supposing 
that the date 1033 refers to the Vikrama era.

1. op.cit.
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Mirashi, in his article on this grant says that, this 

particular grant is not in the usual style of the Gujarat 
Caulukyas, as noticed in the grants of Mularaja and his 
successors * Secondly, if the grant was made by Camu$glara ja, 
as a TTuvaraja*, it is rather strange that he makes no 
mention of his father!s consent, but only records his own 
approval at the end. Thirdly, the Cahamana King Bhoja, is 
otherwise unknown. Fourthly, the mention of the date as a 
Gupta one is incorrect; all the other grants of the Caulukyas 
are dates in the Vikvama era. All these points lead to the
conclusion that this grant is spurious.

1But Mirashi suggests that there are certain other 
characteristics of the grant which make it not unlikely that 
the record is genuine. It is undoubtedly in characters of 
the 10th century to which it may be referred, supposing that 
its date is recorded in the Vikrama era. The date is fortun
ately given with full details and therefore admits of 
verification. fTIt corresponds, for the expired Vikrama year 
1033 to Saturday, the 18th November 976 on which day the 9th 
tithi of the dark fortnight of Margasir§a ended l8h. 45 nw 
after mean s u n r i s e . T h e  Cahamana King Bhoja, maternal
grandfather of Camuijdaraja is unknown from any inscriptions,

2but the Apabhranisa work Kathakosa of ^ricandra mentions

1. op.cit.
2. See Catalogue of Sanskrit and Bakrit MSS. in C.P. 8 Beria 

p. 726-7*
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a king named Bhoja who flourished about that time and may
have belonged to the Cahamana dynasty. The Kathakosa was
composed by ^ricandra who was patronized by the grandsons of
Sajjana, a minister of Mularaja of A$ahilapura, most probably
the first Gujarat Caulukya King. While giving his spiritual
genealogy 3ricandra mentions that Gu^akara who was his
parama guru was honoured by Gangeya, Bhoja and other Kings,
These kings were therefore contemporaries of Mularaja. They
must be differentiated from the famous King Gahgeya and
Bhoja of the Kalacuri and Paramara dynasty respectively, who
ruled in the first half of the 11th century. A Calukya
feudatory named Gangeya who flourished about this time is
known from the inscription of his grandson Durlabharaja dated 

11075 A.D. Bhoja who was his contemporary, may have 
belonged to the Cahamana dynasty as stated in the 
Varu^asarmaka plates.

Besides, the present record gives some information 
about the ancestry of Camu$<Jaraja which receives confirmation 
from another source. The Chroniclers mention several ancestors, 
none of whom, except Raji are known from epigraphic records. 
They do not mention Vyalakahci, but the grant is corroborated
by the Kumarapalacaritra of Jayasimha which mentions

-  2Kancikavyala as the grandfather of Mularaja. The name

1, JBBRAS• Vol. XXVI, 257 ff.
2. Bharatiya Vidya, 1945* Part 6, pp.90. 92.
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Vyalakanci is too unusual to suggest itself to a forger 
unless it was historical. The account of the ancestry of 
Mularaja given in the Kumarapalacaritra, which is said to 
have been based on tradition aitihya looks on the whole to be 
more trustworthy than the fanciful legends recorded by other 
Prabandhakaras* The old characters, and finally this striking 
corroboration of ancestry in one important respect - all lend 
their support to the view that the grant is genuine.TT Accord
ing to KPC. it would seem that Raji came from Mathura and not 
Kanauj. But no records of the Caulukyas have been found 
either in Mathura or Kanauj. On the other hand, from 
inscriptions it can be seen that a Caulukya family was ruling 
in central India in the 9th and 10th centuries. In 1930,
M.B.Garde, found some fragments of a stone inscription at

T 1Maser in the Bhilsa district, which on palaeographic 
grounds he has referred to the 10th century. This inscription 
mentions a line of 3ulki Kings* Their progenitor was 
Bharadvaja who was born from a drop of water which fell from 
the an.jali of the creator. The inscription mentions some 
kings of this line like Narasimha and Kesari and describes 
their wars with the Kalacuris, their neighbours on the East, 
as well as with the Lata Kacchavaha and Hu$a Kings. Nara- 
Simha was a feudatory of Krsnaraja, who has identified with 
K^ija or K^ijapa, the younger brother of Candella King

1. Dept, of Arch. Gwalior State. 1930-31- P* 10.
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Dhangal whose known dates range from 954-1002. These kings 
therefore flourished in the 10th century* The fragmentary 
state of the inscription makes it difficult to say how long 
this family continued to rule in central India.

Mirashi identifies 3ulki with Caulukya and Calukya,
and says that this family, meaning the Calukyas of Central
India, bears unmistakable affinity to the Caulukya dynasty
of Gujarat.” The Calukyas of Central India seem to have

2ruled in a place called Ma^tamayura in the 9th century, 
where Avantivarman erected a matha for a 3aiva ascetic whom 
he had invited to his country. The Caulukya (Calukya) 
princes Simhavarman, Sadhanva and Avanivarman, the ancestors 
of Nohala, the Queen of Kalacuri Yuvarajadeva I (c. 915-940) 
probably belonged to this family, for the Bilhari inscription

3says that they too were descended from Bharadvaja. Another 
place in Calukyan territory was Madhumatl which was probably 
situated on the river Madhuveni (modem Mahuwar) a tributary 
of the Betwa. These Calukya Kings of Central India were 
staunch supporters of ^aivism as were Mularaja and some of 
his descendants. Mirashi also gives a few more points of 
comparison; Mularaja also claimed descent from Bharadvaja and 
some of the names i.e. Narasimha and Kesari resemble those 
of MularajaTs ancestors, Simhavikrama and Harivikrama etc.

1. El. XXV. 280.
2. El* I. 355*
3. El. I. 257. v. 30-33.
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*TA11 these points of similarity leave a little doubt that the 
two families were related to each other and that Mularaja or 
his father originally hailed from Central India.n

We find that it is quite possible that both Calukya and 
Caulukya dynasties belonged to one race, but that cannot be 
proved definitely till there is more corroborative evidence 
from epigraphic sources. True, there are points that are 
common to both, firstly, the name: then the claim that they 
both descended from Bharadvaja.'*' They both have the story 
of * CulukaT which can be explained as an invention by the

'Ibards to trace their origin. And if it can be proved that 
Raji was of a Calukyan descent and from Central India, then 
the whole problem would be solved* It is hard to believe, 
though that Raji came from Mathura* It is hardly likely that 
a prince of a kingdom where the religion was Vai$#avism would 
come to Saura^t^a, the home of devout ^aivism. This is, of 
course, only if one places any reliability in the Chroniclers, 
according to whom Raji came on a pilgrimage to Somanatha. But 
if we take Raji to have come from Central India, where there 
were ^aivite rulers, then it is very natural for him to come 
to Saura^tra. On the other hand Kalya$a Kanaka means an 
excellent, beautiful royal camp, and need not be taken as 
name of a specific place. As far as Kanyakubja is concerned,

1. And were followers of the same religion, 3aivism. 
tl.
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may be that the Chroniclers had heard of the might of Kananj 
and simply linked Raji with the most famous place they had 
heard of* And if} Raji was in any way connected with the 
3ulki or Calukyas of Central India, then there is no reason 
to disbelieve the chronicles which say that he was descended 
from the Calukyas.

It is very difficult indeed to prove whether the 
Varupasarmaka grant is genuine or not. Nowhere in the Caulukya 
grants do we hear of Cahamana King Bhoja or the name of 
Mularaja1s wife. The only point in favour of its being 
genuine is that it mentions the name Vyalakanci which 
corroborates the evidence of Jayasimha!s Kumarapala 
Caritra. The ancestry given by ^ayasimha is rather fantastic 
and there is no reason to believe that while the other 
Chroniclers were wrong Jayasimha was correct about Mularajafs 
ancestry. Vyalakanci is indeed a very strange name and it is 
doubtful whether any ruler in whose family were such names as 
Simhavikvama, Harivikrama, Narasimha and Rama would assume 
such a name, we find it very difficult to believe that the 
Varupasasmaka grant is genuine. It may have been forged at 
a later time to show hereditary ownership of certain fields 
in Varupasarmakapura. The name of the dynasty is given as 
^aulkikas, while in the early years of the Caulukya rule only 
the name Caulukya was used.
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It would therefore seem that Raji came from somewhere 
in Central India, most probably related in some way to the 
Calukyan family, to pay homage to $iva at Somnath. This 
would show that the Chroniclers were not incorrect when they 
recorded that Raji was a member of the Galukya family, 
hence so much confusion in the names.
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The Caulukyas.

Mularaja I.
We have, fortunately, epigraphic sources for the reign

of Mularaja I, and for his successors as -well. The Chronic-
1lers also give much information about him* PBC. devotes much

space to him. Meru-tuhga starts with the invasion of a
2Sapadalaksa King who came to the border of the land of 

Gujarat to attack Mularaja, At the very same time arrived 
Barava, the general of the monarch that ruled over the 
Tilanga country. King Mularaja, in deliberation with his 
ministers, laid before them the probability that, while he 
was fighting with one enemy, the other would attack him * in
the rear. They said to him, ,fIf you throw yourself into the

3 _fort of Kantha, and tide over some days, when the Navaratra
festival comes, the King of Sapadalaksa will go to his 
capital of ^akambhari to worship his family goddess* In the 
interval we will conquer the general named Barava* And after 
him the King of Sapadalaksa also.ff When he heard this 
advice of the ministers, the King said **will not the disgrace 
of running away attach to me in the world?** But they said,- 
*?That the ram retires, the reason is that he may butt* The

1 • PBC . Tawney. 23 *
2• Sandhau.
3. Modern Kanthkot in the eastern (Vagad) division of Kacch,
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lion also, in wrath, contracts his body, eager for the
spring, with enmity hid in their hearts, employing secret
counsels, The wise endure anything, making it of little
account/7 Persuaded by this speech of theirs, Mularaja
threw himself into the fort of Kantha* The King of Sapadal-
ak^a passed the rainy season in Gujarat, and when the
Navaratra came on, he planted the city of ^akambhari on the
very ground where his camp stood, and having brought his
family goddess to the spot, began the Navaratra festival
there. Mularaja, hearing of that occurrence perceived that
his ministers were men of no resource, and developing in that
crisis great intellectual brightness, he proceeded to

1compose a state paper and summoned by a royal rescript all 
the neighbouring feudal lords, and by the mouth of the 
Pahcakula who was secured by spending money on a fictitious 
account, he appealed to all the Rajputs and foot soldiers by 
pointing to the noble deeds of their families, and won 
them over by suitable gifts and other attentions. Then he 
informed them of the time agreed upon and placed them all 
near the camp of the King of Sapadalaksa. On the day fixed, 
Mularaja mounted a splendid female camel, and with its 
keeper traversed a great tract of the country, and in the 
early morning unexpectedly entered the camp of the Sapadal- 
ak^a King and dismounting from the camel alone, sword in

1 .
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hand, said to the King7s doorkeeper, 77Is the King at 
leisure at present? Inform your master that King Mularaja is 
entering the royal door/7 And with these words he pushed the 
servant away from the neighbourhood of the door with a blow 
of his strong arm, and himself entered the royal pavilion at 
the very moment that the doorkeeper was saying, 7THere is 
King Mularaja entering the door/7 and sat down on the King7s 
bed. The King, beside himself with fear, kept silence for a 
moment, and then shaking off his terror to a certain extent, 
he said 77Are you really King Mularaja?77 Mularaja said in 
clear tones 77Xes77, The Sapadalakqa King, hearing this utter
ance, was proceeding to make some remark suitable to the 
occasion, when those soldiers with whom it had been previously 
arranged, four thousand in number surrounded the pavilion.
Then Mularaja said to that King, 77When I was reflecting 
whether on this terrestrial globe there was any king heroic 
enough to stand against me in battle or not, you arrived 
exactly in accordance with my wishes. But as flies alight in 
swarms at meal-times, this general of the King of land of 
Tilanga, who is named Tailapa, has come to conquer me. So I 
have come here to ask you to abstain from attacking me in the 
rear, and similar operations, while I am engaged in chastis
ing him/7 When Mularaja had said this, the King replied,
77Since you, though a sovereign, are so careless of your life, 
as to enter thus alone the dwelling of your enemy, like a 
common soldier, I will make peace with you until the end of
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my life.I? When the Sapadalkpa monarch said this, Mularaja
rejected his overtures, saying, ?tDo not speak t h u s a n d
when invited to take food he refused the invitation out of
contempt. He rose up, grasping his sword in his hand, and
mounting that female camel, surrounded by that very body of
troops, he fell upon the camp of the general Barava, He
killed him, and captured his horses, ten thousand in number
and eighteen elephants and while he was encamping, the
Sapadalakpa King, having been informed of this fact by his
spies, took to flight,”

This is the story given by Merutunga, and we have no
definite positive evidence to prove its authenticity. But we
have given this episode in full detail because it illustrates
the simple narrative of Merutunga, This conflict between
the king of Sapadalakpa, evidently a Cahamana King, and
Mularaja is mentioned in other chronicles. The Hammiramaha-»

1kavya says that Vigraharaja, tenth in succession from
Vasudeva of the Cahamana lineage killed Mularaja and

2weakened the Gurjara country, Indraji and Jackson are of 
the opinion that the Sapadalakga king defeated Mularaja and 
at his submission, did not press his advantage. But if this 
was the case Mularaja1s victory over Barappa seems improbable. 
The existence of Barappa can be proved by the Surat Grant of

1, Author Nayacandra. IA, VII. 59* Text published,
2. BG, Vol.I. Pt. I. p. 159.
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-  1Kirtiraja, grandson of Barappa, dated in 1018 A.D. Giving

twenty years to a king brings Barappa*s date to 978, a year
2 3which falls in the reign of Mularaja (941-996 A.D.) And the

statement of PBC. that Barappa was a general of Tailapa seems
correct. The southern form of the name Barappa seems to
support the statement. It is quite possible that Tailapa,
after overthrowing the Ra^t^akutas in 972 A.D.^ placed a
general in military charge of Lata, allowing him freedom to

5attack his neighbours. The DV. devotes much space to this 
conflict between Barappa and Mularaja. In short, it says that, 
*f0nce when Mularaja received presents from various Indian 
Kings, Dvarappa, King of La£adesa sent an ill-omened elephant. 
The marks being examined by royal officers and by prince 
Camuh<Ja, they decided the elephant would bring destruction 
on the King who kept him. The elephant was sent back in 
disgrace and Mularaja and his son started with an army to 
attack Latadesa and avenge the insult. In his march Mularaja 
first came to ^vabhravati or Sabaramati, which formed the
boundary of his kingdom, frightening the people. From the
-  «6Sabaramati he advanced to the ancient Puri where also the

people became confused. The Lata King prepared for fight, and

1. WZKM. 1893. Band VII, pp.88-89.
2. PBC. Though first misc. 974. Baroda Gt. IA. IV. 72-77.
3. Balera Cp. El, X. 76-̂79.

Author Nayacandra, IA. VII. 59.
4.
5. Canto 6. verses 27-101.
6. Broach, according to the commentator, Abhayatilaka.
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was slain by Camu#<ja in single combat* Mularaja advanced to
1Broach where Barappa who was assisted by the island Kings

opposed him* Camilla overcame them and slew Barappa* After
this success Mularaja and Camu$(Ja returned to Anahilapura*

The DV* calls Barappa King of Latadesa; the PBC * calls
him the general of Tailapa King of Teiingana; the
Sukrtasankirtana a general of the Kanyakubja King, and the 

T 2Kirtikaumudi a general of the Lord of Lata. The Chroniclers 
get some support from the epigraphic evidence and it can be 
shown that to some extent they did report historical facts.
We have seen eralier that BarappaTs identification can be 
arrived at by Surat grant of Kiriiyaja. The grant of Trilo- 
canapala, grandson of Kirtiraja also mentions Barappa. 
Furthermore Biihler found a confirmation for the statement in

3PBC * that Mularaja took shelter in Kanthadurga. In the Kacji 
grant, dated 9$7 A.D* we read that Mularaja resembled 
"Tryambaka [^iva] since he took up his residence on a
mountain, just as the god dwells on the Mount [Kailasa].T?

. . 5  -As Anahilapataka," says Buhler, nthe residence of Mularaja
was situated in an entirely flat sandy country and not even
fifty miles of any hill; the inference may be made that the

1.
2. Canto II. v* 3«
3. PBC. p*23*
k* Tryambaka iva Vihitacalasrayak* IA. VI. 183-&A-* of 191-2.
5. ibid.
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prasastikaraT in his anxiety to find points of resemblance 
between his patron and the various gods, found nothing more 
to the purpose than Mularaja*s temporary stay on the hill of 
Kantha, which he boldly compared to 3ivafs residing on 
Kailasa .?T

On examining the two conflicting statements by Hammira-
Mahakavya* and the PBC., on the outcome of the war with the
King of ^apadalaksa, the grant of the Calukya Triocanapala is
of some help. DV. tells us that Mularaja and CamuijcJa crossed
the river Sabaramati and killed Barappa. The grant of
Trilocanapala describes Goggiraja, Barappafs son and
successor, as the ?Tfirst home of the family ... who relieved
his own land like a greater vifjju, the land that was seized

1upon by powerful enemies like demons.* It is quite possible
that this refers to the Caulukyas who defeated his father
and seized Lata, This own land*.

Another war to which the Chroniclers refer is the one
2with Lak§araja, the King of Kacch. Meru£unga tells us that 

this prince was the son of Phulatja and Kamalata, the daughter 
of a Paramara King called Klrtiraja, Lak^araja, owing to 
the boon of Tasoraja, whom he had propitiated was altogether 
invincible. He repulsed Mularaja*s army eleven times. But in 
the twelfth encounter Mularaja besieged him at Kapilakoti, 
killed him in single combat, and trod on the flowing beard

1. IA. XII. p.203* vs. 10-11.
2. PBC. 27*28. 150,
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0 ;p f o e ,

King Kirtiraja, the Paramara has not yet been identified
but it does show the existing enmity between the Paramaras
and the Caulukyas, Yasoraja is identified with Yasovarman of
Malwa by Indraji, but this seems hardly possible, firstly
because there is no mention of such a connection in the PBC.,
and, secondly, Yasovasman of Malwa ruled from c. 1134-42 A.D.
We have no direct evidence for such a conflict between
Mularaja and Lak$araja, but if there is any foundation of
fact in this story, these hostilities must have begun long
before the invasion of the rulers of La£a and ^akambhari. For
MularajaTs retirement to Kanthko^ shows that he was already
master of Eastern Kacch. Another piece of evidence is a

1grant of Bhimadeva I of the year 1029 A.D. which states that
*fthe King of Kings, Bhimadeva who resides in Anahilapafaka,

2addresses all officials and inhabitants of Masura, situated 
in the dvadasa of Gha$aha<Jika, in the province of Kachha,

3and announces the following grant - to Bhattaraka. Ajapala, 
son of Kcarya Marigalasiva, an emigrant of Nava^isaka, 
situated in Kachha,

Bhimadeva granted this village as the sovereign of

1. IA. VI. 194.
2. Village, or boundary village untraceable on any map.
3. Acc. to Buhler who reed, the information from Mr. Khakar, 

descendants of this Bhattaraka existed up to 1&77 i-n 
Kachh.
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Kacch, and it is very probable that it had been incorporated 
in the Caulukya Kingdom since the days of Mularaja. The
Vastupala Teja^pala Prasasti of Jayasimha also tells us that

-  1Mularaja humbled the chief of Kacch.
The 3JV. gives a somewhat different description of the 

death of Laksaraja. Hemacandra connects Mularaja*s struggles 
against the ruler of Kacch and the Sbhlra chieftain of
Saura§£ra into one episode. Of Graharipu, the chieftain of

—  —  .. oSaura^tra, he says that, he lived at Vamanasthali, a city
resplendent with the flags of Hanuman and Garuda, and at 

_ 3Durgapali. He ate the flesh of animals and drank spirituous
iliquor. The tMlecchat hunted in Revatacala and at Prabhasa

slew deer which should not be slain. He took the flesh of
cows, despised the Brahmans and killed the pilgrims going to
Prabhasa. We are then told that, being asked by Somanatha
(3iva) in a dream to destroy Graharipu, Mularaja, though on
good terms with the Abhira ruler, marched against him. In
the struggle that followed Graharipu was taken prisoner, and
Lakha was killed, Mularaja then went to Prabhasa and

5worshipped the linga at Somanatha.
There is no epigraphic support of this account, but 

Mularaja*s pilgrimage to Somanatha is supported by Meru£eniga

1. GOS, Noj,X. App. I, 5& ff. vs, 5-6,
2. Vanthali.
3. id. with Junagadh.
4. Mod. Somnath Pa-faQ.*
5. IA. IV. 72-77.



who tells us that Mularaja went every Monday to TSomesvara- 
pattana out of devotion to the god 3iva, and Somanatha was 
so pleased with his devotion that after informing him of his 
intention, he came to the town of MaijtJali. The King caused 
there to be built the Mulesvara temple. Buhler has pointed 
out that this is evidently to be identified with Mulana- 
thadeva to which Mularaja assigned the village of Kamboika 
by his Kadi grant dated 9^3 A.D.

The defeat of Graharipu, the King of Saurastra is
1described in detail by Hemacandra alone. According to him

Mahadeva appeared to Mularaja one night in a dream and asked
him to destroy Graharipu. Next morning the King consulted
Jambaka and Jehula. They were his Mahamantrin and Mahapradhana,
according to Abhayatilaka Gani.Mularaja then told them of his
dream, but said that he was a little hesitant to take action
because he himself had established Graharipu, even though he

2was guilty of harassing the pilgrims. Jehula replied that
3Graharipu was an Abhira, that he tortured the pilgrims and 

killed them, ate meat and drank wine. He had defeated many

1. Dvyasraya^
2. Krito maya Graharipu. Dv* ii. v, 59*
3. DV, ii. v. 109.
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kings, particularly Sindhupati, who according to Abhayatilaka
1Ga$i was the King of Sindh, and had been forced to pay 

tribute of horses and elephants to Graharipu* Moreover he
2had committed the sin of hunting chamari deers in Ujjayanta. 

For these reasons the minister advised the king to kill 
Graharipu,

Then Jambaka began to give a description of GraharipuTs 
strength. He was a mighty king and had a most important ally

3in Lak§a who had freed Kachha from the Turu§kas. This 
Laksa was the son of Phulla and was an inseparable friend of 
the king of Saura§lpra.^ With such a powerful ally 
Graharipu was very strong. Therefore, Jambaka asked
Mularaja to defeat him, as he was the only one who was able

5 -to do so. This seems to have decided Mularaja* He set out
after the Vijayadasaml day in the month of Asvina, with a 
large army and all due pomp. In the course of a few days he

w 6 —reached the Jambumatr forest. There a messenger of Grahar
ipu came to talk ( ) and reminded Mularaja that he had no

1. ibid^ v. 83*
2. Girnar. DV,
3. Yudho1 paraji$$ur-arer-abhirustrata Turu^kan api Kaccha- 

desat. This literally seems to mean that Lak§a had saved 
the Turuskas from Kaccha, but according to the Editor of 
the DV. (S,P.Pandit) the phrase means that Lak§a saved 
Kaccha from the Turuskas which seems more likely. If we 
take it literally it might fit in with the hypothesis that 
Graharipu was a Muslim. D.V. 11. V, 105.

4. DV. 11. 106.
5. ibid. 108-9.6. ftemacandra does not mention the J. forest. It is mentioned 

by A. Ga$i. DV, IV. v.l.
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quarrel with the Xbhira King, and urged him to go back. But
Mularaja did not take any notice of it. He replied that
Graharipu was a despicable man who troubled the pilgrims,
lived with other people!s wives, had destroyed Prabhasatirtha
and had hunted in the Vjjayanta: obviously, all this

1happened because he was born of a Mlechha woman. Saying
thus, Mularaja turned away the messenger.

The messenger having failed in his mission, Graharipu
began to prepare to fight. He was joined by the Medas, the
famous King Laksa, and his own sons. Various forms of
spirits appeared, revealing bad omens. Nevertheless within
a very short time, Grahari "passed through the great forest
on the bank of the river [which was] the daughter of the
wife of Surya, [thereby] causing a panegyric to be written.
As it were, in Yavana alphabets, by the [profuse] ichor of
tuskers satisfied by the barley plants spoiled by the cold

2[touch] of the great forest,"
Then Graharipu reached the Jambumali river, which has

been identified with the river Bhogavati or Bhogao which
3passes the village Jambu to the east of Vadhvan. There he 

was joined by a king called Sindhuraja.^ Then came Lak^a, 
ready for the battle,

1. DV, IV, vs. 25-33.
2. DV, IV.^v, 76. Surya-tanaya tate himani-slta-yavani typta 

danti-danaih.^TV, A.K.M. p. 26, Yavananya lekhyan- 
prasastim nveso !va$yanih k§aijal-lalahghi.

3, IA. XII. 192.
4, discussed later.
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Mularaja also arranged his army and was joined by
Kings called Revafcimitra ^ailaprastha, Mahitrata and Revati-
mitraTs friend Gangamaha, the King of Garigadvara and his
brother Gangamaha. Then came the Bhilla army, the Kauravas
who were the sons of Kuru Kings and the friends of the
desert King. Then after the fight began, Mularaja was joined
amongst others, by his Gujarati soldiers and the Kings of
Saptakasi, The Paramara King of Western Abu also joined 

2him. When the fighting became serious, Graharipu received
the help of one Ak§auhini of Mlechhas, who, Abhayatilaka

3Gani explains, came from Turu^ka. Then there was a long 
combat between Mularaja and Graharipu at the end of which
Mularaja struck down his opponent and had him securely

A — wbound. Thereupon Lak§a came and asked Mularaja to release
Graharipu, but he refused because Graharipu was a beef eater. 
Then there was a terrible fight between Mularaja and Lak§a, 
till at last Mularaja pierced Lak^a with a spear and killed 
him. Then people of Saura§£ra came to Mularaja, dressed as 
women, whereupon he released the prisoners and left the 
battlefield to visit the holy city of Prabhasa.

It appears that all the allies of Mularaja mentioned

1. Mitre Revatimitrasya ra$ayottaasthatus tada 
Gangadvatapati Gangamaha-Gangamah-anujan. DV* V.V.2.

2. discussed later.
3. A.Gani explains that one AksauhinI is composed of 21,870 

elephants, same number of chariots, 64,610 horses, and 
l,o9,350 foot soldiers, implying^that this number of 
Mlechha troops actually joined Mularaja.

4* DV. V VV. 102-3.
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by Hemacandra are fictitious. But Graharipu1s ally Lak§a
appears to have existed. Kirtikaumudi, Vasantavilasa and
Suk^tasankirtana mention this fight in single verses and state
that Mularaja defeated Lak^a, the Kachha Bhupala. Merutunga
gives a more detailed account. According to him, Lak§a or
Lakha was the son of a herdsman named Phulatja, who under
romantic circumstances came to marry princess Kamalata,
daughter of the Paramara King Kirtiraja. Lal^sa was the King
of Kachha who had repulsed MularajaTs army eleven times, but
Mularaja besieged him in some fort in the twelfth campaign
and Lak$a was killed by Mularaja in a duel. As Lalc§a lay
dead, Mularaja touched the beard of his dead enemy with his
feet, and Lak§aTs mother cursed him saying, ^Your race will

1be afflicted by leprosy.Tf
From these two descriptions it is certain that a King 

of Kaccha named Lak$a or Lakha Phulani was defeated by
Mularaja, The bardic legends of Kaccha refer to this incident
as well. And, as has been shown above, Kaccha seems to have
become a part of the Caulukya Kingdom.

2 -The story of Graharipu and Mularaja, as depicted by 
Hemacandra, it appears very fictitious. The only thing that 
seems to be certain is that a certain Abhira King Graharipu 
was defeated by Mularaja. Graharipu is hardly a name any

1. PBC. Tawney. 23-4.
2. DV. Sarga V.



King would take. The story about Mahadeva appearing to 
Mularaja in a dream is complete fantasy on the part of 
Hemacandra* Many of the reasons given for MularajaTs attack 
on Graharipu sound absurd, and seem to have been invented by 
the author to justify Mularaja1s aggression, the more so if 
Graharipu was really a vassal of Mularaja, Mularaja may have 
been prompted to aggression by the fact that Lak$a and 
Graharipu combined could be a grave danger to the rising 
Caulukya kingdom. Graharipu1s molesting of the pilgrims may 
have angered Mularaja but his hunting deers in Ujjayanta is 
hardly a strong enough incentive for Mularaja*s attack, 
Ujjayanta is identified with Girnar which was in the terri
tory ruled by Graharipu: since he is said to have ruled at 
Durgapalll, identified with Junagadh.

It is very difficult to say what was the relationship 
between Graharipu and the Mlechhas and Lak$a and Turu^kas.
The Tarikh-us-Sind‘S records an invasion of Kachh by a King 
of Sindh, who was propitiated by a man of the Samma tribe 
named Lakha, who came as ambassador bringing presents and a 
kachha horse, making offering of these, and asking pardon 
for their sins, Duda, the King of Sindh, gave him presents in 
money, a horse and a khilTat allowing him to depart. It is 
tempting to use this statement as corroborating Hemacandrafs 
reference to the liberation of Kachh from the Turu^kas by 
Laksa, but Burgess states that the incidents recorded in the

1, Elliot and Dowson, I, 213.
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Tarikh-us-Sind happened in the middle of the 12th century.
According to the Jadja Chronology proposed by Burgess, Lakha

1Phulani of the bards reigned from 1320-13A4 A.D. But with
out further evidence it is not possible to say anything with 
certainty.

1. ASWI. 11. 196-99



From this account it is clear that the foundation 
Mularaja lay for the Caulukya enpire was very strong and with 
his aggressive nature he brought large part of modern 
Gujarat under his rule. When he came to the throne, he 
was ruling over the Sarsvata ma$(Jala which corresponds to 
region in the Sarasvati valley. But when he died, the 
Caulukyas were masters of the land between Satyapura (modem 
Sanchar) to the river Marmada. This was by no means a 
meagre achievement and it was left upto his successors to 
continue the Caulukyan supremacy over Gujarat. Mularaja 
had appointed one Vira, a Capa officer as one of his 
ministers. This was probably done to please the people of 
A^ahilwad and his wife who was a Capa princess,

Camu^cja the successor of Mularaja was issuing his own
1Charters as early as 977 A.D. in capacity of a Crown 

Prince* According to Hemacandra after Camuijtja's return 
from the victorious campaign against Barapa, Mularaja 
invested him with full royal powers, and had his abhi^eka

2 3performed. In PBC. we read that ,Tone evening after the 
ceremony of waving lights was over, Mularaja gave some 
[chewed] betel to a servant who perceived worms in it. 
Learning this, the King was seized with a desire of

1, Bharatiya Vidya. I. 73*
2. DV. VI. 100. 107.



ascetism, and determined to abandon the -world; he then 
applied fire to the toe of his right foot, and performing 
great gifts through a period of eight days, he ascended 
to heaven

The evidence of both these Chroniclers would go to
show that Mularaja abdicated in favour of his son Camu$d&.

The period of approximately 25 years between the
reigns of Mularaja and Bhima are not so glorious. We have
seen that there was some feud continuing between the
dynasties of the Paramaras and the Caulukyas. It is
difficult to say what the outcome was but it seems that

2Caulukyas gained more advantage. In KBCH we read that
Sindhuraja was killed by Camuptja, but this need not be
taken in its literal sense. It may be taken to mean that
morally Sindhuraja was killed.

From the evidence of one inscription it has been
held that the Western Calukyas reconquered Lata at this

3period. In this inscription, found at Lakkundi, a 
certain Attimabe took permission from Satyasraya to issue 
a grant soon after the King returned from a successful 
campaign in the Gurjara country. This statement is further

1. PBC. 29.
2. Kumarapalabhupalacarita. by Jayasimha Suri. I. 31.
3. Bombay Karnatic Insc. I. No.52.



corroborated by the Kanarese work Gadayuddha of the poet 
1Ranna who flourished during the reigns of Taila II and

Satyasraya. The Lakkundi inscription was issued in 1007 A.D.
and the Gurjara King was supposed to have been Camu$<Ja,

”but”, says Dr. Majumdar, ,?we do not have any evidence that
2would connect Camu£<Ja with Lata or Gurjara.” We have

seen that Camu$gLa defeated Sindhuraja, and Lafa seems to
be the only place over which they could have fought. One
evidence we have in favour of Gamu^cja’s being identical with
Gurjara of Lakkundi is that from the Surat Plates of the

3Trilocanapala we learn that his father Goggiraja
?trelieved his own land like the greater Vi§$u, the land that
was seized upon by powerful enemies like demons.ff
Goggirajafs son Kirtipala is referred to as Mahama$da-

4lesvara and though he does not mention his suzerain it is 
certain that they were feudatories of the Western Calukyas 
with whose help they regained Lata. The "powerful enemies 
like demons” would be the Caulukyas who had previously 
defeated Barappa and occupied Lata. We do not know much 
more about the political career of Camu^a. Hemacandra 
says that he had three sons, Vallabharaja, Durlabharaja

1. POC. XVI. 131.
2. COG. 35.
3. IA. XII. 201.
4. Fleet held that there were other Western Calukyan 

Feudatories who did not mention their suzerain, 
e.g. Bhillama III of the Yadlava family. DKD. 436.



and Nagaraja. Camupcja once asked Vallabha to uproot a
* thornf, an enemy, Vallabha, at his fatherTs command did 

1so, Hemacandra just wrote this, but more information was
given by Abhaya tilak’a Ga$.i that Camu^a having become
licentious was deprived of his Kingdom by his sister
Vacinidevi who placed Vallabha on the throne. Forbes took
this to mean that Camu^a had some improper relations with
his sister, but this is completely baseless, Gaiji continues
saying that after being deprived of his Kingdom, suffering
from his pride, Camu$<}araja left for Ba^iaras, On his way
he was robbed of his royal umbrella probably by the
Paramara King, Camilla returned to his capital and asked
his son Vallabha, to avenge this act and get back the
umbrella from the Malwa King, and this was what led
Camup^a to order his son to uproot the enemy. Meruturiga
says that it was Durlabha who marched through Malwa after
his abdication in favour of his nephew Bhima I under the
same circumstances. This was, according to Merutuhga ,
the primary reason for the rooted enmity between Gujrat and
Malwa, But we have seen that there was enmity between the
two dynasties from the day of Mularaja and Camuij^a.

The date of VallabhaTs accession is hard to
determine, Hemacandra makes no direct reference to him but

1a verse is dedicated to him in the Siddha Hema Candra,

1. Introduction to Siddha-Hema-Candra, p,76, v.10.
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Wherein he has praised the Caulukya Kings, the Vadnagar
-  .. 1Prasasti of Kumarapala includes Vallabha in the genealogy,

as do many others, but not all. Probably Vallabha1s reign
was very short and according to Dr, Ray he probably died

2when Camu$4a was alive, Majumdar rightly suggests that
tTin view of the insertion of the incidents mentioned above
by Abhaytilaka Ga$i, the suggestion of Dr. Ray seems to be
the correct solution to the problem,u

According to PBC, Vallabha ascended the throne after
3Camu$<JaTs death and reigned for six months, and in the 

4Vic, gives him a reign of 14 years. The author appears to
be very confused, probably due to the fact that Vallabha was
ruling after Camu$£a had abdicated. We learn from the same

- ~ 5source that Vallabha besieged Dhara while Hemacandra does
not mention Malwa in connection with Vallabha. But the
Chroniclers were aware of the constant feud between both the
dynasties and therefore must have associated each and every
King with wars between them. We do not read of any specific
achievement in the DV. which was composed soon afterwards
of Vallabha. Every Chronicler mentions that Vallabha had

6a short reign. From DV. we gather that Vallabha died of

1. El. I, 296.
2. DHNI. II. 944-5.
3. PBC. 29.
4. JBBRAS, IX. 155.
5. PBC. 29.
6. DV. VII. vv. 43-49.



smallpox and this has been corroborated by Merutunga.
Camu$4a was still alive at this time, because after placing
his second son Durlabha on the throne, he retired to
fSuklatlrtha, on the banks of Narmada where he died later.^

With Durlabha the reconquest of La$a is associated.
2The Vaglnagar Prasasii says that Ttwhen filled with anger,

he somewhat contracted his eye brows, that forthwith
indicated its result, the destruction of the Lafa country
Jayasimha Suri writes nThen Durlabharaja, having obtained
his Kingdom, a cloud of the forest having destroyed the

3lord of La^adesa, enjoyed his land with his fortunes.” In
the Surat grant of Trilocanapala we read that Kirtipala
the son of Goggiraja lost his kingdom. ^ It is difficult
to determine the exact date of this event, but we have an
inscription of Kirtipala of 1018 A,D, which would show that
this annexation took place some time later. The first

5epigraphic evidence of BhTma is 1030 A.D. We know that
Mahmud of Ghazffi left Ghaziu in 1025 A.D.^ and returned in 

71026. Somna£ha was plundered and he came in contact with 
Bhima. This event must have occupied at least first two

1. DV. VII. vv. 50-5 .
2 * El, I, 302. V. 8.
3. KBCHo I. v. 35.
4. IA, XII. 201.
5. The Radhanpur Plates. IA. VI. 193-
6. IHQ, IX. 934*
7* HIED. II. 249.
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years of Bhimafs reign. From this it would seem that Bhima 
must have come to the throne in about 1024 A.D. This would 
give us approximately from 1018 -9 - 1023-4 as the date of 
Durlabha1s invasion of La£a. 1024 A.D. was probably 
Durlabha!s last date.

Kirtipala, as it has been noted above, was a
Mahama$<Jalesvara of the Western Calukyas of Kalya$i. The
Western Calukya Jayasimha was fighting the Colas from
1019-1024 and in 1024 A.D. we find that Jayasimha had a
camp of victorious army at Kolhapur when trying to vanquish

1the ruler of Kenkan. It is probably during this period 
that Durlabha took the advantage of the situation and 
annexed Lata. An inscription of Bhima of 1029 - 30 A.D. 
records the grant of land in Cutch. As Bhima is nowhere 
credited with conquering Cutch, it would appear that Cutch 
remained a part of the Caulukyan Empire from the time of 
Mularaja. It would seem that under Durlabha the territories 
of the Kingdoms had not shifted much, but we do not have 
evidence for Northern limit of the Kingdom. It probably 
remained the same,

In DV. we read that Durlabha was invited by Mahendra 
to attend the Svayanivara of his sister.Ga^i explains that

1. Miraj Copper-Plate. IA. VIII. 10.
2. Radhanpur C.P. IA. VI. 193.
3° DV. VII. v. 74.
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Mehendra was the King of Naddula in Marudesa, He is 
probably identical with the only King of Mahendra of 
Naddula, a Cahamana. Kielhorn identified him with the 
Prince of the same name who took shelter with the 
Ra^traku'fa King Dhavala when chased by Cahamana Durla- 
bharaja of 3akambhari line.

Durlabha went to the Svayanivara and was accorded a 
good welcome by Mahendra and almost all the girls of the 
city hastened to catch a glimpse of the good-looking 
Caulukya King. The assembly of the Kings included rulers 
of Kasi, Avanti, Chedi, Kuru, Hu$a, Mathura, Vindhya, 
Sndhra and Gurjara. But from all the Kings Durlabhadevi, 
the sister of Mahendra chose Durlabha and garlanded him.
After this ceremony Mahendra gave his younger sister 
Laksmi to Nagaraja, DurlabhaTs younger brother. The 
rejected suitors became very angry with successful Durlabha 
and attacked him when he was returning to Gujarat. Durlabha, 
however, defeated them with comparative ease and returned 
home with his bride.

This narrative is not corroborated by any epigraphic 
evidence, nor by any other Chronicler, And the name of the 
Princess being Durlabhadevi, is a strange coincidence. It

1. El. XI. 68.
2. DV. VII, 79-142.
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may be argued that the name was probably given later, but
there does not seem any truth in this story. But the
marriage between Nagaraja and Lakshmi may have taken place;
it is described in a single verse and rightly Dr. Majumdar
says that^Hemacandra is unlikely to have taken any liberty
regarding the parentage of Bhima. And unless Gani knew the
name of Nagaraja to be true, it is doubtful that he would

1have supplied it.**
We have some evidence as to the last date of DurlabhaTs

2reign. A certain Jnanavimala gives the spiritual lineage
of the Kharatara sect to which he belonged, and traces its
beginning to 1021 A.D. When the great Jaina monk
Vardhamana Suri and his disciple Jinesvara visited the court
of Durlabha in A$ahilapa£aka. It is doubtful that in a
matter of religion and setting up of a sect we would be
given a wrong date. Jnanavimala wrote in 1598 A.D. but we

3also have a work called Kharataragaccha Paptavali which 
mentions that King Durlabha was a contemporary of Vardhamana 
Suri. Therefore we can say with certainty that Durlabha 
either died or abdicated in favour of his nephew Bhima in 
1024 A.D. As noticed above, India was attacked by Mahmud 
of Ghazni in 1025 and at that time Bhima was ruling.

1. C.O.S. 41*
2. Commentator of Mahesvarakavi*s Sabdabheda-Prakasa.
3. I.H.Q. XI. 779.



Durlabha had no children and was very fond of Bhima, the
son of his brother Nagaraja. When Bhima I came of age,
according to the DV, inspite of his protests. Nagaraja
also retired from all public activities at the same time and

1the two brothers died soon after.
Bhima I was one of the greatest rulers of the 

Caulukya dynasty. He withstood the Muslim invasions, and 
at the same time kept on harassing the Paramaras under 
Bhoja. As with Bhoja, many legendary tales are connected 
with Bhima, but we must end our account of the Caulukyas 
at this point because a new era dawns on Gujarat with 
Bhima ITs accession to the throne of Aijahilpaka.

1. DV. VIII. vv. 1-22.
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Conclusion

Thus from our research, one point emerges very 
clearly. That is that since the earliest days Gujarat -was 
the key position for rulers of the South who wanted to 
establish hegemony over the Northern part of the sub
continent. The R5$traku-fas were able to tip the balance 
in Northern India because they recognized the strategic 
importance of Gujarat.

By 1000 A.D. as we have seen the Maitrakas had
disappeared and that region was controlled by the
Caulukyas. Where once the Saindhavas had ruled, that
part of Saura^tra was now ruled by a certain Bashkaladeva

1whose plates were recently discovered at Ghumli. These 
plates were issued in 9^9 A.D. the object of which was to 
record the grant of a village. His capital was at 
Bhutambili within the Mahadurga adhikara$a in the 
Jye§thuka-desa within the Nava-Sura§tra-mag.(Jala. Bashkala 
calls himself a Ra$aka, (a feudatory chief) but makes no 
mention ©f his sovereign. It is not unlikely that his 
overlord was Mularaja I, the Caulukyan ruler who was at

1. El. XXX.
2. An administrative unit.
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this time conquering for the neighbouring territories. The 
latest known plates of the Saindhava dynasty are of 915 A.D. 
and possibly after that the Okha ma$dala district was 
occupied by the members of BashkalaTs family. But this is 
by no means certain. We notice a few facts about these 
plates. Firstly, that under Bashkala it was known 
as Jye§thuka-desa* This has been taken by scholars to mean 
that there is some connection between the Je£hwar and 
Jye§hthuka-desa. According to the traditions Jethwas 
originally came from Ghumli. This seems to corroborate the 
traditional evidence. That Bashkala was a member of this 
ruling family is not an impossibility.

Secondly, this region under the Sain&havas was known 
as Apara- Sura§£ra -Ma$<Jala, but now it is called Nava - 
Sura§fra-ma$4ala. The reason for this change is not known.

There is a difference of 75 years between the last 
known date of the Saindhavas and the only known date of 
Bashkala. It is certain that Bashkala was not a descendant 
of the Saindhavas. If he were so, he would have mentioned 
them in the plates, and would not have dated his plates in 
the Vikrama era, while all the Saindhava grants are dated 
in the Gupta era. In Junaga^h the Ras were still rulers 
because we later read of their wars with the Caulukyas,
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Turning our attention to Gujarat, we find that the
Caulukyas were well established. In ca* 1024 Bhima I
succeeded his uncle Durlabha, which coincided with the rise
of Bhoja in the Paramara dynasty. The Paramaras now were
ruling over the region which was before ruled by the
Gurjara-Pratiharas. Lata was still a district which was
much contested over. As we have seen it was now occupied
by the Caulukyas,

In Rajasthan the Cahaminas of ^akambhari were
emerging as powerful rulers. In 1025 A.D. Muhammad of
Ghazni made his first raid over Sam^nath, but retreated and
was back in Ghazni within a year. But with him he took
treasures of Somnath, the deity of the Caulukyas. We have
instances of Arab settlements in India, In the Ra§t;rakuta

1Charters from Chinchani we read that when Indra III 
(915-28 A.D.) was reigning there was a ruler named 
Madhumala who belonged to the Tajika or Arab community and 
that he had received the entire ma$<Jala or territorial 
division of Samyana from Kr§$araja (II) (878-915 A.D.) 
Madhumati appears to be the Sanskritized form of the 
Arabic name Muhammad. It is stated that Madhumati

1. El. XXXII. Pt. II.
2-, Muhammad is Sanskritized as Madhumada in the Pan jab

Plates of the Kadamba Jayakesin I (1050-80 A.D.). He is 
said to have belonged to the Tajiya Vainsa and to have 
been the son of Aliyana and the father of Chhadana who 
was a capable and popular administrator under the 
Kadambas. Moraes. The Kadamba Kula. p.296,
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conquered the chiefs of all the chiefs of the harbours of 
the neighbourhood apparently on behalf of his master, and 
placed his own officials in them. Verse 19 says that his 
own name was Sugatipa and that he was the son of 
Sahiyaraha or Hlyarahara or Yarahara. Unfortunately it is 
difficult to make out what this name is, because evidently 
it is Sanskritized# Verse 20 says how this governor of 
Samyana, established free ferry on two streams near 
Samyana (apparently on the Sanjan river) we also read that 
SugatipaTs minister was Ruvvaiya.

This inscription is very important for two main 
points. Firstly, this shows that some Arabs had taken 
service with the Indian rulers # This supports statements 
of early Arab writers that the Balharas (Ballaha-rayas or 
Vallabha-rajas (i.e# the Ba?tra^ t as °£ Mankir or Manyakheta) 
were very partial towards Arab Muslims and Ibn Haukal says 
that Muslim governors were employed by the Balharas,

Secondly, this shows that the Ra$trakui:as still had 
some influence over Gujarat and especially that Indra III 
was alive till this date of 926 A«D. This is the only 
inscription to be discovered of an Arab Governor, the 
importance of which cannot be undermined.

As we have seen the Capa territory came under the 
Caulukyas and therefore vanished from the map of Gujarat,
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The first years of the 11th century in Gujarat saw 
the rise of two great emperors - Bhoja of the Paramara 
dynasty and Bhima I of the Caulukya.

We end our research at this juncture because this 
accession of both emperors opens a new age in the history 
of Gujarat. They both fought for the hegemony of Gujarat 
in which the Caulukyas became masters of Gujarat.



The Maitrakas of Valabhi

I. Bhatarka

II. 1 III. i IV I V  ^
Dharasena I. Dro^iasimha Dhruvasena I Dharapa^^a

VI
Guhasena

VII
Dharasena II

VIII XI
Siladitya I nDharmadityaf? Kharagraha

X
Dharasena III

Derabhatta

XI
Dhruvasena II 
TTBaladityan

XII I
Dharasena IV

I
XV

XIV I XIII
Siladitya Kharagraha II. Dhruvasena III
Siladitya II Dharmaditya 

I
XVI Siladitya III I
XVII. Siladitya IV

I
XVIII.Siladitya V
XIX Siladitya V I .

^Dhrubhata5’
1. The Roman numbers show the order of succession.
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Ra§*fcraku£as of Malkhed.

Karkka I

Indra I Kr$$a I

Govinda II Dhruva

Stambha Karkka

i-------Indra III
i

i
K^ n a  II

J
Jagatturiga
 l _

Govinda III Indra

Amoghavar§a I *?3arvaf*

Gandrobalabbe

 I
Amoghavar§a

r
Amoghavar^a II Govinda IV Krsna III Khottiga Nirupama

Karkka II

1. Of Gujarat branch.



The Gur.jaras of Broach. 

Kr^ijara ja 

DacJ4a I 

Jayabhafa I 

Datjija II 

Jayabhafa II

I
Dadda III

Jayabhafa III

Ahirola

!
Jayabhata IV



The Ra^rakut^as of Gujarat.

Indra

Karkka Suvar$avar§a

Dhruva I.- Dharavar^a

Akalavar^a

Dhruva II Govinda

Govinda

Dantivarman

K^snaraja



The Gurjara-Pratiharas

X

Devaraja
I _

Vatsaraja

Nagabha^a II 

Ramabhadra

Bhoja

Dehanagadevi 85 Mahendrapala « Mahidevi

Bho jail V inayakapala

X

.  i
Nagabha'fa I

I
Kakkuka

Mahendrapala II Devapala



The Saindhavas of Ghumli

Kp^naraja II

Agguka II

Pufyadeva

Kpsnaraja I

Agguka I

Ranaka I 
0

Jaika I

Camu£<}ara ja

Agguka IV

Jaika II

Agguka III 

Ranaka II 

Yuvaraja Jaika
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iCapas of Vardhamana

Vikramarka

Ad<Jaka

Pulakesi

Dhruvabha^a Dhara$ivaraha

1. Ha<J<Jala Plates of Dhara#ivaraha 914 A.D, IA, XII,
193 ff.



1Capas of Anahilapataka.

Vanaraja

Yogaraja

Rat#naditya

Ksemaraja

Akatjadeva

Bhuyatjadeva

1. For detailed genealogy see the Chapter on the Capas.
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The Paramara Dynasty - Showing the relationship between 
various branches,

I Upendra (K^ijaraja)1
f

II Vairisirfiha I
\

III Siyaka Ii
IV Vakpati I

i
V Vairisimha II -,<!Vajra$a'? I

VI Siyaka II "Harsa"

Pambarasimha
»

Dhanika
Caca

fCa$<Japa 
i _Satyaraja

VII Vakpati-Munja VIII Sindhu Limbaraja
raja

r — --------------f ^  1-----------------^

Candana^ Ara$yaraja IX Bhoja I Dusala

Ma$<Jalika .
i

Camu$<Jaraja

Vijayaraja
Devaraja Adbhuta- . K^ijaraja X Jayasimha Devaraja

Aparajita 3rinathaghostdXI Udayaditya Dhandkuka
( I - 1Vijjala Mahlpala K^s^iaraja
J _ I

Dharavarsa Dhandhuka
- I 1Visala !

J— T-----Pur^apala Lahi#idevi

1. The Paramara branch ruling in Malwa. The Roman numbers 
denote that main branch.

2. Vagada branch. 3* Jalar branch, 4. 5bu branch,
5. Bhinmal branch.
x. Caca was the son of DhanikaTs brother.
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The Caulukyas

Mularaja I

Camuij<jaraja

- - 1Durlabharaja Vallabharaja Nagaraja

Bhima

Kanja

Jayasimha Siddharaja

Kumarapala

1. Nagaraja did not rule.



Cahamanas of Broach.

Mahesvaradama

Bhlmadama

Bhartpra<J<jha I

Haradama

Dhrubha^a

Bhart^vagLdha I I



The Gurjaras of Broach,

In the region between the rivers Kim and Mahi in
Gujarat inscriptions dated in the Kalacuri era have been
found. They belong to the Gurjara dynasty of Broach and range
from the year 63O to 73&. A.D. This region appears to have
been under the direct rule of the Kalacuris up to the year
611 at least; in that year the Kalacuri King Buddha-raja

1granted a village in the Broach district. After the over
throw of the Kalacuris by Pulakesin II, the ruler of the 
Western Calukyan dynasty extended his kingdom upto the river
Kim in addition to the province of Konkan and the three

2 3Mahara^tras, as well as Southern Gujarat. In the mean
time emperor Har§a was conquering regions far and wide and 
presumably Pulakesiua II placed the Gurjara King Dadda II as 
his vassal in order to create a buffer state, Dadda II

1. C.I.I. IV. No.5.
2. The Marathi speaking parts of States of Bombay, Madhya 

Pradesh and Hyderabad, In the Aihole Inscription^, El. VI, 
p. 1 ff he is called the lord of the three Mahara^tras 
comprising 99 thousand villages.

3. Vikramaditya I who succeeded Pulakesin II appointed his 
younger brother Jayasimha to Governor South Gujarat parts 
of North Konkan and the Nasik district, Navasari Plates 
of Jayasimha1s son Siladitya state that the prosperity
of Jayasimha was augmented by his elder brother 
Vitramaditya I, C.I.I. IV. No,27 line, 9*
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probably had taken the advantage of hostility and •warfare
between the Kalacuris and Western Calukyas and acquired some
territory, Dadda on his part was probably much relieved at

* 1the support gained. The Aihole inscription of Pulakesin II
tells us that Lata*s King, who was in all probability none
other than Dadda II, with others being impressed by Pulake-
siuTs valour, became as it were, teachers of how feudatories
subdued by force should behave,

Dadda IITs grants are the earliest Gurjara records
discovered so far in Gujarat, Kielhom has shown that both
in their eulogistic and formal parts they were drafted on the
mould of the earlier Kalacuri grants and from this he rightly
conjectured that ??the family of these chiefs (Gurjaras) rose
to independence only after the time of Kalacuri King Buddha-

2raja n 611 A.D, Thus the Gurjaras, although feudatories 
of the Western Calukyas, made use of the Kalacuri era and 
based their grants on those of the Kalacuri Kings, The

3Kaira Copper-Plate of Dadda II mentions two earlier princes 
of the dynasty: his grandfather Dadda and his father Jayab- 
hata, Vltaraga. The former had the title of Samanta, and 
Fleet rightly conjectured that he and his son were feudatories of 
Buddharaja, As the known dates of Dadda II range from 6 30- 
612, he probably ruled from ca 620-645* His grandfather can

1. E ,I, VI, 6,
2. E.I. VI, 296.
3. C.I.I. IV. 17,
4. B.G, I. pt, II. 315.
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be referred to the period 570-595 &nd his father from 595“
618 or 619. But there is no way in which these dates can be
corroborated. The contemporary Kalacuri Kings were
K;rsnaraja and his son ^ankaragana. It is again doubtful
whether Dadda I was at all ruling in the Broach region,

1because from a copper plate found at Sankheda we learn that
a certain Nihirullaka was ruling over the lower Narmada
Valley, later on the heart of the Gurjara Kingdom, as a
feudatory of the Kalacuri King 3ankara-Ga$a, After this the
region was under the direct rule of the Kalacuris as shown by

2the Sarsva$i grant of Buddharaja. The Gurjaras therefore, 
must have come to rule the Broach region only after the 
defeat of the Kalacuris, It would appear that the two 
predecessors of Dadda II were of no importance at all and 
were probably minor officers or landlords under the Kalacuris. 
And only when the hostility between the Kalacuris and the 
Western Calukyas flared up and resulted in the disappearance 
of the former, could Dadda II, as a Vassal of Pulakesin II 
gain the Kingdom of Broach.

The origin of these Gurjaras, as of the other dynasties, 
is very obscure, and here we will attempt to give only the 
details of political history. Their origin will be discussed 
in Appendix

1. C.I.I. IV. no.13.
2. E.I. VI. 296 ff.
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Dadda I ,

There are no records found of this ruler, but from the
Kaira grants of his grandson Dadda II we learn that he was a

1devotee of the Sun, We are told that the lands at the foot 
of the Vindhyas delighted him, which seems to suggest that he 
raided the country up to Vindhyas from his base, most probably 
in Rajasthan. He may be referred to the period between the 
years 570-595.

Jayabhafa I.
We know very little about this King. He was given the 

- 2Biruda nVitaraga.,? - one whose passion had vanished - and 
from this w e may suggest that he was probably a man of 
peaceful nature. He had two sons, Dadda II and Rapagraha; 
the latter was apparently placed in charge of the Eastern 
part of the kingdom by his brother. 3Tayabhata may have 
flourished in the years between Ca. 595- 61&-19.

Dadda II.
This ruler was also known as ?*Prasanta-rajau - one 

whose passion had subsided. He is known from several in
scriptions, and was the real founder of the Gurjara Kingdom 
in Lata. His Kaira plates*^ are dated 629-30 A.D. and 634-35

1. C.I.I. IV. nos. 16-17.
2. C.I.I. IV. nos. 16-17.
3. C.I.I. IV, nos, 16-17.



* 1 " and record the grant of siri§apadvaka to certain Braljmaijas.
2The other sets of plates were issued in 641-2, and record 

the grant of two fields in the village of K^iyasaYa in the
3Sarngamakhetaka visaya.

Dadda II is also mentioned in the fragmentary Sankheda 
grant of his brother Ra$agraha dated 641. As stated above, 
Dadda II was obliged to acknowledge the suzerainty of 
Pulakesin II soon after the latter carved out a kingdom for 
himself in the lower Narmada Valley. On the seals of his 
plates Dadda II is styled Samanta, or feudal lord, while in 
his grants he is said to have won the Pancamahasabda.

Like his grandfather he was a sun-worshipper * Dadda II 
heads the genealogy in all the later records, which corrobor
ates to some extent the view that he was the real founder of 
the Gurjara Kingdom. His descendants took pride in describing 
him as one *?who had a canopy of glory, possessing the grace 
of a moving large and white cloud, which had sprung from his 
protection of the King of Valabhi when he was attacked by the 
illustrious emperor Har§a.??̂

It has been recognized that a mere Samanta could not 
have given protection to a Maitraka ruler against Har$a 
without any assistance. Besides, it is interesting to note 
that Dadda II himself does not mention the incident in

1. Modern Sisodva 11 miles from Auklesvar in Broach.
2. C.I.I. IV. nos, 19-20,
3. Modern Sankheda.
4*. Navsari Plates of Jayabhata III, 706 A.D. C.I.I. IV. 1.35. 

line 4*
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his grant of 641 which was made co-wards the end of his reign*
Scholars are uncertain as to who the supporting sovereign was *

1According to R*C*Majumdar, Dadda II was a feudatory of the 
Pratiharas, who were hereditary enemies of Har§a. But it is 
doubtful whether they were at that time strong enough to 
resist Har^a or to provoke him by helping the Gurjara ruler

2in shielding a Maitraka ruler* From the Aihole inscription
3and the description of Hiuen-Tsang we learn that after 

having gathered forces from the five Indies and the best 
generals from all countries, Har§a advanced in person, 
relying on his formidable elephant force* He was opposed by 
Pulakesik II and a battle was fought, probably on the banks

4of Narmada, in the heart of the Gurjara Kingdom. In this 
struggle Dadda II probably fought on the side of the Western 
Calukyan King. Though he himself did not claim credit for 
any victorious battle, his descendants ascribed the victory 
over Harsa solely to their ancestor* One of the causes of this 
war may have been the protection given to the Maitraka ruler 
by Dadda II when he was attacked by Har§a. The Maitraka ruler 
who sought protection was in all probability Dhruvasena II 
also known as Baladitya - whose earliest grant is of the 
year 629-30. From Hiuen-TsangTs account we learn that Har§a 
later made peace with him and strengthened the alliance by

1. J.D.L* Vol.X* pp. 1 ff. .
2. E .I . VI. p. 1 ff.
3. O.Y.C. II. 239.
4* Devahuti. Thesis. Ph*D. 1956. p.
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giving him his daughter in marriage,

Altekar explains the state of affairs by saying that
Har$a!s conquest of the Maitraka must have preceeded his

1 2 offensive against Pulakesin II. V.V.Mivashi disagrees and
argues that there seems to have been only one war, during
which the Maitraka flew to the court of Dadda II. He was
pursued by Har§a who in turn was defeated by Pulakesin II and
his feudatory Dadda II.

1Altekar points out that the war after which the
Maitraka sought protection with the Gurjara King could not
have been fought during the first two or three decades of the
7th century when both Har$a and Pulakesin II were increasing
their power and position by conquering small kingdoms.
Pulakesin IIfs victory over Har§a is mentioned in the Aihole
inscription of 634 but the earlier Lohaner plates issued by
him in 630 are silent about it. Dharasena IV, who succeeded
Dhruvasena II, appears to have been most powerful; he is
known to have assumed the titles P M P and Cakravastin.

It appears to us that there was only one war, as con-
4jectured by V.V.Mirastu and that Dharasena IV, who later in 

his reign advanced against Broach, derived his strength from 
the alliance with Har§a. Dharasena IV advanced to Broach and 
occupied it, which shov;s that it was then the Gurjara capital.

1. A.B.O.R.I. XIII. p. 302 ff.
2. C.I.I. IV. Introduction page liii.
3. S.M.H.D. I.pp. .1-8,
4. C.I.I. IV. Introduction, p. liii.
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Their capital till the end of Dadda II*s reign was
1 2 from

Nandipuri, as all of his four grants are issued/there.
The capital was shifted to Broach sometime before 675? the

3date of the Prince of Wales Museum Plates of Dadda II•
From his victorious camp at Broach Dharasena IV issued two 
sets of Plates in 64$.^ The villages granted by him lay, how
ever, in the Khetakahara Vi^aya which was outside the Gurjara 
kingdom. It has been suggested that the Maitraka king was 
a guest of the Gurjara kingdom when he issued the plates from 
*his victorious camp*. To Mirashi the argument does not 
appear convincing; for though in ancient times kings some
times made grants of land situated in the territory they had 
recently acquired, they did not do so invariably, especially 
when the country was only raided and not annexed. The Vadner

- 5Plates of Buddharaja though issued from his victorious camp 
at Vidisa in Eastern Malwa, record the grant of a village in 
the Nasik district and the Kashad Plates of K̂ *§ĵ a III,

1. Nandipuri has been identified with modern Nandod in the 
Rajpipla State. Dr, Buher identified it with an old fort 
of that name just outside the Ghadesvara gate, to the east 
of Broach, Indraji suggested Nandod, The statement in the 
Anjaneri Plates of Jayabhata III that Nandipuri Vigaya 
included the village Toranaka (mod. Toran, 2 miles to the 
north of Nandod) proves the correctness of Indraji*s 
suggestion,

2. C.I.I. IV. nos. 16-17. 19-20.
3. C.I.I. IV. no. 121.
4. I.A. VII. 73 ff. and XV. p.339 ff.
5. C.I.I. IV. no.14.
6. E.I. IV. 27S.
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though issued from his victorious camp at Melpati in North 
Arcot record the grant of a village near Karhadi in the 
Satara district.

In the case of Dhruvasena IV, the adjective Victorious1 
prefixed to the TcampT does indicate, however, that he 
raided the Gurjara kingdom, during the course of a military 
campaign. But there is no indication of any annexation of 
land. It is very possible that Dharasena IV soon returned to 
his country after having exacted heavy tribute from Jayabhata 
II, the successor of Dadda II.

Jayabhata II.
We do not have any historical information about the

successor of Dadda II. He is known only from the genealogies
1of his successors. The praise given to him is very

general, and he was in all probability a sun-worshipper, But
a temple dedicated to the sun god was most probably built by
him* The temple, Jayoditya was situated at Kotipura near 

2Kapika, and its existence is known from a grant made several
years later (£27) for its repairs by King Govinda of the

3Gujarat Ra^trakufa branch. The reason why the building of 
this temple may be attributed to Jayabhata II is that as 
shown above Jayabhata I does not seem to have ruled Gujarat

1. C.I.I. Vol. IV. Nos. 121, 24, 25.
2. Modern Kavi.
3. I.A. V. 144 ff.



and Jayabhata III and IV according to their grants were
devotees of 3iva* Jayabhata II may be placed between the

1years 645-665 *

Dadda III.
Only one grant of this King dated in 675 has been

ohitherto discovered, but he is mentioned in the grants of 
his successors. He had the biruda of Bahusahaya - one whose 
sole helper is his arm - and had attained the Pancamahasabda. 
He seems to have pursued a more vigorous policy than his 
predecessors. He is said to have obtained victories over the 
kings of East and West.**' The king of West mentioned here was 
probably ^iladitya II of the Maitraka dynasty whose dates 
range from 660-685. It would seem that soon after his 
succession, if not earlier, Dadda III raided the Maitraka 
kingdom in retaliation for the previous invasion of Dharasena 
IV, and was successful to a certain extent. During his reign

cthe Gurjara kingdom was invaded by a king called Va^ra'fa 
or Vajjada, as stated in the Nasik plates of Dharasraya 
Jayasirhha, but the attack was in all probability repelled 
by the Calukyan help. The whole army of Vajra£a or Vajjada 
was destroyed by Jayasimha, a younger son of Pulakesin II.

1 .  C i. j. l v .  ^ v \b ^ c U a :l\ /O Y ]
2. C.I.I. IV. no.121.
3. C.I.I. IV. nos. 21-24.
4. C,i- | W . Wo. $.\
5. Acarya, No.78. J.A.S.B. VII. 968,60 C.I.I. IV. no. 28. lines 9-10.



This victory was regarded as very important because it was
decisive, and, like the defeat of Har§a, it is mentioned in
many Ras-trakufa records as the most glorious achievement of
their enemies the W. Calukyas.^ It is not certain who this

2king Vajrata was, V.V.Mirashi has put forward the opinion
that he may be identified with the Maitraka ^Iladitya III,
whom we have discussed above. It would seem that Dharasena IV
issued his plates from Broach which was in all probability
only raided by him. He was driven out by Dadda III who is

3said to have defeated the Kings of East and West. But then
^lladitya III, who was a very powerful ruler, returned and
was finally defeated by the paramount sovereign of Dadda III,
the W. Calukyan King Jayasiniha. From a recently published
inscription it seems that ^iladitya III occupied the Gurjara
kingdom for* some time, because the inscription records his
grant of a field in the village Antika situated in the
Bhasukaccha visaya.^ This grant is dated 676-77 A.D. about

*  5nine years before Jayasimha*s Nasik grant which records his
victory over the king Vajra'fca* It is therefore almost certain
that the King was 5iladitya. Furthermore, we saw the biruda

6Bahusahaya attributed to Dadda III which is yet further

1. e.g. Anjanavati Plates of Govinda III E.I. XXIII. p ,14.
2. C.I.I. IV, Introduction page liv.
3. C.I.I. IV. No.121.
4. Important Inscription from the Baroda State. Vol.I, 

pp. 18 ff.
5. C.I.I. IV. No. 28.
6. C.I.I. IV. Page 93* line 10-11.
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evidence showing that the Gurjara country was undergoing 
difficult conditions. The land granted by ^iladitya III was in 
the Broach district, and not outside as in the grant of 
Dharasena IV, The defeat of Vajrata may have occurred some 
time between 677-685»

Jayabhata. Ill,
This Gurjara ruler is known from two records. His

2Navasari plates were issued from his camp at Kayavatara.
The second set of plates was discovered at Nasik and registers 
the grant of a village near Nandipuri. These were issued 
from Broach, In these records, as well as in the Prince of 
Wales Museum plates of Dadda III the word *Gurjara1 is left 
out, and instead they are said to have descended from Kanja, 
undoubtedly the hero of the Bharata war. This fact is very 
significant, because it gives some evidence that the 
Gurjaras were not being assimilated in the Hindu way of 
life and they thought that by having an ancestor from Hindu 
tradition they would be more willingly accepted by heir 
contemporaries. This point will be discussed in the appendix 
where we will put forward our views on the -foreign- origin of 
the Gurjaras.

1. op-reit. fn. 4-5 on page-
2. Modem Karwan (latitude 20 3T N. longitude 73 10! E) 

C.I.I. IV. No.21.
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Jayabhata was a worshipper of ^iva and had won the 
- 1Paficamahasabda, His descendants gave him the higher title

2Mahasamantadhipati, but he makes no claim to it in his own
- 3records. His Natfsari plates are dated in the year 706, and

4the second set in 710. Jayabhata III!s rule may have lasted 
from ca, 690-715* Dadda III ruled from about 665 to 690, 
since his first plates were issued in 675 and his last date 
may be determined by the war with Vajrata (if identified 
with 3iladitya II) which may have taken place in about 635 - 
the last known date of ^iladitya II.

Ahirola.
He was the son and successor of Jayabhata III and is

known from the Prince of Wales Museum grant of his son 
6Jayabhata IV. He has been given the same titles as his 

father, and his reign seems to have been quite peaceful and 
uneventful. He probably ruled from ca. 715-719 or 720.

Jayabhata IV.
The son and successor of Ahirola is known from two 

grants. The first one which is fragmentary, was found at Kavi

1. C.I.I. IV. no. 22* line 14*
2. C.I.I. IV. no. 24. line 15.
3. C.I.I. IV. no. 21.
4. C.I.I. IV. no. 22. Anjaneri Plates of Jayabhata III.
5. J.A.S.B. VII. p.963.
6. C.I.I. IV. no, 24. line 21.
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, land is dated in A.D.736. The second one was issued later

2in the same year. The description of Jayabhata is purely
conventional, but there is one verse in a corrupt form, which
may refer to an historical event.

TJayabhata, by the edge of his sword, forcibly
vanquished in the city of the lord of Valabhi, the

3Tajikas who oppressed all people.?
4This verse was also found in the Kavi plates, but was very

fragmentary, which led Buhler to translate it thus:-
?¥Who [Jayabhata] by the edge of his sword quieted in

5battle the impetuosity of the lord of Valabhi.¥T
But the Prince of Wales Museum plates of Jayabhata IV ^ 

show that he went to rescue the Maitraka ruler when he was 
attacked by the Arabs. The first two Arab invasions have 
already been considered in Chapter I while discussing the 
general history of Gujarat in the early part of the eighth 
century.

This verse in the Prince of Wales Museum plates shows 
that Jayabhata IV, although an hereditary enemy of the

1. C.I.I. IV. No.23*
2. C.I.Ij. IV. No.24.
3. Asidharajalena Samitah Prasabham Valabhipateh Pureh Yo 

Cye) nasesalokasan(ta)pa Kalapadastajji Kanalo (Ja)yabhata 
jala) da e^a.

4. I.A. IV. 155* Asidharajalena 3amita (tain) prasabham 
Valabhipateryude^ddhe) Yo na ^esaloku (ka) sabhapa 
KalapadastarthikShala ... phalada.

5. \\i' \ss
6. C.I.I. IV.



Maitraka kings, did not hesitate in helping the Maitraka 
kingdom when attacked by an outside force.

The rule of this king probably lasted from ca. 720 till 
the final defeat of the Arabs by AYanijanasraya-Pulakesin some

1 t?time before 740, the date of his Nausari plates, ^rom the
Nausari plates we know that with other kings the Gurjara chief
was also defeated by the Arabs, before they were forced to
retreat by the W. Calukyau King. Jayabhata IV was thus the
last king of the Gurjara dynasty of Broach. After its
destruction their Kingdom was in all probability annexed by
the W. Calukyas. After their overthrow by the Ra^tr^t3-
king Dautidurga,^ the country to the North of the river Kim
-Ktm was occupied by a Gahamaha King Bha^trvaddha, a feudatory

3of the Gurjara-Pratihara King Nagabhata.

Extent of the Gurjara Kingdom.
This Kingdom was most probably bounded by the river Kim 

in the South and the Arabian Sea in the West. In the North, 
the boundary followed the course of the Mahi river upto the 
former Rewakantha Agency, from where ran along the eastern 
limits of the Panch Mahals district to Chota Udaipur in the 
East.^ Their capital at first was Nandipuri as all the

1. C.I.I. IV.wno. 30.
2. Antroli-Charoli plates of Karka II dated 757 record the 

grant of Sthavarapallika (mod. Charoli - only_17 years 
after the Navsari Plates of Pulakesin of W. Calukya branch.

3« E.I. XII. p.197* Hansot plates of Cahamaha Bhart^vaddha.
4. V.V.Mirashi. C.I.I. IV. Introduction page lvi.
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records of Dadda II are issued from it. After him it 
seems to have shifted to Broach. Of the five later records, 
one of Dadda III, two of Jayabhata III and two of Jayabhata 
IV, one was issued from the royal camp at Kayavatara South 
of Baroda, while the place of issue in the case of the other 
two is not known.

Thus the early Gurjara dynasty comprised six generations 
and ruled for approximately 120 years when they were in all 
probability destroyed by the Arabs.



The Early Cahamanas.

Origin,

The Cahamanas were one of the most important dynasties 
of mediaeval India, but like the other dynasties their 
origin is obscure and the traditional accounts are 
fictitious. They are one of the four races mentioned in 
the Agnikula myth which has been discussed in the earlier 
pages.**" There are at least five theories of their origin:-
1. According to the bards and the chroniclers they were 
fire-born. The best known chronicler is Chand Bardai who 
told the story in his work - the Prthviya.ia-Haso. It is also 
found in the story told by bard named Nainsi; the Hammiararaso 
of Jodharaja; the Vani-sabhaskara of Suryamalla Misrana; 
and the history of Cahamanas of Manipuri as told in the
Cauhana Candrika. This story is also repeated in Sissoja

- - 2inscription of the Cahamanas of Bedla, and of course the
Chroniclers and the Inscriptions relating to the Paramaras 
and the Caulukyas as seen above.

The Agnikula myth is very hard to disregard. In the 
case of the Cahamanas, the name itself sounds a little 
foreign. Caha may well have some connection with daha

1 . S <2jl CWqOpleno ^ . v i . vu  •
2. E.C.D. p.94.



which clearly denotes foreign influence• And later we
shall see the importance of this Agnikula myth while
comparing the various theories. As we have noticed above
the Agnikula ceremony may have taken place not because they
were foreigners but because they were non-Hindus, or non-
K^atriyas. But the association of these four dynasties,
the Pratiharas, the Paramaras, the Caulukyas and the
Cahamanas with the fire-origin appears to be significant.
That this myth originated from Rajasthan is made clear
from the fact that the bards tell us that, when the other
three strong men could not conquer the demons, who were
hindering the sacrificial fire: the almighty, from his
arms created a warrior named Cahamana, who was able to
conquer the demons. All the importance goes to the last
warrior, and it seems to us that this importance was given
to him in Rajasthan where the Cahamanas ruled for about 

1400 years.
II* The second theory of origin is that according to the
Gotroccara they were of lunar origin, but this was never

2mentioned before 1321 A.D. and therefore does not appear 
to be importanta But this tradition of their being

1. The last Insc.. of the Cahamanas of Cand&avati and 
Abu is V.S. 1394. Dr. 0jhaTs transcript.

2. Lu^tigadeva* s Abu Insc. op■ uJt -



Somavamsi appears to have been accepted as true at one time
-  1by the Cahamanas of Candravati.

III. The Cahamanas are also regarded as belonging to the 
solar line. The Vanlsabhaskara sompromises between the 
solar and the fire origin by saying that they are 
ultimately identical. The theory their solar origin cannot 
be traced earlier than the middle of the 12th century, and 
that too only registers the claim of the ^akambhari line 
to the solar origin. The later sources which state their

3 . -solar origin are the Pr thi v i ra .1 avi .1 ay a T a Cahamana 
, 4Prasasti (probably of Vigraharaja IVTs reign)* the Badla

5 6Inscription of Prthvira.ia III. the Hahmira Mahakavya
7and the Sur .janacarita.

The Prthvira.ia- Vi.jay a says that the first Cahamana
was b o m  after the Kaliyuga had set in the Buddha had been
born as an avatara of Vi§nu and the MLecchas had begun

8 .invading India. The Cahamana is also mentioned as a
sun of the sun-god, an uncle of Ik§vaku - the first Solar

9King of India - according to the traditions. According to 
the Acalesvara Inscription of LuQ.tigadeva, the first

1. Lu$tigadeva*s Sbu Insc.obo-t'
2. Rajasthani - Calcutta. III. Pt. 2. pp. 1-8.
3. PV. I and II.
4. E.C.D. p.5*
5. E.D.C. p. 94. Insc. 5*
6. H.M.I. 14-17.
7. SC. VIII. 151-162.
8. P^thviraja - Vijaya. i. 36-74.
9. E.D.C. p.6.



Cahamana was created after the solar and lunar race had
1become extinct. His services were required to put down 

the Asuras interfering with the sacrificial rites of Vatsa, 
According to Dasaratha Sharma two points emerge from the 
tradition of the solar origin,

1. That the Cahamanas were not tribally connected
with the old solar and lunar K§atriyas, and

2. that the Cahamanas probably gained recognition as
K§atriyas rather late in history and most probably by 
fighting for Hinduism against the Non-Hindus*
If this is so then the Agnikula theory of origin does not 
seem wholly fictitious. There is the possibility that this 
certain individual named Cahamana was made a K^atriya by 
this ceremony. He may have been a foreigner, a non-K^atriya 
or even a non-Hindu, and in order to become a member of the 
ruling caste took part in the Fire ceremony, described in 
the Agnikula legend* The other points in this tradition 
such as the story about the coming together of Visvamitra, 
Gautama and Agastya and Vasistha’s bringing forth the 
heroes; and the story that the four dynasties were brought 
forth from four different parts of Brahma*s body, are 
obviously unbelievable. But it seems clear enough that the

1, K^itau prasantau Kila Surya-somavams: visalau pravaran 
hi parvam.
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tradition implies that the originators of these four 
dynasties had to undergo a religious ceremony in order to 
be assimilated into the Hindu way of life, and especially 
into the K^atriya caste.
IV. According to Bhandarkar the Cahamanas were most 
probably Khazars and originally belonged to a priestly 
section of a foreign tribe The evidence given is a coin 
of Vasudeva Vahmana or Bahmana; the legend on the obverse 
is in Sassanian Pahlavi f?Saf Varsu Tef. Sri Vasudeva” in the 
inner circle to the right, and on the margin ”Saf Varsu Tef 
Wahman [Bahman] Multan Malka”, meaning 3ri Vasudeva Vahman, 
King of Multan. And on the reverse it has 3ri Vasudeva in 
Nagari characters and the Pahlavi legend. Tukan Zaulistan, 
Saparda lak§an that is Takka, Zabulistan and in all 
probability Sapadalal£$a.Rapson compares this coin with 
coinage issued by the Persian King Khusru II. Parviz in the 
37th year of his reign which corresponds to 627 A.D.^

We find that as with other dynasties the problem of 
their origin cannot have a solution until and unless some 
extraordinary sources are discovered. The Cahamanas 
controlled the whole of Rajputana and confronted various 
Muslim invasions. But for our purpose we need only to 
look at the earlier branches of this dynasty,

1. Rapson - Indian Coins, Para. 109. qJLqg^ĵ  ^
IR e # , Wfs’Y© ,
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The Cahamanas of La^a.

The existence of the Cahamanas of Lafa was first
1found in the Hansot Grant of Bhart:jpva<34ha. The first 

verses of this record that rfThe Cahamana family, exalted 
with a large army, who have succeeded in adorning their 
territory, who are a receptacle of victory Then there
is a genealogy of the donor.

In the Cahamana family,i _
Rajan MahesvaradayS 

Bhimadama

i
Bhartrvaddha (X)

Ii
Parama Mahesvara Haradama 

Dhrubhatadeva

Parama-mahesvara-Samadhigatata - paftca- mahasabda 
Mahasamantadhipati BhartrvacJ<jha (II).

1, IAo 1913. 58.



It is then announced that this last prince while staying at
n, „ twBroach granted the village of Arjunadevigraha to a certain 

Brahma$$, It was issued from Broach in the pravardhamana- 
vijaya-rajya of the illustrious Nagavaloka in 756 A.D. 
Nagavaloka has been identified with Nagabha^a I of the 
Gurjara Pratihara dynasty.

This inscription gives us six generations of Cahamanas 
who appear to have resided in the region of Broach, By 
assigning a period of 30 years Konow arrived at 500 A.D. 
as the date of Mahesvaradama. But H.C. Ray would assign 
only 25 years each and have 600 A.D. as his date. We cannot 
say as to what date would be right, but 30 years reign for 
each ruler is not impossible but unexpected, Mahesvaradama1s 
date may have been somewhere around 580-60 A.D. the most 
interesting point to be noted here is the name endings in 
°Dama, which also occurs amongst the Western K^atrapas. In 
the opinion of Rapson, it may well be a Sanskritized form 
of the Persian word Spalaga-dama. The name certainly has 
a very strong foreign element which would go to strengthen 
the argument of foreign origin of these people#

We had the Gurjaras in the Broach region till about 
736 A.D, when they were destroyed by the Arab raid. After

1, Catalogue of Indian Coins. 1908* P. cv.



that this part of Gujarat was probably conquered by the 
Gurjara-Pratiharas and given to the Cahamanas who became 
feudatories. Konow suggests that they may have settled in 
Broach for a long time previously. But this seems impossible 
to us because from the Gurjara inscription that they had 
good control over the Broach region, and therefore probably 
Dhrubha£adeva was the first Cahamana of Broach. The other 
rulers mentioned in the genealogy were no rulers, but were 
only included as ancestors.

For about five centuries nothing is heard of the 
Cahamanas of Gujarat. The Hammira-mada-mardana of 
Jayasirfiha reveals the presence of Mahameug^Jalesvara 
Samgramaraja, also known as Samgramasimha, who was a 
contemporary of the Vaghela King Viutadhavala (ca. 1233-43 A.D.)
He is said to have been the son of Sindhuraja and nephew of
Simha, lord of La^adesa.

The Cahamanas of Dhavalpuri.

The existence of this branch was made known by the
2discovery of a Stone Inscription at Dholpur. It opens with 

an eulogy of the Sun God, then follows the genealogy of a

1. G 0 S. X. 1920.
2. ZDMG. XL. 38-42* Carmaijvali-tata-dvaya-samsthita- 

Mlecchadhipa-pravarah,^ipsitaija prap.ata sevam kurvanti yasyanu.



King named Ca^amahasena.

In the Cahavaija-vamsa 

Isuka 

Mahi^arama 

Ca$cjamahasena

The last King lived in Dhavalapuri, The object of this 
inscription is to record the building of a temple of 
Ca$<iasvamin, the date of the consecration of the temple is 
842 A.D.

Caij4ama^ senats family appear to have been feudatories, 
possibly he acknowledged the sovereignty of the Pratihara 
emperor Bhoja, who had captured Kanauj sometime before 
836 A.D. The only thing known about Ca$<jamahasena is that 
the MLeccha lords who were established on the banks of the 
Carma^avati paid him homage. Who these MLecchas were, it is 
very difficult to say. But that there were Arab settlements 
at this time is known from the (ywcka^u '* inscription

TVU\\\of a certain Madhuban who was an Arab feudatory of the
Ras'f raku^as. 
l o'} - d t
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The Cahamanas of Partabgarh.

This branch is known from the Partabgarh Stone
•* -  iInscription of the Pratihara emperor Mahendrapala II, whose 

gift of a village for the cult of the goddess Vata-Yak^iiji- 
devi in 946 A.D. is recorded in it. But it also contains 
references to earlier grants of various shrines attached to 
the monastery of Hari-g$Isvara. We are told that the 
provincial governor of Mahendrapala, resident at Ujjaen, at 
the request of the Cahamana Mahasamanta Indraraja, granted a 
village for the cult of Indradityadeva. The Inscription 
gives the following genealogy of the Cahamana Chief:

Princes of the Cahaman-anvaya ... who were a source 
of great pleasure to King Bhojadeva

Govindaraja

Durlabharaja

i
Indraraja

This last prince built the great temple of the Sun-God -

1. El. XIV, 160-161.
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named after him (Indra-ditya), at the village of Ghojjta - 
Var^ika, As grants are recorded to this temple in 942 A.D. 
it is certain that Indraraja built the temple on or before 
that date.

Nothing is known about any possible successors of 
Indraraja*



The Gur.jaras of Broach.

1. Kaira Plates of Dadda II - 629 A.D. - C.I.I. IV. 57*
2. Kaira Paltes of Dadda II - 634 A.D. - C.I.I. IV. 67.
3. Sankheda Plates of Ra$agraha - 641 A.D. - C.I.I.IV.72
4. Sankhetja Plates (First Set) of Dadda II - 642 A.D. -

C.I.I. IV.75
5# Sankhecja Plates (Second Set) of Dadda II - 642 A.D. -

C.I.I. IV.72
6. Navsari Plates of Jayabhata III - 706 A.D. -

C.I.I. IV.32
7. Anjaneru Plates of Jayabhata III - 710 A.D. -

C.I.I. IV.90
5. Kavl Plate of Jayabhata IV - 736 A.D. - C.I.I. IV.96.
9* Prince of Wales Museum Plates of Jayabhata IV -

736 A.D. - C.I.I. IV. 102.

The Capas.

10. Hatjtjala Plates of Capa Mahasamantadhipati
Dharaijivaraha - feudatory of Matupaladeva - 914 A.D. -

I.A. XII. 193 ff*.

The Gur.jara-Pratiharas.

11. Buckala inscription of the time of Nagabhata - 815 A.D.
El. IX, 199 ff.

12. Barah inscription Bhojadeva I. 836 A.D. - El. XIX, 17 ff-



13. Daulutpur inscription of Bhojadeva I. 843 A.D. -
El. V. p. 211 ff.

14. Gwalior inscription of the time of Bhojadeva - 875 A.D.
El. I. 156 ff.

15. Ahar inscription of Bhojadeva. 876 A.D. ~
El. XIX. 588 ff.

16. Peheva inscription of the time of Bhojadeva - 882 A.D.
El, I, 186 ff.

17. Sagartal inscription of Bhojadeva - El. XIII. 107 ff.
18. SiyagLoni inscription of the time of Mahendrapaladeva

- 903 A.D. - 
El. I. 173 ff*

19. Partabgarh inscription of the time of Mahendrapala
948 A.D. - El. XIV. 182 ff.

20. Jodhpur inscription of Bauka - 837 A.D. - El. XVIII.
87 ff*

21. Ghatiyala inscription of Kakkuka - 859 A.D. -
El. IX. 210 ff.

22-23. Two CPS. of the time of Mahendrapala of Kanauj
893 and. 900 A .D.El. IX. 1.

The Ra§“frakutas

24. Paithan Plates of Govinda III. 794 A.D. El. III. 105.
25. Radhanpur Plates of Govinda III. 806 A.D. - El,VI. 239*
26. Nilgund inscription of the time of Amogha-Varsa I.

864 A.D. - El. VI. 98.
27* Sanjan Plates of Amoghavar^a I. 8^f A.D. - El. XVIII.

235*
28. Baroda Plates of Karkaraja - 810 A.D, - IA. XII. 156
29* Bijapur inscription of Dhavala of Hastikun^I -

997 A.D. - El. X. 17*



30. Kapa<Jvanaj grant of Kr§$a H  " 910 A.D. - El. I. 50
31. Cambay Plates of Govinda IV. 930 A.D. - El. VII. 26.
32. Sirur inscription of Amoghavarsa I ?s time - 866 A.D.

El. VII. 202.
33. Soratur inscription of Amoghavarsa I. 869 A.D. -

El. XIII. 179*
34. Ron inscription of the time of Amoghavarsa I.

874 A.D. - El. XIII. 183
35* Kalas inscription of Govinda IV. 927 A.D. El. XIII.334
36. Ellora Plates of Dantidurga. 742 A.D. - El. XXV. 25*
37. Ra§traku£a Charters from Cinchani - 924 A.D.

El. XXXII. Pt. 2.
38. An inscription of the Ras^rakutas . IA. XII. 156.
39* A grant of Dhruva III of Broach, IA, XII, 179*
40-41* Two grants of Indraraja III. 915 A.D. - El. IX. 23*
42. A Rastrakuta grant from Mysore. IA. XII. 11.
43* Ilao Plates of Dadda II. Prasantaraga - IA. XIII.115 ff
44* Antroli Charoli Plates of Karkall - 755 A.D. -

J.B.B.R.A.S. XVI. 105 ff*.
45* Baroda Plates of Suvarijavar^a - 810 A.D. IA.XII. 156 ff. 

The Paramaras.

46, Udaypur Prasasti of the Kings of Malwa. undated.
El. I. 222.

47* Harasol C P of Siyaka II. 949 A.D. - El. XIX. 236.
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66. Bhinmal SI of Kpsnaraja - 1066 A.D. - ibid. 474.
67. Bhinmal SI of Jayatasimha - 1182 A.D. - ibid. 474•
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El. IX. 10.

69* Mount £bu Vimala temple inscription - 1322 A.D. -
El. IX. 148.

70. Fragmentary grant of the Paramaras of Sbu - ca.
12th century A.D. - El. XXXII. 135*

The Caulukyas

71. Baroda Grant of Mularaja I - 973 A.D. - WZKM Vol.V. 300
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Bh. Insc. 158.
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83. Mount Abu Inscription of Yasodhavala - 1146 A.D. -
IA. LVI. 10.

84* Vadnagar Prasasti of Kumarapala - 1151 A.D. -
El. I, 293.

85. Udaypur inscription of Kumarapala - II63 A.D. -
IA. XVIII. 343*

86. Udaypur inscription of Ajayapala - 1172 A.D. -
IA. XVIII. 343*

87. Grants of Anhilwar Caulukyas. IA. VI. 200 ff.
88. Surat grants of the Lata chief Kirtiraja , - 1006 A.D.-

V.O.J. VII. 88.
89. A CP. of the La^a chief Trilocanapala - 1048 A.D. ~

IA. XII. 196.

The Saindhavas.

90. Grant of the time of Agguka, - 832 A.D. - El. XXVI. 197
91. Grant of King Jaika I. undated. El. XXVI* 203.
92. An incomplete grant of King Ranaka - undated -

El. XXVI. 207
93* Grant of Ranaka of a subordinate saindhava branch -

874-5 A.D. El. XXVI. 212.
94* Grant of King Agguka III - 886-7 A.D. - El. XXVI. 217.
95* Grant of King Jalka II. 915 A.D. - El. XXVI. 222.
96. DhlnikI Plates of Jaikadeva - 738 A.D. - IA. XII. 151.
96a. The Morbi Grant of Jaikadeva. 904. A.D. - IA.II. 257-8 .
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97* Kauthem grant of Vikramaditya V* - 774 A.D* » IA.XVI.15
98. Nilgund inscription of Taila II. - £48 A.D* - El. IV.

204.
99. Miraj plates of Jayasimha II. 890 A.D. - IA. VIII. 11.
100. Kulenur inscription of Jayasimha II - $94 A.D. -

El. XV. 329.
101. Sudi inscription of Somesvara I. 925 A.D. - El. XV. 85
102. Hottur inscription of Somesvara I - 932 A.D. -

El. XVI. 81.
103. Sudi inscription of Somesvara II - 940 A.D. -

El. XV. 96.
104* Balgami inscription of the time of Somesvara II -938 A.D * - Mysore inscriptions

164.
105* Gadag inscription of Vikramaditya VI. undated.

El. XV. 348*
106. Tidgu^tji plates of the time of Vikramaditya VI.

ca. 1082 A.D. - El. III. 306.
106a* The Mahakuta Pillar of King Marigalesa - 602 A.D. -

IA. XIX. 19 ff*

The Vaghelas.

107. Dabhoi inscription of Vxsala - 1255 A.D. - El, I. 20.
108. VxsalaTs inscription - 1260 A.D. - IA. VI. 212.
109. Arjuna’s inscription - 1271 A.D. - IA. XI. 107*
110. Cintra Prasasti of Sarahgadeva - undated -El. I. 271.
111. ArjunaTs inscription - undated - IA. XI. 104.
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112* Xbhoija Plates of ^ankaragaria - 596 A.D. C.I.I. IV. 38.
113. Sankhe(Ja Plates of ^arikaragana - undated. C.I.I. IV.

44 .

114. Vainer Plates of Buddharaja - 609 A.D. - C.I.I. IV.47
115. SarsavnI Plates of Buddharaja - 610 A.D. -

c . i . i .  iv. 51.

116. Inscriptions of the Early Calukyas of Gujarat.
117. Navsari Plates of Yuvaraja ^ryasraya-^iladitya -

671 A.D. - C.I.I. IV. 123.
118. Nasik Plates of Dharasraya - Jayasimha - 686 A.D. -

C.I.I. IV. 127-
119. Surat Plates of Yuvaraja 3ryasraya - 3lladitya ~

693 A.D. - C.I.I. IV. 132
120, Navsari Plates of Pulakesiraja - 740 A.D. -

C.I.I. Iv. 137.

The Cahamanas.

121. Sundha Hill inscription of Cacigadeva - 1262 A.D. -
El. IX. 70.

122. Nadol plates of £lha$adeva - 1162 A.D. - El. IX, 62.
123* Nadol plates of Rajaputra Kirtipala - 1160 A.D. -

El. IX. 66.
124. Mount Abu inscription of Luntigadeva - 1321 A.D. -

El. IX. 79.
125. Sevadi CP. of Cahamana Ratbapala - 1120 A.D. -

El. XI. 304.



126. The Hansot Plates of Cahamana Bhartrva<J<Jha, - 757 A.D.
El. XII. 197.

127. Bijolia Rock inscription of Somesvara - 1170 A.D. -
El. XXVI. 87.

128. Dholpur inscription of Cancjamahasena - 842 A.D. -AZMG. XL. 38 ff.
129. Na<Jol inscription of Jojaladeva - 1091 A.D. -

130. Kiradu inscription of Alhaijadeva - 1152 A.D. -

131. Harsa inscription of Guvaka I .
IA XLII. 66ff

Miscellaneous inscriptions.

132. Bhadana grant of the 8ilara King Aparajita - 995 A.D.
El. III. 267.

133. Inscription from Dabhoi - 1253 A.D. -El. I, 20.
134. Inscriptions in the temple of Neminatha on Mount

El. VIII. 200
Abu.

135. Eastern Calukya grants, El. V. 125*
136. Palitana Plates of the Garulaka King Simhaditya.

El. XI. 17.
137. Goharwa Plates of the Kalacuri King Karnadeva -

1047 A.D. - El. XI. 139.
138. Gatsu inscription of the Guhilot King Baladitya ■

725 A.D. - El. XII. 11.
139. An incomplete grant of the Sinda King Adityavarman -

963 A.D. - El. XXV. 164.
140. Bilhari SI of Kalacuri Yuvarajadeva II - undated -

C.I.I. IV. 204.



141. Goharwa Plates of Karpa - 1047 A.D. - C.I.I. IV. 250.
142. Palitana Plates of the Garulaka King Simhaditya.

El. XI, 17.
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646 A.D. El. XX. 97.
144. Udaypur Inscription of the Guhilot King Aparajita -

661 A.D. - El, IV. 31.
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145* Maliya CP of Maharaja Dharasena II.
146. Palitana Plates of Dhruvasena I.
147. The Valabhi grants, J.B.B.R.A.S. (N.S.) I. 17 ff.
148. Bhamodra Mohotra Plates - 502 A.D. J.B.B.R.A.S. XX.
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155* The Grant of Guhasena of Valabhi. 565 A.D. - IA. IV.

174 ff.
156. The Bhavanagar Plates of Guhasena of Valabhi - 567 A.D*r

IA. V. 207.
157. A CP Grant of Dharasena II - 571 A.D. - IA. VII. 68.
158. Bantia Plates of Dharasena II. 573 A.D. - El. XXI, 179
159. Ali#a Plates of Dharasena II - 5^9 A.D. - IA. VII. 71.
160. The Amreli Plates of Kharagraha I - 616 A.D.

Gadre. 7 ff.
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The Ali^a CP of 3iladitya VII. C.I.I. III. 186.
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